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The purpose of this practicum is twofold. First, this practicum entails

an inventory of underutilized, upper-storey commercial space and an

assessment of housing needs in Prince George. This inventory and

assessment constitute the "coÍe study" of this practicum, and has been

completed in accordance with the terms of reference for Phase L of a three-

phase project commissioned by the Victoria Civic Heritage Trust (VCHT).

Second, this practicum explores the broader issues related to housing

need, heritage conservation, and downtown revitalization. As demand for

affordable housing rises, the conversion of commercial buildings to

residential use can offer certain benefits to downtown, benefits such as:

diversity, vibrancy, improved safety and improved commerce. This

practicum attempts to forge the link between these broader issues (residential

conversion, heritage conservation, the utilization of land and building

resources, and revitalization), in the context of a conventional CBD within a

smaller, non-metropolitan Canadian city. This is achieved by focusing on the

feasibility of converting underutilized commercial space to residential use,

and through an analysis of housing need, land and building underutilizatíon,

and core area decline in Prince George, Nelson and New Westminster, BC.

This practicum concludes with suggestions for further study, and a brief plan

of action, to help create solutions to the problems examined herein.
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CHnprnn 1:

THE PRoBLEM AND
TnE PunposE oF rnrs Pnecncuvr

1.1 The Problem and Central Issues

"Most communities in British Columbia perceiae the
strong need to creøte øffordable residentiøI
øccommodøtion in the downtousn ørea, principøIly in
buildings thøt øre aacønt or underutilized. ..,

Projects in Europe and North America hau e

demonstrøted thøt rehøbilitation ønd conuersion o f
downtown upper storeys to housing, pørticularly in
buildings zaith heritøge charøcter, cøn generøte rnøny
benefits

c increøsed housing stock

. reduced aøcancy rates

support of dozuntown seruices ønd businesses

improaed public safety on downtown streets

pressure eased on trønsportøtion systems

aibrant and diaerse downtou)n øreas

In recent yeørs, howeaer, dornntown housing conaersions
høae become more dfficult to øchieae in British
Columbia due to the economic impact of increased BC
Building Code støndørds, seismic upgrnding requirements,
ønd escølating construction costs" (Victoria Civic
Heritage Trust 1995,1)

The central problem of this practicum is one of feasibility - whether it is

feasible to create low and moderate income housing by converting

underutilized upper-storey commercial space in the downtown core of Prince
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George, BC. This particular question is addressed in the core study of this

practicum, Moving Up - Phøse 1 Inaentory ønd Needs Assessment:

Dozantown llpper-storey Housing for the City of Prince George, (hereafter

referred to as "Moving Up - Phase 1" ot "the core study") which can be found

in the Appendix to this practicum.

While the question of feasibility forms the basis for this inquiry, the

wider problem being addressed here is whether or not residential conversion

(the creation of residential units) in a conventional central business district

(CBD), such as in Prince George, can contribute to its regeneration and

rcvitalization, while at the same time acting to preserve its physical heritage.

The unique characteristics of a city's CBD (the existence of older buildings,

underutilized commercial space, observable housing need and limited

housing stock) provide the opportunity for an exploration and examination

of the idea that issues of economic and physical decline in the CBD may be

addressed simultaneously with the social and economic issues of housing

need and affordability, and that this approach might yield a general

revitalization of the CBD

Two broad sets of issues are to be found at the core of this practicum.

The first set involves the social aspects of the city (and, in particular, the

CBD), and revolves around the basic realities of housing need, supply and

affordability. The second set involves the physical and economic aspects of

both the city and the CBD This inciudes issues of physical and economic
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decline, the viability and profitability of current "downtown" activities

(especially retailing), as well as concern for the way in which the decline of

the CBD might be reversed, and some form of revitalization achieved.

1.2 Statement of Purpose

This practicum serves two purposes. First, this practicum entails an

inventory of underutilized, upper-storey commercial sPace and an

assessment of housing needs in Prince George. This inventory and

assessment constitutes the core study of this practicum (again, this may be

found in the Appendix). The core study has been completed in accordance

with the terms of reference for Phase 1 of the three-phase project

commissioned by the Victoria Civic Heritage Trust (VCHT). The main

objectives (as outlined in the VCHT's Terms of Reference) have been to:

1-. euøluate the scope of the problem zuithin the context of
community policies regørding affordable downtoutn
housing;

2. identify potentiøl low-moderøte income rental røtes ønd
øudiences to determine demønd for downtown housing;

3. inaentory the supply of under-utilized and potentiølly
conaertible upper-storey spøces;

identifu the perceiaed impediments to and opportunities

for conaersion to residentiøl use;

5. identify potentiøl finønciøl mechønisms that could øssist
in møking downtown housing affordøble;



6. identify potentiøl demonstration projects ønd community
contacts.

Second, this practicum explores the broader issues related to both

housing need and downtown revitalization. It is generally recognízed that,

with the growth in its popuiation, British Columbia is experiencing a growing

demand for affordable housing (British Columbia 1994, 5). It is also

recognized that the conversion of commercial buildings to resid.ential use in a

commercial downtown setting can generate benefits that affect the

community as a whole - benefits such as diversity and vibrancy in the

downtown, improved public safety on downtown streets, and improved

commerce for downtown businesses (Mulvihill 1996,434; Robertson 1995,

434). By focusing on whether it is feasible to convert underutilized

commercial space to residential use, and through a comparative analysis of

the issues of housing need, land and building underutilization and core area

decline in the cities of Prince George, Nelson and New Westminster in

British Columbia, this practicum attempts to forge the link between

residential conversion, heritage conservation, the utilization of land and

building resources, and revitalizatíon, in the context of a conventional CBD

in the setting of a smaller, non-metropolitan Canadian city. This practicum

concludes with suggestions for further study, and a brief plan of action which

is designed to build upon the work contained herein.
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2Jl, An Introduction to the Core Study

2.1.1 The Victoria Civic Heritage Trust and the Impetus for this Study

The impetus for the study -Moaing Up - Phøse 1 , can,l be traced through

the history of the Victoria Civic Heritage Trust (VCHT). Incorporated as a

non-profit society in 1989, VCHT was formed to administer downtown

building conservation and interpretation programs for the Cify of Victoria.

Since 1990, the VCHT has operated Victoria's Building Incentive Program, "a

matching grant program designed to preserve and revitalize buildings in the

downtown core" (VCHT 1995,2; Kluckner 1991, 41). In 1991. the VCHT

provided grant funding, and administered the renovation of a building in

Victoria's Chinatown district. The success of this renovation, aimed at

creating affordable rental housing for an elderly, low-income, clientele, led

the VCHT to begin focusing more of its efforts towards the development of a

new, programmed, approach for converting underutilized upper-storey

commercial space to housing for individuals and families with low-to-

moderate incomes (VCHT 1995,2).

In 1992, the first of two reports on upper-storey housing was submitted

to the VCHT. In his report Downtown Victoriø Heritøge Building I Housing
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Study, architect Jonathan Yardley focused on three heritage buildings in

Victoria's downtown core. These buildings offered both variety of structural

type and some degree of convertibility. In the final analysis Yardley found

one project that was marginally viable and concluded that the other two

would be viable if the right sort of arrangements for government funding

could be made (Yardley 1.992,3).

In 1995, the second report was submitted to the VCHT. This report,

Second Eloor Spøce for Downtown, prepared by City Spaces Consuiting Ltd.,

recommended a number of broad strategies that the VCHT could take with

respect to the recycling or conversion of underutilized second storey space. Of

the nine strategies offered by Cfty Spacesl, the first three appear to be the

catalyst for the core study of this practicum. These recommendations (City

Spaces 1995,3) were that:

1. "the Trust should ødopt ø broad strøtegy to obtøin the
inaoluement of all three leaels of goaernment ønd the
interest of the priaøte sector"

The other six strategies proposed by City Spaces Consr:Iting Ltd. (City Spaces 1995) were that the VCHT
should: request thãt thô Piovince set úp ä municipal-prõvincial taók îorce to idêntifv ways in which
downtown housing can be encouragedl request thät the Province consider re-fundine the-Rental Unit
ConversionLoan Program; request that theÞrovince establish a complementary loan ã.osru-; consider
encouraging a public:private þartnership_ commercial-to-residential ionversión dembnsiation projecÇ
expand.their focus to consider other, non-he_ritage buildings; and continue to work with the City-in ãny
areas which may encourage the conversion of commercial space to residential use.
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2. "the Trust should...a) estøblish the potential fo, ø

proaince-wide progrørn for recycling second-storey space
in selected centers throughout BC k.g. Nelson, Prince
George); b) identify the perceiaed impediments t o

conaersion for residential use in these communities; and
c) deaelop a progr(tm for the proaince to operøtionalize"

3. "Pending or in the øbsence of proaincial funding for
the studies øboae, the Trust cøn help make the prospect of
downtown residentiøl [conaersion] more likely by
deaeloping ø progrørn to encourage this. This program
would aim to heighten awøreness of the possibilities nnd
benefits ,f downtown housing fo, øll the potentiølly
interested pørties, such øs municipøl officials, deaelopers,
downtown orgønizøtions ønd, of course, residents"

Acting on the second recommendation offered by City Spaces

Consulting Ltd. (above), the VCHT developed terms of reference for phase

one of a three phase program - a study of underutilized downtown upper-

storey space to be carried out in five separate cities in five different parts of the

province. These studies (Moztíng Up - Phøse I ) were completed between

October 1995 and ]anuary 1996 in Campbell River, Nelson, New Westminster,

Victoria and Prince George. It is the study of Prince George that forms the

core of this practicum (see Appendix). The strategy recommended by Crty

Spaces Consulting Ltd. for the VCHT proposed that these five case studies

would provide an important first step in demonstrating a need for a

province-wide, and provincially-funded, program aimed at the three

interrelated objectives:

L. recycling commerciøl heritøge buildings



2. creating lozu ønd moderøte income housing

3. supporting or encourøging the re-population of
downtown or core areas.

2.1..2 TÞ.e Core Study and the Objectives of the Victoria Civic Heritage Trust

The specific objectives for the study of underutilized, upper-storey

space in Prince George (as prescribed by the terms of reference for Moaing Up

- Phøse I ) (VCHT 1995) may be found in the Statement of Purpose in the

preceding Chapter (see: Chapter l, Sec. L.2)

Again, there is a strong connection between these objectives and the

recommended strategy proposed by City Spaces Consulting Ltd. in their report

Second Eloor Spøce for Downtoutn (City Spaces 1995,3)

By addressing each of the VCHT's six objectives, the core study of this

practicum is really several different products. At its root, the Moaing Up -

Phase 1 study for Prince George is a broad-based inventory of the current

condition of vacant and underutilized upper-storey space in the city. The

study, however, is also an analysis of current local conditions and policies

with regards to housing (and, in particular, downtown housing) and building

conversion in Prince George. Likewise, the core study is also an overview of

the housing market in Prince George, its current economic condition and the

demand for market and non-market rental housing in Prince George. The



core sftidy also surveys some of the various mechanisms which might assist

in bringing onto the market rental housing for low and moderate income

individuals and familíes. Finally, the core study offers a detailed analysis of

two buildings in Prince George with potential for commercial-to-residential

conversion.

If the VCHT's ultimate objective (as detailed in Chapter 1., Sec. 1.2) is to

demonstrate a need for province-wide action on a problem-set that includes

the issues of creating low and moderate income housing as well as heritage

conservation, then the core study of this practicum (which presents

information regarding market and non-market housing, underutilized

commercial upper-storey space as well as special local or municipal

considerations), serves that purpose by providing a picture of this problem-set

in the case of Prince George. By melding the findings of the core study of this

practicum with the results of the surveys undertaken in Campbell River,

Nelson, New Westminster and Victoria, the VCHT will be able to assemble a

composite picture of the way in which the concerns of housing and heritage

conservation manifest themselves in relation to the issues of downtown

redevelopment and revitalizatíon throughout the province.
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2.2 Ãn Introduction to the City of Prince George

2.2.1 Tll.e Historic, Geographic and Economic Situation of Prince George

Prince George is situated at the confluence of the Fraser and Nechako

rivers, in the midst of the vast montane and sub-alpine forests of the

Nechako Lowlands on British Columbia's Interior Plateau (Watts 1970,89-91.;

Matthews 1986: Tipper \971.,1-0) near the geographic centre of the province.

The city is the natural crossroads between the upper Fraser Valley leading to

the Yellowhead Pass to the east, the Nechako and Bulkley Valleys leading to

the west, and the Pine Pass which leads to the Peace River district to the north

(see Figure 2.1., The Proaince of British Columbiø: Regional Districts )

Permanent European settlement in the Prince George area dates from

the establishment of the North West Company's fur trading post by Simon

Fraser in 1807. The settlement of Fort George (as it was then known) changed

little for the next one hundred years, with most of the activity being centered

on either the fur trade or the extraction of timber resources. By 1909, land

speculation, fueled by the expected arrival of the Grand Trunk Pacific

Railway, had taken off in the area. Int909, the original fur trade settlement

which had existed near the Hudson's Bay post and the steamboat landing on

the Fraser River, was surveyed and subdivided. In the spring of 1910, these

lots were marketed as South Fort George (RunnaIIs 1946,95). The reason for

the distinct appellation of "South" Fort George had much to do with a second
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rival townsite which was being developed at the same time, on a site above

the Nechako River by land speculator and developer, George Hammond.

Although this townsite was commonly known as Central Fort George,

Hammond had had legally registered the plan for the townsite as "Fort

George" for marketing reasons.2 By 1914, there were an estimated 3000

permanent residents in Fort George (Central) and South Fort George

(Runnalls 1.946, 1.30).

With the arrival of the Grand Trunk Pacific (GTP) Railway (now

Canadian National) in 1914, the fortunes of Fort George (Central) and South

Fort George, and the speculative land development that had been supporting

their growth and development since about 1909, changed rapidly. It was most

likely self-evident to the developers of the GTP that the presence of the

raíIway, or more specifically the location of the railway station, would be the

determining factor in the supremacy of any townsite. The GTP must also

have known that the land occupied by the Fort George Indian Band (1366

acres situated between the two existing townsites of Fort George (Central) and

South Fort George) provided the ideal site for both a townsite and rail yards.

With an eye towards creating a land monopoly for itself in a new townsite,

while at the same time undermining further land speculation and

2 Central Fort George is located west of the Grand Trunk Pacific townsite of Prince George along Central
Street. see: Run-rialls 1946, 107
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development in Fort George (Central) and South Fort George, the GTP

acquired the Indian Reserve land, and relocated the Fort George Band to its

present site near Shelley, BC.3 Once the railway had cleared the former

Indian Reserve land, laid out its planned townsite in 191,4 and established its

station, it incorporated this new townsite as the City of Prince George in L9L5.

Therefore, on the basis this new permanent transportation iink and a wealth

of natural resources in the region, Prince George was created as a full-fledged

city on a site where no permanent settlement had existed previously (see

Figure 2.2, The Three Georges: The City of Prince George øt Incorporation

L91_5) .

In the first three decades following incorporation, Prince George had

difficulty recapturing the kind of optimism and speculative enthusiasm

which had marked the decade prior to L9L5. Without the kind of economic

expansion which had characterized the years prior to the First World War,

and then later because of the affects of the Great Depression, the demand for

the particular forest products produced at Prince George was limited. Because

of the lack of market demand for its products, Prince George experienced a

limited amount of growth during these first few decades Gradually, the city

(and its region) became a more important part of the provincial forest

3 The native seltlement was relocated to a site some six miles northeast of the city, on the Fraser River, across
from communify of Shelley (Runnalls 1946, \32).
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economy, as it solidified its position as the primary trading centre for north

central British Columbia. During this same period, commercial and retail

activity coalesced in the GTP townsite (what is now the Prince George CBD).

This reflects the fact that the railway had superceded the steamboat as the

principal mode of transportation and supply, as well as the realíty that the

limited, and stable, population of Prince George (prior to the Second World

War) was not able maintain three separate commercial and retail areas.  As

the Depression gave way to the Second World War, and as the demand for

wood products increased, Prince George was able to capitalize on the wealth of

its forest and agricultural resources and establish a stable industrial base with

the development of more permanent sawmill and planer mill operations.

In contrast, the decades following the Second World War were an era

of great expansion for Prince George. Growth in the entire forest economy of

British Columbia brought diversification to the forest-based industry of Prince

George. The construction of two pulp mills and one pulp and paper mill at

Prince George during the 1960s sparked an economic boom that lasted until

the early 1980s. The general expansion of resource industries in northern

British Columbia from the mid-1950s until the mid-1,980s (beginning with the

In some instances, businesses simply relocated to Prince George from either South Fort George or "Central"
Fort Georse to take advantase of Prince Georee's oroximitv tó the railwav. In other instancés, as was the
case with"the London Hotef (see AppendixiDrìzontowí Suntes of tlÅderutitized Spaces Ref. No. 7 ),
entire businesses, including their buildings, were relocated. LocafPrince George historian, and freeman of
the City of Prince George, tle late Ted Williams, recalled that the London Hotel was brought to its present
locatio-n on 3rd Avenuõ, by sled, during the Winter of 191.5. (Williams 1995) (RunnaIIs 1946,1.46). 

-
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Portage Mountain /W.A.C. Bennett Dam Hydroeiectric project, and also

including: the Endako Molybdenum mine; Finlay Forest Industries Pulp Mill;

Mackenzie Pulp Mill; the District of Mackenzie; the Northeast Coal Project;

and the District of Tumbler Ridge) served to further enhance Prince George's

role as the trading centre for northern British Columbia. (See Figure 2.3:

Populøtion in the City of Prince George 192L-L99L ).

It seems as though Prince George has always been somewhat beguiled

by the overwhelming nature of its forest-based economy, and only recently

has it become cognizant of the inherent weakness of an economy based

almost totally on one resource. Although Prince George has, from the

beginning, sought ways to diversify its economic base and reduce its

dependency on the forest economy, the actual task of developing another

economic sector, that would even come close to equaling the size and scope of

the forest-based sector, has been nearly impossible. It has really only been

since the recession of the early 1980s that Prince George, out of necessity,

began building on some of its strengths (other than the forest), and

developing the notion of the city as a regional "capital" for Northern BC, þ
making better use of road, rail and air links and seeking greater government

service sector employment opportunities. In recent years, growth in Prince

George has focused on the expansion of tertiary and quaternary sector

opportunities such as the expansion of the College of New Caledonia (now

underway) and the development of the University of Northern British
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Columbia (UNBC). It is a popularly held view that UNBC will have as great

an impact on the city's future as the pulp mills have had on the city's past.

Prince George is a regional centre for a number of government

ministries and services (both provincial and federal), as well as the centre of

the Fraser-Fort George Regional Districts While Prince George still embraces

it's self-proclaimed title "Western White Spruce Capital of the World", the

city now promotes itself as "BC's Northern CapitaI" (See Figure 2.4, The

Frøser-Fort George Regionøl District) .

2.2.2 Tl,:.e Condition of the Downtown Core of Prince George - A Historical
Perspective.

The downtown core, or central business district, of Prince George

retains most of the characteristics of the original townsite plan that was

designed and laid out by the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway in 1974-15. The

GTP plan can be characterized as a conventional grid-iron plan influenced þ
Roman towns (Parker 1996) and the "Clty Beautiful" movement,6 and one

It is perhaps also noteworthy that the boundaries of School District No. 57 and the Regional Hospital
Assessment Area are congruent with the boundary of the Fraser-Fort George Regional District, makine the
Prince George,region onË of the few (if not thä only) areas in the piovinËe with neariy perËctly
overlappingãdministrative boundaries (Parker L996). 

-

The City Beautiful movement grew out of the architecture and urban designs that Frederic Law Olmstead,
John Root and Daniel Burnham employed at Chicago's 1898 World's Columbian Exposition. Burnham's
1908 plan for Chicago is generally coñsidered to ðontain many of the hallmarks bf the City Beautiful
Egver- nent - diagonal avenues/ civic plazas, public buildings, and a series of parks along the lakeshore.
(Hodge 199L,52-56).
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that is not unlike hundreds of others developed by railway companies across

North America. The original designers intended that the regular grid of

streets should be intersected by radial streets, ot " grand avenues", emanating

from City Hall, and terminating at the railway station, Duchess Park,

andAlfred CircleT (City of Prince George 1993,1). These avenues exist today as

George Street, Seventh Avenue and Patricia Boulevard respectively (see

Figure 2.5, The Grønd Trunk Pacific Deaelopment Co. Generøl Plan for the

Deaelopment of Prince George, BC ).

A great deal has changed since L9L5 when the townsite was cleared, the

streets were surveyed and Prince George was incorporated as a city.8

Commercial activity which began as a cluster of buildings along George Street

between the railway station and City Hall between 1915 and 1920 slowly began

moving westward along Second, Third and Fourth Avenues. By the end of

the Second World War, the orientation of the business district was as much

along 3rd Avenue as it was along George Street (Williams 1,995).

7 Alfred Circle no longer exists. It was situated somewhere near the present location of the parking lot for
the Parkwood Mall]

According to Rururalls (1,946, 1,46) "on March 6t}:., 1915, the Provincial Govemment granted incorporation
to the new City of Prince George, within the bounds of the Nechako and Fraser Riiers on the nòrth and
east, Bowser Street on the south and Fraser Street on the west. It was understood that at the first election
there would be a plebiscite on the question of the name of the new ci$". I¡r this marurer, Prince George
moved from beirìg little mo¡e tha'n a loose collection of buildingé on a railway tównsite, to an
incorporated cify. Generally, in British Columbia, communities arè either unincorporated areas or
incorþorated citiés. The termi hamlet, village and town are only used in the colloquial sênse in BC.
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In the post-war period (from the late 1940s to the early 1980s) the forest

economy in the Prince George region developed and expanded rapidly. The

population of Prince George also expanded rapidly in this period, and

residential development moved outward in several different directions

fromthe core. Today, in 1996, the dominant pattern of development in Prince

George is the pattern of suburban expansion that began in the 1950s, and was

largely facilitated by increased automobile usage. (See Figure 2.6: Official

Community Plan - City of Prince George: Major Road Development and

Residential Phasing)

With the enormous population growth which Prince George

experienced from the mid-1950s through to the late 1970s, the demand for

services (commercial, retail, warehousing, and government) far exceeded

what the CBD (as originally designed by the GTP) was either capable of

supplying, or able to support. The needs of this new, largely suburban,

population (one that was closely tied to the use of private automobiles) also

illustrated some of the deficiencies of the CBD with respect to its ability to

accommodate increased automobile use (this includes the usual problems of

parking, traffic congestion and convenience). Perhaps the first sector to

recognize the deficiencies of the CBD, and to respond to this new and varied

demand for services (again, one which was for the most part based on the

accommodation of the private automobile) was the retailing sector. Between

L960 and 1977 live new shopping centres were built in Prince George
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(Spruceland1960; Parkwood 1965; Hart Highlands 1971.-1973; Pine Centre 1975

and College Heights 1977). All were situated along major arterial routes, and

all were situated outside of the downtown core amidst suburban residential

development (see Figure 2.7: Location of Regional Shopping Centres and

Post-Secondary Institutions, City of Prince George)e. By the time the last of

these malls (Pine Centre) opened in 1975, the combined total retail floor space

of the four suburban malls equaled forty-seven percent of the total retail space

for the city as a whole. In addition to being able to claim almost half of the

total retail space in the clty by !975, these four suburban malls together could

claim a retail floorspace that was almost twelve percent greaterthan the total

retail floorspace in the CBD, excluding Parkwood Mall (Regional

Development Commission 1974, 9). Within the fifteen year period

beginning in 1960, the development of suburban retail space shifted the focus

of retailing activity in Prince George away from the CBD, and towards its

present pattern of being suburban-based, situated along arterial routes and

accommodating automobile-based clientele.

It is unlikely that the CBD will ever regain the retail primacy that was

lost to the collection of suburban shopping malls. F{owever, the CBD, and in

particular the future of retail activity in the CBD, is still a topic for a great deal

9 Sitt." the Parkwood Mall opened. tl,_iJ65, the CBQ has gra4ually expanded southward, to the point where
Parkwood is now adjacentio the CBD, and considered-to be pait ofdowntown.
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of debate and concern. Whether or not the CBD will be able to re-invent itself

and create, or present, areal alternative to the kinds of retail shopping found

in suburban malls (thereby regaining a level of retail vitality that will sustain

the CBD) remains to be seen.

In spite of the outward expansion and suburban development which

shifted the demographic and retailing centre of Prince George away from its

historic centre, the CBD is still considered to be the centre of the city (see

Figure 2.8: Prince George Central Business District - C-1 Commercial Zone and

VCHT Study Area Boundary). This is most probably for reasons of its office-

commercial, government services and hospitality (hotels, nightclubs,

recreational and restaurants) functions. Although the zoning bylaws have

never explicitly excluded residential use from the its C-L (Central Business

District) zotae, the trend in the land market in the city has always been

towards increased land use specialization, rather than mixing. As a result of

this trend, the downtown core was perceived as, and therefore became, a

"commercial-only" business core. During the period of Prince George's

greatest growth (the 1960s and 70s), when all of the office towers were

constructed in the downtown core, and when the commercial downtown

began to coalesce into its present form, it was competition in the market for

commercial land, and this notion of a commercial downtown, which had the

greatest negative effect on residential use in the CBD During this period,

residential uses were squeezed out by competing commercial uses to such an
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extent that the CBD is now left with only a very small residential

component.lo

Given that an estimated sixty-one percent of families in Prince George

can afford to buy a new home, and an estimated seventy-six percent of

families can afford to buy a resale home, it is perhaps a credit to the

developers and marketers of the suburban developments of the 1960s and

1970s that only the most economically disadvantaged residents of the city are

unable to find adequate housing in Prince George (HNRP 1993, 4:6). This

higher-than-average rate of affordability for home ownership in Prince

George is one likely reason why the CBD has been abandoned as a residential

area. Unlike some Canadian cities (Winnipeg being a notable example)

where affordable accommodation (whether in the form of private or rental

property) is often synonymous with older, inner city areas, the CBD in Prince

George offers an area that is practically devoid of true residential properties

(excluding the single residential occupancy hotels). There are few compelling

reasons to live in the CBD, and as affordable accommodation can be found

throughout Prince George, anyone who wishes to live outside the CBD can,

and usually does. This aspect of affordability in Prince George is being further

supported by new suburban (and even exurban) development (an increase in

10 According to 1991 Census figures,255 individuals, or approximately 0.37% of the total population of
Prince Geórge, resided withiñ census tract 012. Censìß tract 012 is roughJy congn¡ènt with the
boundaries of the CBD.
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the supply of market housing). These new developments are having a

stabilizing and sometimes even diminishing effect on the prices of homes in

the older suburban neighbourhoods.

The core study of this practicum (see Appendix) surveyed downtown

Prince George in terms of buildings with "commercial-to-residential"

conversion potential. A total of eleven residential properties, representing

some l-57 units, were identified in the CBDIi (see Table 1 and Figure 2.9:

Residential Use, by Location and Number of Units, in Downtown Prince

George).

faUte Z.t nesi¿en

11 Th"t" figures do not include the Women's Resource Centre Shelter or the Native Friendship Centre Shelter
located oä Quebec St.

12 These units are second floor residential apartments occupied by the proprietors of commercial businesses
on site.

Unit Tvoe

-

Single Family Residence

Proprietor Apartmentsl2

Multiple Family
Apartments

Single Resident
Occupancy (SRO) Hotels

Number of Units

1,

2

28

128
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2.2.3. The Future of the Downtown Core of Prince George

There are many challenges which the CBD will likely face in the future.

While downtown Prince George is still, arguably, the "certtral" business

district for the city and its region, the position which this area once held, as

the only significant commercial, retail, warehousing, hospitality and

government services precinct for the city, no longer applies. As already

indicated, the dispersal of retail activity to suburban centres has had, and will

continue to have a significant affect on the ability of downtown retail activity

to sustain itself. Judging from the poor physical state of some commercial

buildings and retail operations in the CBD, it would seem as though retailing

has been in a state of decline for some time. The physical and structural

deterioration of some buildings in the CBD also leads to the conclusion that a

certain lack of confidence, or a lack of demand, exists in the market for

downtown space (particularly retail space), constituting possible

impediment to more investment, or re-investment, in downtown business.

A possible explanation for the deterioration of certain downtown businesses

may be that the present state of the retail market in the CBD does not generate

sufficient revenues (after operating costs are deducted) to allow for capital re-

investment, or it may be considered that re-investment would not generate

sufficient new trade (revenue) to allow for both a return on that investment,

and the necessary counterbalance to property value and/or tax increases

which might be incurred. On the other hand, there are some retailers who
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seem to be thriving in the CBD.13 These businesses apparently have found

possibilities in (or steered their business towards) market niches which are

not being served in the suburban malls. In these instances, these retailers

have had no difficulty in justifying an investment or re-investment in

building or business improvements. Therefore, as far as the overall vitality

of retailing in the CBD is concerned, the idea that downtown might be able to

re-capture what has been lost to the suburban malls, or re-create a retail area

that is directly competitive and has parity with the suburban malls (in terms

of scale and variety), seems highly unlikely. The likelihood of reducing the

disparity between downtown and suburban shopping is also being

diminished by recent trends towards multi-national, "bigbox" or warehouse-

style retailing operations located away from the CBD.14 It seems that if

downtown wishes to maintain a viable retailing sector, it will have offer an

tangible alternative to both suburban shopping malls and "big box" retail

operations.

Notwithstanding the somewhat grim picture of retailing in downtown

Prince George, there is every reason to believe that the city will maintain its

position as the primary trading centre in north-central British Columbia. It is

13 e.g. small, niche-market, retail operations such as Black's Furs, the Bagel Street Cafe, and Ultra Sports
gppear to be thriving in the CBD These businesses each represent a lypeóf retailing that is not to be found
in the suburban shopping centres.
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also highly likely that office and commercial sector employment (including

services such as banks and financial institutions, financiai and legal services,

as well as government and government services), which are largely

concentrated in the CBD, wiil continue to thrive, despite the recent out-flow

of some government service jobs (such as BC Social Services). As the office-

commercial sector thrives in the CBD, the opportunities, again, for small,

niche-market retail operations (which provide the antithesis to "bigbox", or

warehouse-retail shopping) also increase. Of particular interest to this study

is the notion that, if the office and commercial sector thrives and niche

retailing opportunities increase in the CBD, and if emerging demographic and

social trends (such as: an aging population, growth in the number of

dwellings being maintained [Miron 1993, 81-83; Van Diepen 1993,55], intra-

urban migration for the purpose of meeting changing housing needs [Moore

and Rosenberg 1993, 136-1371, a growing resistance to commuting, and

increased demand for multiple-family (particularly condominium style)

housing near central places, shopping or service amenities) are realized, then

the desirability of, or demand for, housing in or near downtown Prince

George (close to employment, services and shopping) may increase as well.

"Bigbox" retailing is a fairly recent phenomena i¡ Prince George with the opening of Price-Costco in
1992land The Real Canadian Superstorê in 1995. It still remai¡rs"to be seen what loñg-term impact this
type of retail operation will havei on the vitality of retailing in the CBD.

L4
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Although the future of Prince George's downtown core, and its

ultimate success or failure, will likely continue to be determined, for the most

part, by market trends that transcend the boundaries of Prince George, it is

possible to identify certain aspects of the CBD, at the present time (1996),

which are also likely to be important determinants of its future. For the most

part, these pertain to the way in which the CBD presents itself, and the way in

which it is perceived and used by the public. Although it is difficult (and

beyond the scope of this paper) to quantiSz these aspects of the CBD, the way

in which the CBD presents itself, is perceived and utilized can be measured, to

a certain extent, in its vibrancy and its vitality.

Vibrancy (in terms of urban areas) can be equated with the way in

which an area presents a multitude, and variety, of sensory stimulation

within a small area. This could also be termed the "hustle and bustle", or

"busyness" of a place. It is, however, what makes an area exciting, and it is

often that sense of excitement which generates more activity which, in turn,

generates more excitement, or greater vibrancy. Pedestrian activity is often a

good indicator of vibranc/, as this is usually the first stimulus that we receive

as we form our perceptions of vibrancy. In the case of Prince George's CBD,

where retailing activity has been diminished, the concentration of sensory

stimulation (shops, offices, street and sidewalk activity), and the perception of

bus¡mess (pedestrian activity), have also been diminished. The result seems

to be that downtown Prince George is losing, or has lost, whatever ability it
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may once have had to present itself as a vibrant place. Incidences of crime

and violence in the CBD (particularly at night) serve to reinforce the

perception that downtown Prince George is not pedestrian-friendly, and the

growing perception that the CBD is unsafe. Whether this is fair, or not, is not

quite as important as the way in which these perceptions further diminish

pedestrian and retail activity which, in turn, affects vibrancy, crime, violence,

the perception of safety.

Vitality can be equated with the way in which a particular atea (in this

case the CBD) offers an environment which is able to continue to support and

sustain its economic activities. This can be likened to the overall, economic,

"health" of a particular urban area. In the case of downtown Prince George,

vibrancy (or the lack thereof) seems to be an important factor in the area's

vitality. Retailing, it seems, requires varíety, competition and concentrated

activity (Whyte 1988,321.-322) in order to remain vital and profitable. In

downtown Prince George, each of these aspects of the retail landscape has

been diminished to such an extent, that the CBD's continued vitality, (with

respect to retail activity) must be questioned. Similarly, vibrancy and safety in

the CBD may be having an impact on the hospitality industry (hotels,

nightclubs, restaurants etc.). As these elements (which are vital to sustaining

the hotels, bars and restaurants) diminish, people's interest in hospitality-

based businesses, and the city's ability to attract tourism and convention
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remain vital and profitable.

this calls into question the
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CBD's ability to

The problems of the CBD with respect to vibrancy, vitality, pedestrian

activity, evening activities, crime, violence and safety are not going unnoticed

in Prince George. There have been, at various times, suggested solutions that

have spanned the spectrum from increased lighting and street furniture, to

comprehensive re-development. Regardless of what is ultimately decided

upon as a "solution" for downtown Prince George, any plan of action must

give careful consideration to the way(s) in which those aspects of the CBD

which diminish vibrancy and retard vitality may be mitigated. Improving

the vibrancy of the CBD, and increasing its vitality would seem to be critical

first steps in a real, and lasting, revitaiization. In conjunction with this, it

would seem that any increase in the residential population of the CBD might

serve to improve vibrancy and increase vitality by increasing both the

number of people in the area (a move towards vibrancy, and a greater

perception of safety) and the number of people who would have a stake in

seeing the incidence of social problems and crime lowered, as well as helping

to establish a more permanent, and immediate, customer base for downtown

businesses.

Whether the idea of increasing the residential population of the CBD

becomes a rcality, or not, the issue of housing need in the CBD will likely
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remain as a major issue of concern. For years, the CBD has served as

something of a repository for low-income wage earners, individuals facing

problems associated with substance abuse, those on social assistance,

individuals living on low, fixed, health or disability pensions, and those who

are simply homeless. More recently, this group has been expanded to include

homeless youth (HNRP 1993,2:2). The City recognizes that many of these

individuals are in immediate need of housing, or more particularly some

form of housing that is affordable, and outside of the vagaries of the normal

housing market (Prince George 1996a). This is what is termed "non-market

housing".

The increasing demand for non-market housing in Prince George may

be linked to changes, over the past eight yeats, to the normal rental housing

market. Two mutually exclusive events, the opening of UNBC and the

demolition of the Canada and MacDonald Hotels,is have had a particular

effect on both the supply of, and demand for, rental market housing and,

consequentially, the demand for non-market housing. While the opening of

UNBC has changed the dynamic of rental market accommodation across the

whole city, the effects of closing the Canada and MacDonald hotels (SRO

units) has been more immediate to the dynamic of the housing market in the

15 Th"t" two hotels, situated in the CBD on George Sfreet, were both of a Single Resid.ent Occupanry (SRO)
type. An estimated 40 residents were displaceðwhen these two hotels werl demolished in 1991 io make

'ftày for the new Provincial Building and Courthouse. (HNRP !993,4:1.0)
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CBD. Since 1988, Prince George has seen the vacancy rate, for market rental

accommodation in the city as a whole, drop from over six percent to just over

two percent (HNRP 1993, 4:8), with the vacancy rate for some types of

apartments being, at times, less than one percent (CMHC. 1995, L3) (see Table

AL.3: Vacancy Rates by Zone - Prince George - October 1994 to April 1995:

Privately Owned Rental Structures, Three Units and Over in the Appendix:

Moving Up - Phase L) This increase in demand and decrease in supply has

also caused an increase in rents (HNRP 1993, 4:9), and this situation has

altered the level of affordability for both low and moderate income earners

(HNRP 1993, 4:9) as well as driven some low income renters out of the

normal rental market. In short, it seems as though the city, as a whole, has a

demonstrable need for an increased supply of low-income or non-market

housing, and it would appear that at least some of the demand for this sort of

housing exists (on account of displacements) in the CBD.

Bearing in mind that the problems of the CBD will not be solved with

just a few alterations to a plan, or the redevelopment of a few buildings, the

idea of converting underutilized upper-storey commercial space to low-

income rental accommodation does offer the opportunity to try to solve, in

one step, two of the more recognizable deficiencies of the CBD, namely the

lack of a residential population, and an under-supply of affordable, or "noî-

market", housing.
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2.2.4. Connecting Prince George with the Other Four Study Cities

At first glance, it may seem difficult to find a connection between

Prince George, Campbell River, Nelson, New Westminster, and Victoria (see

Figure 2.10: The Fiae Cities of the VCHT Study ), except that they are all

governed by the same provincial policies regarding land use planning and

housing. Considering that one of the VCHT's objectives was "to establish the

potential for a province-wide program for recycling second-storey space", it is

necessary to evaluate whether a study of these five cities produces a

reasonable initial survey of the potential for commercial-to-residential

conversion across urban British Columbia.
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fa¡te Z.Z: Poputatl

Campbell River

Incorporated: L947
Area: 1.L,874 ha*
Regional District:
Comox Strathcona

Nelson

Incoroorated: 1897
Area:'655 ha**
Regional District:
Central Kootenay

New Westminster

Incorporated: 1-860
Area: 1,538 ha
Regional District:
Greater Vancouver

Prince George

Incorporated: 1915
Areai 3r,572]na
Regional District:
Fraser-Fort George

Victoria

Incoroorated: 1862
Area:'1,878 ha
Regional District:
Capital

Population
í991)

27,775

8,760

43,585

69,653

7L,228

Population
(1e86)

16,990

8,110

39,970

67,620

66,305

Change

+24.6

+8.0

+9.0

+3.0

+7.4

Regional
Population

(199L)

82,729

5L,073

L,542,774

90,739

299,550

Regional
Population

(1986)

7'1.,L45

49,7'10

L,L266,L50

89,335

264,6L5

o/

Change

+L6.3

+4.0

+2L.8

+1,6

+13.2

(Source: Statistics Canada, Census of Cnnada L986 and L991-.

" Between L986 and 199l,lhe District Municipality of Campbell River expanded by 47 }la.
** Between !986 and 1991., t}:re City of Nelson expanded by 4ha.)
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The following analysis of the basic economic and geographic histories

of Campbell River, Nelson, New Westminster and Victoria, (along with the

historic, geographic and economic analysis of Prince George which has

already been offered) will support the contention that the five cities in which

the VCHT undertook its study of underutilized upper-storey space represent a

reasonable initial survey of conditions across British Columbia.

With a population of approximately 21,,000 in \991., Campbell River is a

product of the post-war expansion and diversification of forest and natural

resource industries. As Vancouver Island's fourth largest city, Campbell

River is an important shopping and service centre, and is considered to be the

administrative center for the North Island region. The cify is also a testament

to the kind of growth and development which British Columbia has enjoyed

in recent years as a result of its appeal as a sports (particularly fishing), tourist

and retirement destination. In the past thirty years the popularity of coastal

British Columbia as a recreational destination, and the profitability of the

forest economy in the region, have converged to elevate what was once a

small logging and fishing community to a position of primacy among

communities on Vancouver Island's north coast (Hartford, Michael 1993,11).
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Like Prince George, Campbell River is a fairly new city, and somewhat

dominated by post-war, automobile-centered development.l6

Nelson is one of the oldest cities in BC's interior. With a population of

almost 10,000 ín 1996, the city is the administrative center of the Central

Kootenay Regional District of the southern interior. The settlement of

Nelson began in 1,887 when mineral deposits were first discovered just south

of the present-day City of Nelson (Heritage Conservation Branch 1981.,17). In

1.895, with mining and smelting forming a strong industrial base, and road

and rail transportation giving the community a strategic location, the City of

Nelson was incorporated. By the time the mining boom had faded (ca. 1910)

the city was already established as an important supply and distribution center

in the region, and the regional divisional point for the Canadian Pacific

Railway (CPR),17 with direct rail connection to the United States. As growth

and development in Nelson had leveled off before the First World W ar,

many of the city's original buildings (constructed between 1895 and L914) have

not experienced re-development pressure and have been preserved intact

(Gayton 1996,5). It was also largely on account of the existence of this heritage

resource that Nelson was selected, through the late 1970s to the mid-1980s, to

be the beneficiary of a number of programs aimed at preserving or enhancing

16 It rhould also, perhaps, be noted that the VCHT settled on Campbell River as the fifth city for their
Moaíng Up - Phase 1 sÊudy after complications arose with both Ladysmith and Qualicum Beach.
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heritage structures, while at the same time revitalizing the commercial

downtown (Heritage Conservation Branch L981, 5). These include: the BC

Heritage Trust's Heritage Area Revitalization Program, the Ministry of

Municipal Affair's Downtown Revitalization Program and Heritage Canada's

Main Street Program (Gayton 1996,5). In recent years Nelson has experienced

some growth pressures as a spin-off of property value and population

increases in the Okanagan Valley. For the purposes of the VCHT study,

Nelson offers a commercial core with a high degree of heritage, but significant

geographical limitations (the amount of developable land in Nelson is

limited by the fact that the city is bounded by the west arm of Kootenay Lake

to the north and steep mountainous terrain to the south). All of this is

within a community which is experiencing both a growing population as well

as a growing need for affordable housing.

Based on the natural port of the Fraser River estuary, and incorporated

in l-860, New Westminster is one of the original European settlements on the

west coast of Canada (Ormsby 1958, 176). The importance of New

Westminster in the colonial period is underscored by its service as the capital

of the Colony of British Columbia from 1858-1868. The decision to establish

Victoria as the colonial capital of British Columbia (after the amalgamation of

the two colonies of Vancouver Island and British Columbia) in 1868 (Ormsby

17 "Th" Canadian Pacific Railway made Nelson its regional divisional point in 1900" (Gayto n1,996,5)
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1958,225), and the decision to place the terminus of the CPR on Burrard Inlet

(now Vancouver) (Ormsby 1958,296), díd a great deal to undermine New

Westminster's future importance and development. Today, New

Westminster is often considered just another suburban community within a

Greater Vancouver metropolitan region with a population of almost 1..7

million. In spite of this inauspicious situation, New Westminster has

managed to maintain some of the character of its historic past, and some part

of its earlier role as an administrative center. In light of the incredible growth

experienced in the lower mainland in the past ten years, New Westminster

stands as a good example of the way in which new non-industrial

development can be woven into an urban fabric that is both historic and

industrial.

Established in 1843 by the Hudson's Bay Company, Victoria has always

been an important seaport, naval base, supply depot, and administrative

center. Victoria served as the capital of the Colony of Vancouver Island (1858-

L868), the capital of the Colony of British Columbia (1868-1871) and has been

the capital of the Province of British Columbia since 1871. Although

surpassed by Vancouver (in much the same manner, and for the same

reasons as New Westminster was) as the primary commercial and port cify in

the province, the city has remained viable through its administrative

function and, more recently, its attractiveness as a tourist destination. While

the slower pace of commercial activity and growth (as compared with
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Vancouver) may have allowed Victoria to strike a balance between

preserving heritage structures (which are the basis of its character and its

attractiveness to tourists) and accommodating new development, population

growth and a restricted land base raise concerns over the manner in which

Victoria will be able to maintain this balance in the future. Obviously,

Victoria was included as one of the five study cities because it was the

impetus for the entire process of studying the potential for converting

underutilized upper-storey space to residential use. Victoria, however, is

suited to a study of this sort as it is able to present, within its downtown core,

examples of heritage buildings that have diminished in their appeal as

commercial properties. As well, Victoria, like most BC municipalities, has

not be able to escape the growing problems of social and housing need in

recent years.

In many ways, the situation in, and the history of, Prince George are a

stark contrast to the other four study cities. It is, perhaps, for this reason that

Prince George was included in tlire Moaing Up study. It should be kept in

mind that the one of the VCHT's objectives (in undertaking the Moaing Up

study) was to assemble evidence of the need for a province-wide program to

address housing need, heritage conservation and commercial-to-residential

conversion. As one of the five largest cities in BC, and one which represents

the kind of northern winter climate which much of BC contends with, the

choice of Prince George (as a study city) and the probiem-set of housing need
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and underutilized commercial space in Prince George, complements the

findings in the other four cities.

From these brief synopses, it is fairly evident that the five cities selected

by the VCHT for their Moaing Up - Phøse 1 study have some similarities as

well as some significant differences. While each city is attempting to deal

with the kind of growth pressures that many of British Columbia's urban

centres have been experiencing for the past ten years, growth has created a

unique set of pressures in each city. Each city has either addressed, or failed to

effectively address, the issues stemming from growth in slightly different

ways.

. In addition to the pressure created by an expanding economy and

population growth through in-migration, each of the five study cities also has

to deal with some physical, or topographical, limitations which further

exacerbate the pressures associated with growth. These limitations can be

categorized as: the ocean and mountains in Campbell River, the Fraser River

estuary and metropolitan Vancouver in New Westminster, the west arm of

Kootenay Lake and mountainous terrain in Nelson, the ocean in Victoria,

and the rivers, escarpments, Agricuitural Land Reserve (ALR) and prevailing

winds (carrying pulp mill emissions) in Prince George.

It should also be noted here that the risk of seismic activity is a factor

which separates the five study cities into roughly two camps. The VCHT
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asked that seismic risk be considered in the assessment portion of the Moaing

Up study, and the core study of this practicum found that Prince George is

considered to be within a low seismic risk zone (see Appendix, 9ec.2.L.7), and

that upgrading to an earthquake resistance standard is not a consideration in

Prince George. A similar finding was presented in the VCHT study

completed for Nelson (Gayton 1996, 2l). Conversely, the VCHT study

completed for New Westminster reported that the lower mainland of British

Columbia (where New Westminster is situated) is considered to be a high risk

earthquake zone. The VCHT study for New Westminster estimated that

structural and seismic upgrading would likely be the iargest single cost

associated the redevelopment or conversion of any building. Without

delving into technical specifics of seismic activity, it should also be noted that

the Association of Professional Engineers of British Columbia made an

assessment of probable seismic activity for British Columbia which

determined that Vancouver Island is at greater risk than the lower mainland

for seismic activity (Association of Professional Engineers of the Province of

British Columbia 1988, 9). Therefore, it must be assumed that seismic

upgrading in Victoria and Campbell River is at least as serious a

consideration as in New Westminster, if not greater.ls

rð Despite the untold hours that are spent collecting geotechnical data, monitoring seismic activitv and
researching seismological methodology, the actual tãsk of predicting earthquakes"often comes doí¡¿n to
estimate' Whjle the bést estimate of sõismic risk in British Cólumbia lõ tttat tnè entire province is prone to
seismic activity, it is most oftery and most reasonably, estimated that the hazards of seismic actiiity are

Continued
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While every city in this study offers a different history and pattern of

development, one of the similarities is that each city offers an example of a

community with a well-defined commercial core (although this may be less

well-defined in Campbell River on account of its younger age). It is the

commercial core in each of these cities which provides the environment for

the kind of structure that is at the same time significant enough to be greater

than one storey, old enough to have heritage potential, and old enough to be

no longer totally viable in its present commercial use.

considerably greater in the coastal regions of the province. Notwithstanding the conventional wisdom of
this estimaté, ãnd the findines as presénted in theVCHT studies for Nelson añd Prince Georse. it should bethis estimaté,

n tne coastar resrons of tne Drovlnce. t\orwltnstanolns tne con
fi.dr¡g.r as presËnted in the VCHT studies for Nelson uñd P_.it .ethis estimate, and the findings as presented in the VCHT studies for Nelson and Prince George, it shotild be

noted that recent research-inlo'q 1986 earthquake that was centered some 50km nortñeast of Prince
George, and measu¡ing 5.4 on the Richter Scale, suggests that the convenlional assessment of "low seismic
risk"- for the interiõr resion of British Columbia mav need to be re-examined in lieht of a newrisk"- for the interiõr region of British Columbia may need to be re-examined in light of a new
r:nderstanding of the way iIr which seismic activity in thé Foreland Fold and Thrust Beñ (which ruru
through Britiðh Columbia east of the Rocky Mouniain Trench) might occur (Rogers, Cassidy, and Ellisthrough British Columbia east of the Rocky Mouniain Trench) might occur (Rogers, Cassidy, and Ellis
1,990,-1.1.44-1L61). See also: Association of Professional Engineerõ of the Proviñce of British Columbia.
1988.

ench) mlgnt occur (l(ogers, Lasslcty/ anct EIIIS
Engineers of the Province of British Columbia.
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3.1. Introduction

The literature review which follows is intended to provide an

overview of both the research to date on the subjects discussed within this

practicum, as well as the way in which these subjects relate to the core study

completed for Prince George (see Appendix). This review attempts to build

on the findings of the core study and draw together evidence that will support

the contention that the broader objectives of special housing supply, heritage

conservation and downtown revitalization can somehow be connected, and

perhaps addressed simultaneously, through the conversion of underutilized

upper-storey space.

The literature which informs this practicum flows from three broad

streams. The first stream is the body of literature which concerns and

attempts to address the nearly universal social problem of housing need and

housing affordability. The second stream is the body of literature which

addresses the problems and issues of the decline and revitalization of the

downtown core areas of urban centres. The third stream concerns the

conservation and preservation of heritage in the built environment and, in

particular, theories concerning the adaptive re-use of old buiidings.
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In recent years there has been an increasing overlap between these

three streams of theory. It is now not unusual to find proposals which

attempt to take a broad-based approach to urban social and physicai issues,

and fashion solutions that consider housing need, downtown revitalizatíon

and heritage preservation simultaneously. The study proposed by the VCHT

(the Prince George case forming the core study of this practicum) is one

example of a proposal which attempts to link the need for affordable housing

with heritage conservation. This practicum is an attempt to take the VCHT

study a step further by trying to determine the link that might exist between

the production of affordable housing, heritage conservation, and downtown

revitalization. To that end, each of these streams of literature will be

reviewed independently in the following sections of this chapter, and then

evidence will be given of the ways in which these streams might flow

together.

3.2. Housing

This section overviews the terms, issues and theories relating to the

development of housing (mainly non-market), and the ways in which they

relate to the subject of this practicum and its objectives.
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3.2.1. Housing Affordability

According to the (British Columbia) Provincial Commission on

Housing Options (PCHO) (1992,8):

"'Affordøble' meøns ønnual housing costs (rent or
mortgage + tøxes) which do not exceed 30% tf ø

household's gross annual income. (This definition makes
the assumption thøt home oranership costs include ø

dozun pøyment of 1,0%, mortgage principøl and interest
amortized oaer 25 yeørs ønd taxes.)"

In most cases, the term "affordable", in reference to housing, tends to

be quantified at this figure of 30% of gross income (Fallis t990,52; Downs 1992,

t74). Creating housing that is affordable, therefore, should simply be the task

of creating housing in which the cost to the consumer is ultimately less than

30% of their total household income. In reality, however, the problem is not

quite so simple. Because we operate within a relatively free market, housing

affordability becomes a function of a whole range of inputs which can impact

both income levels and housing prices in any given market. Improving the

affordability of housing can include measures such as: increasing the stock of

housing and the stock of "appropriately zoned and serviced land" for housing

(decreased costs through increased supply) (PCHO 1992, 17); increasing

household income; decreasing the costs associated with the creation of new

housing (including the cost of borrowing money); and reducing housing

occupancy costs - whether through the subsidization of rents, allowing

increases in densities, or subsidizing land costs (Downs 1992, 176). As
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Anthony Downs (1992, 174) describes it, ensuring affordability means

"creatíng more new units that are affordable, and it means making a bigger

share of existing housing affordable to more people".

3,2.2. Households of Low and Moderate Income

The Report of the PCHO (1992, 17) defines "households of low and

moderate income" as "those who have incomes which are 80o/o or less than

the average household income for the urban area they live in".

The Prince George Housing Needs Research Project (HNRP) (7993,4:6)

reported that "Prince George residents have higher than average family and

household incomes than either the provincial or national averages as-a-

whole" Although definitive data have not been tabulated, this seems to

suggest that, for Prince George, the term "Iow and moderate income"

encompasses a greater range of incomes than in other parts of the province,

or Canada.

3.2.3. Affordable Housing

The PCHO defines "affordable housing" as being any form of housing

(whether built by private, public or non-profit sectors) which "would have a

market price or rent that would be affordable to households of low and

moderate income" (PCHO 1992,8).
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The HNRP found that although average incomes in Prince George

were higher than the provincial average (according to !991 census figures),

over 17o/o of all families and individuals who rent housing in Prince George

pay more than 30% of their gross income for that housing. Although this

figure is lower than the 22.6% of families who paid more than 30% of their

gross income for housing in 1981, this still translates into 1321, of th.e 7730

rental households in the city that are living in unaffordable conditions

(HNRP 1993,4:6-8).

The HNRP also reported that "based on annual incomes solely, it was

estimated that about 61% of families could afford to purchase a new home

and abou t 76% could afford to buy a resale home" (HNRP 1gg3, 4:6). The

HNRP noted that home ownership affordability dropped dramatically for

individuals - "With an average individual income of $28,800, only about 31,'/o

could afford to purchase a resale home" (HNRP 1993,4:6). Furthermore, the

HNRP estimated that a 1.0% downpayment represented a considerable

obstacle for low-to-moderate income households wishing to move from a

rental housing to a home-ownership situation (HNRP 1993,4:6). It remains

to be seen, as figures from tlne 1996 Census are made available, whether the

overall picture of housing affordability in Prince George has improved in the

past five years.
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3.2.4. Housing Need

Although this study could not find a widely accepted definition of

"housing need", the simple definition would have to be that it represents the

total number of individuals, families or households who are either: living in

conditions which are sub-standard (from a health and safety perspective);

facing serious issues of affordability with respect to their housing; and/or

surviving without any form of housing (homeless).

3.2.5. Private Sector Housing

Private sector, or normal market, housing may be defined as housing

that is developed for profit by developers, contractors or development

companies. Although private sector housing is based on a profit motive, and

controlled by the mechanisms of supply and demand, both the federal

government and the Government of British Columbia have pursued various

programs, since the end of the Second World War, which have sought to

increase overall home-ownership by influencing the affordability of private

market housing.le Through recent changes to the Municipal Act (such as

density bonusing and comprehensive development zoning - see the section

19 Th" fud"ral govemment enacted the National Housing Act n 1944 and established the Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation (now Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation) in 1945. The Provincé óf
British Columbia adopted the Provincial Horre Owner Granf Act in 1,957, and the British Columbia
Housing Act in 1960. The latter was "enacted to clarify the provincial role in participatinq with CMHC
within the provisions of the National Housing Act" (PCHO 1,992, 1,04; Mishra i990, f03-102)
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to follow, Sec. 3,2.!0, on The Role of Senior Levels of Government in

Affordable Housing, (British Columbia 1995a)) private sector developers are

beginning to develop affordable housing as either a component of normal

market housing developments, or under the terms of development

agreements for other developments.

3.2.6. Public Sector Housing

Public sector housing may be defined as housing (typically rental) that

is developed and managed by government, or housing which is acquired, and

then managed by government. Since 1967, the provision and management of

public sector housing in BC has been the responsibility of the British

Columbia Housing Management Corporation (BCHMC), which was created to

interact with the federal government as regards public housing (PCHO 1992,

104). The BCHMC manages many residential buildings throughout the

province, including several in Prince George. Since the late 1970s, the

provincial government has receded from being directly involved in the

creation of new, public sector, housing but remains involved in the housing

market through the delivery of inter-governmental social housing programs

(PCHO 1992,105).



3.2.7. Non-Market, Non-Profit or Third Sector Housing

The terms non-market, non-profit and third sector, when applied to

housing, generally refer to variations on the same basic theme - housíng that

is subsidized and developed by non-profit societies (usually in conjunction

with the public sector) and delivered at a cost to the consumer that is

considerably below the normal market rate. Langley Keyes (1990, t66)

describes the production of third-sector housing as being:

"made up tf community deaelopment corporations,
other non-profit housing seraice and production
orgønizøtions, and the support entities thøt prouíde
technicøl øssistance and financing to them"

Keyes (1990,1,66-1,67) goes on to suggest that this form of housing

"represents the wøae tf the future in terms tf lor.ts
income units - the only way to 'decommodifu' housing for
poor people."

A paper prepared by the City of Prince George Development Services

Department (PGDSD) and the Prince George Housing Committee (PGHC)

entitled: "Non-Market Housing Options Discussion Pape{' (Prince George

1996a,2), defines non-market housing as:

"the prouision of housing units by the public sector or ø

society, for specific residents utith limited income, øge or
health qualificøtions, unlike mørket housing which is
freely sold or rented to øny person."
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In addition to this definition of non-market housing for Prince George,

the report to the Prince George City Council by the PGDSD and the PGHC on

the 6th of February, 1996 (Prince George 1996a,2), notes that:

"In the existing OfficiøI Community Pløn ønd Zoning
Byløra there are a aøriety of terms used to desuibe non-
mørket housing such as 'sociøl housing, community
residentiøI føcilities, special needs housing,' among others.
These terms require clørificøtion to identifu the specific
types of residents who should qualifu for non-market
housing units."

Examples of third-sector housing in Canada (and in Prince George)

include developments such as: shelters run by the Salvation Army; housing

developed by seniors' housing societies; or housing developed by the

Elizabeth Fry Society. Again, the report made by the PGDSD and PGHC

(Prince George 1996a,4) suggests that there is a sizable demand for non-

market housing in Prince George, and that "the greatest demand for non-

market housing is in the downtown and the 'Bowl area' of tlne city".ZO

20 "Th. Bowl" is a term commonly applied to an area around the centre of Prince Georse, roush-lv 6-7 kn in
diameter, and some 120-150m lówer than the surrounding hills of the Nechako Platäu (slãció-lacustrine
deposits [Clibbon and Hamelin 1970, 62]). The bowl aréa is incised by the Nechako anä Fraser Rivers,
and their confluence is located in its northeast corner. The Bowl's géomo¡phologic origin is primarily
glacial, as well as a result of glacial-fluvial activity. More specificältv, "tñ" boivl' is"a remhant of á
"pro-glacial" lake (Holland 1q64, 1.1.1) which fornied as cordilleran gfaciation (which covered most of
what is now British Coìumbia) receded towards the Omineca valley (northwest) durìng the Pleistocene
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3.2.8. Land Banking

The process of land banking is typically one in which a public entity

(usually either a municipal or provincial government) assembles a collection

of land properties, ostensibly for the purpose of maintaining a public sector

presence in the land development market. As a consequence, land banking

can also have an affect on the public presence in the housing market.

Recognizing this, the provincial government revised the Municipal Act of

British Columbia (in 1994) to allow local governments to lease or sell

municipal land below market values (again, see the section to follow,

Sec.3.2.L0 on The Role of the Senior Levels of Government in Affordable

Housing) (British Columbia 1995a). The proviso is that the land must be

leased or sold to non-profit organizatíons, and that the land may not be used

for private gain (British Columbia 1995a, Sec. 536.1[1]). A prime example of

the way in which this amendment to the Municipal Act can be

operationalízed, may be found in the recent long-term lease agreement that

was reached between the City of Prince George and the Elizabeth Fry Society

for a parcel of municipally-owned

Irwin Street, in Prince George.21

land near the corner of 15th Avenue and

The Elizabeth Fry Society (a non-profit

society), in conjunction with the BCHMC and Legend Properties (a private

land developer based in Kelowna), ate now (1996) in the process of

21 Unfortunately, this particular property is situated outside of the Prince George CBD, and therefore does

Contiruted
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developing a multiple-family residential building that will be a mix of market

and non-market housing.

The criticism leveled at public land banking is that it can interfere in

the free market, and adversely affect the profitability of land markets for

private investors. The reality is that it can have an leveling effect on the land

market, and serve to curb land speculation, both of which are to the benefit of

the consumer. The idea of land banking was employed on a fairly large scale,

(mainly for single-family tract housing development in suburban areas) in

Prince George from the early 1960s until the mid-1980s. At the beginning of

Prince George's period of greatest growth, in the early 7960s,large parcels of

crown land adjacent to the city were handed over to the City by the Provincial

Government.2z The result of this arrangement has been that many of the

residential subdivisions in Prince George, with the notable exception of

College Heights (developed by the Roman Catholic Diocese), were developed,

serviced, and marketed by the City of Prince George. The scale to which the

public sector was involved in the land market in Prince George served to

stabilize natural market forces, and prevent wild speculation and enormous

increases in land prices.

not offer an example of how selling municipal land below market value can serve to revitalize the CBD.

22 Thir arrangement whereby the Municipal Govemment became the developer of Crown land was, at the
time (in thé early 1960s) 

- 
considered Somewhat unorthodox, or at leaét unique. This arrangement,

however, cot¡ld ríot have come about without the co-operation of the Provincial Govemment anð (then)
Minister of Lands and MLA for Prince George, the Hon. Ray Williston.
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In today's cities, the use of land banks or vacant land inventories (e.g.

tax recovery Iand/properties) may provide one of the best solutions to the

problems of the growing demand for non-market housing. Where there is a

demand for housing that is likely to remain unmet by the usual private, or

for-profit, housing market, the availability of a pool of public land that could

be allotted to non-profit housing providors (under the new terms of the

Municipal Act), could provide the cost saving that would allow some non-

market housing developments to proceed.

3.2.9. The Role of Local Government in Affordable Housing

As there are a great number of conditions which can determine

affordable housing, it is important to recognize, Íirst, that municipal

governments and their planning departments can have only a limited impact

on the more macro-economic issues that relate to housing affordability (e.9.

monetary policy, job creation, interest rates, sales and income taxes, or

inflation) (Downs 1992,177; Cafter and McAfee 1990,228-229). In spite of this,

there are many conditions of housing affordability which municipal

governments can impact. For the most part, these tend to be found on the

supply side of housing affordability issues (e.g. land use regulation,

subdivision control, zoning bylaws and, to a limited extent, property taxation)

(Carter and McAfee 7990, 229). Notwithstanding these traditional

demarcations, opportunities exist (as senior levels of government reorganize

what they consider to be their responsibilities and powers with respect to
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exercise greater influence, involvement and (perhaps) eventual authority

the realm of housing (Carter and McAfee 1990,232).

The strategy which the City of Prince George is employing with respect

to affordable housing (and housing affordability) is outlined in the afore-

mentioned report to council: Non-Market Housing Report and

Recommendøtions (Prince George 1,996a). The particular details of this report

may be found in Chapter 4, Sec. 4.4.3 of this practicum. In short, the

recommendations of the Non-Mørket Housing Report propose a wide

spectrum of changes to the Official Community Plan (OCP) and the Zoníng

Bylaw which would attempt to support or facilitate the development of non-

market housing by private or third-sector developers.

3.2.10. The Role of the Senior Levels of Government in Affordable Housing

The basis of the City of Prince George's proposed strategy for non-

market housing (the Non-Mørket Housing Report ) lies in recent changes

made to the BC Municipal Act. To some extent these Municipal Act

amendments represent an opportunity, granted by the provincial

government, for increased local involvement in, and authority over, the

process of planning for, and creating, affordable housing (British Columbia

1995b,3:I). In brief these amendments inciude:

to

in
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Density Bonusing: The Municipøl Act now permits locøl
gouernments to "increøse the øllowøble density on ø site
in return for the proaision of øffordøble housing, speciøI
needs housing or ømenities" (British Columbia 1995a,
Sec.963.1 [i] and [2])

Comprehensiae Deaelopment Zoning: The Municipøl
Act now øllozus municipal goaernments to implement
comprehensiae deaelopment zoning which "proaides
Iocøl goaernments with the flexibility and authority to
negotiøte with deaelopers about lørge, complex, multi-use
sites ønd customize zoning regulations to arriae at
mutuølly søtisfactory solutions" (British Columbia 1995a,
Sec.963)

Housing Agreements: The Municipøl Act nou) øllows
locøl goaernments "to enter into housing øgreements to
secure ø supply of ffirdøble housing" (British Columbia.
1995b,3:1). The terms of these øgreements cøn pertøin to:
the form tf tenure; who møy occupy the units; the
ødministrøtion and mønagement of housing units; ønd
rental rates. (Bútish Columbía 1995a,5ec.963.2 l2l )

Støndørds of Møintenønce Bylaras: "Local goaernment
can now enøct støndørds of møintenance byløws to øddress
to øddress the condition of ø residentiøl unit occupied by ,
tenant. (British Columbia 1995b, 3:1)

o Leasing or Selling Land Below Market Value: Local
goaernment now høs the authority to leøse or sell
municipal lønd below mørket uølue proaided the land is
leøsed or sold to non-profit orgønizations ønd not f or
priaøte gain" (British Columbia 1995b,3:2).

Together, these five initiatives give some indication that the Province

of British Columbia wishes to endow local government with the tools that

would allow them to explore opportunities for the creation of affordable
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housing or address their affordable housing issues. Understanding why the

Province of British Columbia has adopted this approach is beyond the scope

of this paper, but it may be important to note that these initiatives constitute

(in part) the Province of British Columbia's response to the federai

government's almost complete withdrawal from direct involvement in

affordable housing programs. As the federal government has historically

been the leader in developing housing policf , and funding the development

of non-market housing, its withdrawal from housing programs represents a

void which must be filled by the provincial government, working in concert

with local government (BC Housing 1994, 6). While this re-ordering of

priorities is having a very real impact on the delivery of. housing policy and

the development of affordable housing, it does afford government (both local

and provincial) the opportunity to innovate, and explore new options. The

changes to the Municipal Act (as outlined above) represent this kind of

innovation.

3.3 Core Area Decline, Reurbanization and Revitalization

This section is intended to give an overview of the terms, issues and

theories relating to urban core areas, their decline, reurbanization and

revitalization (for the most part since the Second World War), as well as the

ways in which these subjects relate to the subject of this practicum and its

objectives.
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3.3.L. Core Area Decline

The decline of the downtown, or commercial core areas, of North

American cities is a relatively recent phenomenon. Prior to the 1950s the

downtown areas of most cities were truly the "centtal" business districts

(Hodge 1991,,66). A great deal has changed however in the urban landscape

since the end of the Second World War. Although much of this is beyond

the scope of this practicum, it is important to illuminate some aspects of core

area decline, in an attempt to illustrate the ways in which this process has

manifested itself in the case of Prince George's CBD.

In the first decade following the Second World War, practically every

city in North America underwent a complete metamorphosis. The engine of

this change was multi-dimensional. The end of the war brought prosperity,

and as wartime production was re-tooled for domestic uses, primary and

secondary industries expanded. This growth translated into employment,

which meant wages, which meant that people had money to purchase

durable goods and housing (which, in turn, led to more employment and

more wages). As nine years of economic depression and six years of war had

all but eliminated the development of new housing, the volume of demand

for housing in the post-war period was also a reflection of suppressed demand

dating back to the early 1930s (Frieden and Sagalyn 1997,11). In Canada, post-

war prosperity and the expansion of urban populations were accompanied by

rural depopulation (in-migration from rural areas to cities), in-migration
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from abroad, and a large increase in the birth rate (now known as the 'haby-

boom") (Hodge 1991., 63).

In Canada, and the United States, the demand for housing resulting

from this post-war prosperity and urban population growth was, for the most

part, met through the widespread application of a form of urban residential

development that was low density, largely affordable, relatively spacious (for

the consumer), and facilitated by the rising use of the private automobile.

This was suburbia (Frieden and Saga1yn199t,11; Hodge 1991., 63-68).

The point at which all of this post-war suburban residential

development began to seriously impinge upon the city's traditional

downtown core (the CBD) is the point when suburbia departed from being a

strictly residential enclave and evolved to become an area of both residential

and commercial (albeit primarily retail) development. As Witold Rybczynski

(1992, L03) points out, although the idea of the suburban shopping center can

be traced back to a " grouping of stores interspersed with parking lots" ,

developed on the outskirts of Kansas City, Missouri in 1908, it was their

increasingly widespread appiication, or integration, into suburban

development during the 1960s and 70s which most seriously effected the

decline of many downtowns. In trying to understand the history of retail

development in Canada, Ken Jones suggests that:
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"the intra-urban retøil system has undergone øt least three
trønsformøtions in the løst sixty years. These eras are
termed the pre-automobile city erø, the automobile city
erø, ønd the specialized erø" (]ones 1991,, 382).

According to Jones (1991,, 382-383), retail activity in Canada, prior to

1950, was dominated by the central business district. This pattern can be

attributed to a combination of transportation systems and urban form. Prior

to L950 private automobile ownership was low, residential development

tended to be limited by systems of public transportation and, consequently,

people would travel (by bus or streetcar) to a central place to shop (the CBD).

As private automobiie use became more prevalent in the l-950s,

convenient, and automobile-oriented (something that the CBD was never

designed to be) shopping centres began to be integrated into residential

developments. Jones refers to this as the " consequent" development

strategy. Later, in the 1960s, suburban retail development started to take, as

Jones suggests, a "simultøneous" apptoach, whereby "the shopping center

and the housing stock were built at the same time, and the shopping centre

was viewed as the centre of the 'planned' community" (jones 1.991.,384).

In the "speciølized" era, the traditional retailing centres (i.e., the CBD)

become gentrified, and emerge as specialty shopping centres, offering

fiones 1991.,390-alternatives to the corporate shopping of the suburban malls
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39L). This last stage has not, as yet (1996), manifested itself in Prince George to

any significant extent.

Frieden and Sagalyn (1991., 12) identify the same trends (the rise of

private automobiles, decline in the use of public transportation and, above

all, the development of suburban shopping centres) as contributors to core

area decline in the United States.

Jamieson, in speaking of the situation in Canadian cities, suggests that:

"Neighbourhood or regionøI shopping centres replaced
the downtoutn core øs the heørt of the community, ønd
lack of community føcilities, ømenities and affordøble
housing meant thøt downtowns were no longer suitable
for family life" (Jamieson 1994, 78)

As the history of suburban retail development in Prince George and its

impact on the CBD, has already been discussed (see: Chapter 2, Sec, 2.2,2),

there is no great need for any further exploration of that subject here. The

exception, however, would be to note that the majority of development in

Prince George is of the post 1950s, private-automobile-centered, and typically

suburban variety. The retail landscape (the CBD) that was overwhelmed þ
suburban and regional shopping centres in the 1960s and 70s was one that was
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only designed to serve a few thousand people.23 As a consequence, it may be

argued that Prince George had a less highly developed CBD in the "pt.-

automobile era", and that this may be affecting both its current state of

decline, as well as influencing efforts aimed at its revitalization.

3.3.2. Re-urbanization

One of the obvious theoretical counterbalances to the problem of core

area decline at the hands of suburban expansion is the idea of reurbanization.

Reurbanization, or the process of directing growth inwards towards the

existing urban fabric of a city (Lewinberg !993,10), has particular relevance to

the work of this practicum, as one of the overarching goals has been to

determine whether it is feasible to create low and moderate income housing

in underutilized downtown spaces.

In an attempt to define the term reurbanization, L.S. Bourne found the

first reference in the works of Dutch scholars Klaassen, Paelinck and van den

Berg, on the processes of urban development. In those cases, reurbanization

had been used to refer to:

"the fourth and most recent støge in a step-like
eaolutionøry model of the form ønd dynømic of urban
deaelopment in cøpitølist societies" (Bourne 1993, 7)

t3 ltS pop u lation of Prince Ge.orgg in t961 was L3,877 . 
-The 

populatiory within what is now the boundary
of Prince George is estimated to have been about i2000 (Setlgwick 1,985,1)
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Ír this urban evolutionary model (the Dutch model), as presented þ
Bourne, the growth and development of cities can be traced from the initial

stage of centrølizøtion (or urbanizøtion) where the core area is developed and

defined, through stages of urban dispersal (suburbanization), inner-city and

suburban decline (disurbønizøtion or exurbanizøtion), through to the final

stage - reurbanizøtion. Again, according to Bourne's interpretation of the

Dutch model, this last stage of urban evolution is based (in theory) on three

factors:

o economic restructuring

. reaised housing preferences ønd lifestyle choices

. goaernment initiøtiues in improaing community-bnsed
seraices and urban ømenities.

In an attempt to show how reurbanization manifests itself in the

Canadian context, Bourne applies the Dutch model to the experience of
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Canada's larger urban centres in recent years.2A Bourne suggests that, for the

most part, the Dutch modei was similar to the Canadian experience, although

it was not necessarily economic restructuring or revised lifestyle choices

which brought about reurbanization here. Instead, Bourne sees "a fortuitous

coincidence of demographic changes, a boom in downtown office building

construction, investment in public infrastructure and new housing starts in

or adjacent to the central core aÍeas" as the main determinants of

reurbanízation. Furthermore, Bourne suggests that the accommodation of a

growing population (in Canada's larger cities) through the redevelopment of

"former industrial, port or railway 'grey-field'sites" with social housing and

condominiums was a major reason for urban repopulation through the

1980s. Bourne suggests that similar processes of repopulation have occurred

in Glasgow and London (the Docklands) when vacant or underused sites

were made available for development through public-private partnership

(Bourne 1993,8).

The obvious connection that all of this has to the current situation in

Prince George is that a real opportunity exists for Prince George to effect some

sort of reurbanization, or core area repopulation, by capitalizing on the

potential of the city's supply of underutilized or vacant space (within the

24 It thorrld be noted here that, as is often the case in planrLing literature, there seems to be no body of
literature that is devoted to the way in which these proêesses of urban development occur in smaller cities
in non-metropolitan settings. However, in this casê the basic concepts for reùrbanizalion are transferable

Continued
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downtown core) for market and non-market housing. This includes more

than just the underutilized or vacant upper-storey space that has been

identified in the core study of this practicum. It also includes what David Iæy

suggests is the underlying force in downtown revitalization - giving people as

many good reasons as possible to be downtown (Ley 1996).

3.3.3. Downtown Revitalization

"there høs been ø gradual moaement to improae the
downtoutn enuironment through the proaision o f
conaention centres, performing ørts hølls, public spøces,
ønd urban design. Festiuøls, culturøl ønd sociøl eaents,
and special progrømming re-ønimate dornntown areøs
and contribute to their rebounding aitnlity" famieson
1994,78).

There is really no mystery as to what revitalization means, when

applied to the city - the mystery, it seems, occurs in determining how best to

achieve it. Walter Jamieson defines downtown revitalization (above) as a

"rebounding vitality". The Province of British Columbia's Downtown

Revitalization Programme suggests that "a vibrant, prosperous downtown is

a necessary paft of a healthy community" and speaks of "the need for a

revitalization programme to revive deteriorating commercial ateas." (British

Columbia 1987,8). Gregory Serrao suggests that the objective of revitalization

might be "exciting round-the-clock downtowns" (Serrao 1991,,256). \¡Vhatever

(with some consideration for obvious differences) to smaller centres such as Prince George.
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revolve around two basic themes:

1. thøt the reaitølization of centrøl business districts is
necessøry to mitigøte the impøct of suburbøn retail
deaelopment and reaerse the processes thøt høae moaed
downtotans towards physicøl ønd functionøl decline
(Curtis 1.995, 11; Miller 1995,3-5; Jamieson 1994,78).

2. that housing, in a aariety of forms, can serae øs an agent
of reaitøIization, ønd thøt housing should be a goøl for
cities seeking reaitølizøtion of their core øreøs (Sercao
7991., 255-257; Paú 1.993, 93-94; Mulvihill 1996,96).

The first theme, that revitalization should serve to reverse the decline

of core areas, or mitigate the trends of suburban retail development (see the

preceding section on core area decline), is based on the premise that

revitalization should be both physical and economic in nature. According to

the Province of British Columbia's Downtown Revitalization Programme,

the objectives of physical revitalization should be to: "improve the municipal

physical infrastructure and...stimulate private property improvements".

Economic revitalization then, involves not only an increase in the vitality of

the CBD but also an "increase in the economic viability of downtown

and...aid to merchants in marketing and promotion." (British Columbia 1987,

8). In both instances, the mechanics of downtown revitalization are both

public and private in nature. This reflects the fact that downtown (or the

CBD) has a function, in every city, that extends beyond just the interests of its

merchants and landowners who do business there. Richard Wagner (et. al)
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contend that "improving central business districts is important for a variety

of reasons...downtowns represent a tremendous investment in time and

money; their businesses and industries generate much of America's [and

Canada's] capital" and, moreover, that "a community's downtown reflects its

heritage and its people" (Wagner, Miller and Wright 1989, 6).

The second theme of revitalization, that housing in a variety of forms

can serve as an agent of revitalization, is based on the premise that if more

people populate the downtown, there will be more people demanding

commercial and retail services in the area, and more human activity

throughout the day and night to deter criminal activity. This has been

discussed in the preceding chapter (see Chapter 2, Sec. 2.2.3) as the "vlbrancy"

of the CBD Again, it is Ley's thesis that the underlying force of revitalization

lies in giving people as many good reasons as possible to be downtown (Ley,

1ee6).

David Mulvihill suggests that:

" demogrøphic and sociøl trends thøt føaor the
deaelopment of downtown housing...include increøsing
numbers tf young professionals ønd empty nest
households, a renewed interest in urban lifestyles ønd
historic ørchitecture, ønd ø growing white-collør
zaorkforce dou:ntown" (Mulvihill 1,996,96).

L1 spite of these wider social trends, Mulvihill cautions that

"downtowns must be livable if they are to attract residents", arrd cites "diverse
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housing types, the ready existence of services, attractive public spaces, efficient

public transit, and a concentration of cultural and entertainment facilities" as

just some of the elements that make for livability in downtown (Mulvihill

1996,96).

The other obvious drawback to utilizing housing as an agent for

downtown revitalization is the cost of developing downtown land (Serrao

1991.,257; Mulvihill 1996, 96), and the cost of redeveloping older buildings,

especially where upgrading to modern building codes is involved or, in the

case of coastal British Columbia, upgrading to modern seismic standards

(Curtis 1995, LL; New Westminster 1996, 69). This economic aspect of

downtown, the feasibility of converting existing buildings to residential use,

was the major focus of the VCHT study, the core study of this practicum (see

Appendix).

In review, and to bring the issue of revitalization back to the situation

in Prince George (and the findings of the core study of this practicum), the

findings of this literature review with respect to revitalization can be

summarized as follows:

o Dousntown reaitøIization is ø necessary wider community
pursuit, øs it supports the physical ønd economic well-
being of ø sociølly ønd economicølly importønt pørt of the
city.
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. Humøn actiuity is the greatest generator ønd indicøtor of
reaitøIizøtion.

. Housing, in a aøriety of forms, tenures, ønd prices, cøn be
an importønt øgent of downtown reuitølizøtion,

o To be successful, the reaitølizøtion of dotantoran through
the deaelopment of housing requires ø znide rønge of
supporting elements (such as services, ømenities, trønsit
etc.) - many of which are deficient or løcking in downtoutn
Prince George.

. And the successful reaitølizøtion of dozantoran through
the deaelopment of housing requires some means of
oaercoming the high costs øssociated with lønd assembly
ønd/or the conaersion ønd upgrading of older buildings.

Notwithstanding, the basic findings of the core study of this practicum

still hold true, namely that the development of iow-moderate income

housing in underutilized, upper-storey commercial space in Prince George is

feasible (see Appendix, Sec. 6).

3.4. Heritage in the Built Environment

3.4,1,. Preservation and Conservation

The Heritage Conservation Branch of the Province of British Columbia

suggests that the present-day heritage conservation movement has its roots in

two different schools of thought concerning heritage: preservation and

conservation (Heritage Conservation Branch 1981, 10).
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AccordingtotheHeritageConservationBranch,historic@n

can be traced back to the 4th and Sth centuries A.D. when Roman Emperors

would issue decrees to protect architectural monuments. Latterly though,

from about the mid-1800s, western industrial countries such as Britain,

France, the United States and (more recently) Canada, began to recognize the

importance of some historic buildings, monuments, sites, and even buildings

associated with historic figures. In 1919, Canada established the Historic Sites

and Monuments Board, "to designate persons, places and events significant to

our national history". The ultimate result of this was a string of historic sites

across Canada which include places such as Fort St. James (BC), Fort

Edmonton (Alberta), Lower Fort Garry (Manitoba), Old Fort Henry (Ontario)

and Fortress Louisbourg (Nova Scotia). Each of these historic sites has been

restored, preserves the past, and gives an interpretation of history to visitors

(Heritage Conservation Branch 1981, 10).

Conversely, conservation (as a school of thought) has both a shorter

history and broader focus than historic preservation. The rise of heritage

conservation can be traced to the latter part of the 19th century, when the

architectural and aesthetic qualities of buildings (as opposed to simply the

historic qualities) were given increased consideration when determining

heritage status. From this new and wider interpretation, or appreciation, of

what constitutes heritage in the built environment, many western industrial

countries enacted legislation which iimited a property owner's rights to the
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use and enjoyment of their property on the basis that their property possessed

architectural, aesthetic, historic, or even educational qualities of cultural

significance. While this limitation of property rights may seem radical,

heritage conservation (of this type) seems to have flourished in Canada and,

perhaps, mostly on the basis of the idea that significant heritage structures

could be maintained and kept in use within the urban fabric without having

to preserve them in a museumlike state (Heritage Conservation Branch L98l-,

11-15).

Another aspect of heritage conservation,

contributed to its success, is the "blanket" manner

applied. Thus entire urban districts are designated,

and within that designation property owners are

either radically alter or demolish their buildings

which seems to have

in which it can often be

or zoned, as heritage areas

(usually) not allowed to

without the approval of

some sort of adjudicating body. In Canada, the best example of this sort of

application of widespread conservation is, perhaps, the Gastown district of

Vancouver, which was designated as a historic district in 1971, (Heritage

Conservation Branch L981, LL). Other notable Canadian conservation projects

include: Downtown Nelson, BC; Market Square (Victoria); the Forks Market

and Johnson Terminal (Winnipeg); the Exchange District (Winnipeg); and

Old Montréal, Quebec.



3.4.2. Adaptive Re-use:

In short, adaptive re-use is the process of converting, or adapting,

buildings from one type of use to another (Robertson !995,432). Its success,

both financially and as an effort in preserving architectural heritage, owes

largely to the fact that it is a process which can change the economic attributes

of buildings. Buildings which have exceeded their effective life-span in one

economic use, can find new life through adaptive re-use. Over the past

twenty years, adaptive re-use has come to be one of the most widely applied

tools for preserving heritage in the built environment, and for revitalizing

historic areas.

It seems as though buildings that are well-suited to adaptive re-use

always fall into at least one of two categories. Either they are structures of

some historic or architectural merit, or they are buildings in which the design

no longer serves the original purpose. Kent A. Robertson (Director of the

Local and Urban Affairs Program at St. Cloud State University in Minnesota)

suggests that:

"as a redeaelopment tool, historic preseruation tøkes
aduantøge of the føcts thøt most downtoutns haue an
øbundance of the ørchitecturølly distinctiae old buildings
thøt mnny people øre attrøcted by, ønd that these buildings
øre underused. Adaptiae re-use...is widely relied on t o
preserae dozuntown buildings or el,)en øn entire district"
(Robertson 1995, 432).
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Lr many cases, adaptive re-use projects have involved the conversion

of architecturally distinctive, but economically surplus commercial buildings

to revitalized downtown retail shopping facilities. The stratery of utilizing

the adaptive re-use of distinctive older buildings for the purpose of

downtown revitalization and, in particular, a revitalization of retailing, has

resulted in the development of what Robertson terms "festival marketplaces"

or "special historic districts" in downtown areas. Some notable examples of

commercial-to-retail adaptive re-use, and these kinds of "festival

marketplaces", include: Faneuil Hall in Boston (Robertson 1995, 432; Frieden

and Sagalyn 1994, 1.07-112), Granville Island in Vancouver, and the Forks

Market in Winnipeg. Some examples of "special historic districts" include:

Gastown and Yaletown in Vancouver; and The Exchange District in

Winnipeg.

The other side of adaptive re-use is the conversion of commercial space

to residential use. William G. Rosenberg (in describing the conversion of

four office towers in downtown Detroit to residential apartments in 1980)

suggests that the adaptive re-use of structurally sound buildings "made

obsolete by new downtown office construction" was an important component

in rehabilitating Detroit's downtown core by creating an urban residential

neighbourhood (Rosenberg 7981., 437). Some notable examples of other

commercial-to-residential adaptive re-use projects include: recent

conversions of former warehouse space to artists studio loft apartments in the
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Yaletown and Gastown districts of Vancouver (Vancouver 1989) and the

conversion of the Ashdown Warehouse to condominiums in the Exchange

District of Winnipeg.

It should be noted that, while many of these adaptive re-use projects

have involved the conversion of entire buildings, the creation of mixed-use

development can result from the partial conversion of buildings in

conjunction with the revitalization of existing commercial uses.

It would seem that one of the driving forces behind the adaptive re-use

of older downtown buildings is the fact that the heritage and architecture of

these buildings offers a uniqueness that new, or suburban developments

have, as yet, been unable to match. If adaptive re-use is successful, then the

unique qualities of the building are transferred to the new use. Robertson

(1995,432) suggests that adaptive re-use projects have tended to differ from

traditional developments in five regards: they include an unusual mix of

local specialty shops; they lack major anchor stores; there is a strong emphasis

on entertainment and food; they stress important historic or architectural

themes; and their target market is often affluent, well-educated, young

professionals.

In the specific context of the case study of Prince George, applying the

theories of adaptive re-use and heritage conservation offers some significant,

but not insurmountable, difficulties. The most notable of these lies with the
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present (1996) state of the building stock in Prince George, and in particular

the building stock in the downtown core. For a myriad of economic and

social reasons, the development of Prince George, to date, has not yielded

many buildings which could be characterized as having either architectural,

cultural, or historic significance (see Appendix, Sec. 4.L.). Although many

buildings in downtown Prince George have exhausted their commercial

viability, their construction and social significance are not of a sufficiently

high quality to warrant conservation on the basis of heritage alone - especially

considering that the term "heritage" can only really be applied when these

buildings are considered relative to other buildings in the city. Nonetheless,

while it may be true that Prince George lacks the kind of heritage required for

the sort of adaptive re-use project that is typically a financial success, it is no

less true that the kinds of development which have typically evolved from

applied adaptive re-use (developments such as Granville Island oÍ the

Ashdown Apartments) are lacking in the Prince George milieu. It would

seem that any sort of redevelopment of older buildings (provided that it is

undertaken at a scale appropriate for the Prince George market), which

incorporates the five elements of successful adaptive re-use which Robertson

has suggested, in addition to the kind of residential use which Rosenberg has

outlined, would be both a unique addition to the city, as well as an important

element in the revitalization of downtown Prince George.
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4.1. Identification of Client Interests and Comparable Cases

4ll,.l. The Clients - The Victoria Civic Heritage Trust and the City of Prince
George.

As already discussed in Chapter 2, Sec. 2J1,.1-, tlrre impetus for this

practicum, and its core study, came from the Victoria Civic Heritage Trust.

The core study (see Appendix) was part of a five-community assessment of

affordable housing in BC, including inventories of upper-storey commercial

space that had at least some potential for both conversion to residential use

and heritage conservation. On the basis of its role in outlining and funding

the first phase/five community stud/, the Victoria Civic Heritage Trust is

considered to be the "secondary client" for this practicum.

While the core study of this practicum was commissioned by the

Victoria Civic Heritage Trust, this entire practicum would not have been

possible without the support and direction that was given by the City of

Prince George and, in particular, its Development Services Department and

its Housing Committee. Although the work carried out in the core study

satisfied what the VCHT had envisioned as the first phase of a three-phase

study (one that might ultimately lead to an upper-storey conversion
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demonstration project)(Victoria Civic Heritage Trust 1995,2), tlne core study

also provides a useful compilation of information for the City of Prince

George in its ongoing work of planning, development approval and

downtown revitalization. It is for these reasons that the City of Prince George

is considered to be the "primary client" for this practicum.

4JL,2. Local, Provincial and Federal Governments and/or Their Agencies
Operating within Prince George.

There are number of key individuals, committees, organizations and

agencies, as well as government departments and ministries, which have

informed the work of this practicum. These include informants that are local

to Prince George, and actively involved in the issues of the City and its CBD,

as well as sources detached from the situation in Prince George, which offer

information that is more abstract, but no less objective or useful.

Some of the key sources of information local to Prince George include:

the City of Prince George Development Services Department; the Cify of

Prince George Housing Committee; Mr. Fergus Foiey, P.Eng. (who completed

the cost estimate for upgrading identified underutilized space in Prince

George) (see Appendix, Sec. 3.2); discussions with property owners in the

CBD; the Prince George Region Development Corporation; the British

Columbia Assessment Authority (Prince George office); the Market Analysis

Department of Canada Mortgage and Housing Corp. (Prince George office);
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the Prince George Housing Needs Research Project Final Report; and the City

of Prince George Official Community Plan.

Some of the key sources of information that are external to Prince

George include: the Provincial Commission on Housing Options (PCHO); the

Province of British Columbia's Downtown Revitalization Program; and

Building Strong Communities - Affordable Housing and Locøl Goaernment,

British Columbia Ministry of Housing, Recreation and Consumer Services

(British Columbia 1994).

4.1.3. Key Informants Associated with Comparable Precedents Elsewhere.

As the cities of Nelson and New Westminster were also selected by the

VCHT to take part in the study: Moaing Up, Phøse 1- An Inaentory ønd

Needs Assessment: Downtoutn Upper-storey Housing, they have been

selected as the primary comparable precedents for this practicum. This

practicum will consider the findings of the Moaing Up studies completed for

Nelson and New Westminster, in the hope that they might illustrate some of

the ways in which upper-storey commercial-to-residential conversions affect

housing need, downtown revitalization and historic preservation in

situations that are different and, perhaps, more advanced (in terms of having
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already implemented revitalization and conservation programmes) than the

situation in Prince George.2s

In Neison, the study commissioned by the VCHT was undertaken and

completed by Judy Gayton (Gayton 1996), a planning consultant in Nelson.

Her report will hereafter be referred to as the Nelson Study.

In New Westminster, the study commissioned by the VCHT was

undertaken by The New Westminster Planning Department and the

Downtown New Westminster Business Improvement Society (DNWBIS)

and will hereafter be referred to as the New Westminster Study (New

Westminster 1996).

These two studies, complements to the core study of this practicum,

form the bulk of the materiai presented in Sec. 4.2 and, 43 of this chapter. In

both cases (in Nelson and New Westminster), the local researchers were able

to illustrate a need for more "affordable" housing in their communities, as

well as identify a number of commercial buildings with upper storeys that

were suitable for residential conversion.

25 N"lro.t and New Westminster were chosen simply because fhe Moaing Up studies for those two cities
were the first two that became available. Campb-ell River and Victoiia êould equalty have served as
comparable precedents.
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In addition to the commonality of having been chosen for study by the

VCHT, the decision to take a more detailed look at the findings of the Nelson

and New Westminster studies also stems from the opportunity offered to

evaluate the whole concept of commercial-to-residential conversion as it

might occur within, or as a component part of two very different approaches

to downtown revitalization. In Nelson, downtown revitalization followed

an approach of heritage conservation and main street revitalization, while

New Westminster opted for the more comprehensive "development

under

This

corporation/business improvement atea" approach (British Columbia 1989).

Both of these models for downtown revitalization are umbrellas

which the specific objectives of the VCHT studies have had to fit.

practicum will illustrate what each of these approaches involves in the

appropriate sections to follow, with a view to also assessing the applicability

or relevance of each'model' in Prince George.

4.2. The Context of a Comparable Precedent - Nelson, BC

4,2J1,. The Feasibility of Converting Upper-Storey Commercial Space to
Residential Use in Nelson.

The three elements which seem to determine feasibílity in the

conversion of upper-storey commercial space to residential use, are: a solid

demand for housing; a supply of upper-storey commercial space which is

suitable for conversion; and a reasonable cost of conversion (which in turn

relates to the design, construction and generai condition of the buitding). In
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Nelson, each of these elements seems to be working, in combination, in

favour of successful commercial-to-residential conversion.

In terms of the demand for housing, the Nelson Study was able to

report that residential vacancy rates in Nelson have fallen from a high of 20%

during the recent recession to a current low of 1,.9o/o, and that "the demand for

affordable housing is substantial and growing"(Gayton 1996,24,37,45). As is

also the case in Prince George, increasing demand for rental housing may be

attributable to both improvement in the local economy and increasing in-

migration since the L991 census (Gayton 1996,24). The supply of, and demand

for, affordable housing may also be linked to the cost of new housing, and the

rate at which it is developed. In recent years, the development of new

housing in Nelson has been restricted by a limited land base, difficult terrain

for construction and servicing, and high construction costs ($100-$110 per

square foot)(Gayton 1996, 24-25). In short, the overall market for rental

housing in Nelson, and the affordability of that market, is being determined

by the simple forces of supply and demand - in this case it is a limited increase

in supply and a considerable increase in demand, leading to increased rents

and decreased affordability. The Nelson Study identifies four main groups as

the primary market for affordable housing: low income seniors, low income

youth, hard to house adults, and students. It appears as though the issue in

Nelson is not only that individuals in each of these groups are under-served

with respect to housing, but also that the number of individuals who fall
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within these particular groups, and who are in housing need, is not

diminishing (Gayton 1996, 27-29).

In terms of a supply of upper-storey commercial space that is suitable

for conversion, the Nelson Study found seventeen properties across all of

downtown Nelson that had vacant or underutilized upper storeys (Gayton

1996,45). Of these, four were chosen for further, and more detailed study. In

addition to the suitability of these buildings for conversion, the Nelson Study

found that municipal policies (in particular the City's Official Community

Plan) do not hinder, but rather encourage housing in the downtown (Gayton

1996,1,3).

The Nelson Study also included some consideration to the future

demand for upper-storey residential versus upper-storey commercial use.

The findings, in this respect, were varied. The Nelson Study reported

increases in the number of home-based businesses, it also reported an

increased demand for space in what were termed "full-service business

centres".26 The conclusions that were drawn from this were that:

"underutilized or aøcønt upper-storey space in some of
Nelson's smøIler downtown buildings is...unlikely in the
near future to produce a good return for building olvners
if mnrketed only as ffice spøce" (Gayton 7996, 46-47).

26 Th"r" are defined as commercial offices with some shared secretarial and support functions such as: mail
and answering services, photocopp fax and bookkeeping. (Gayton 1996. 46)'
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It seems as though this limited commercial potential improves (at least

to some extent) the suitability of some of the underutilized upper-storey

spaces for conversion to residential use or, perhaps, potential for conversion

to home-based business space.

In terms of costs, the Nelson Study found that the cost of conversion

varied among the buildings that were surveyed. These differences reflected

both differences in building design as well as the general state of repair of each

building. Nonetheless, in each of the four buildings that the Nelson Study

analyzed in greater detail, the estimated cost of conversion and operating

costs were within a price-per-unit range which the resulting normal market

rents could absorb (Gayton 1996,45,54-55).

The general conclusion which can be drawn from the Nelson Study is

that the conversion of underutilized upper-storey commercial space to

residential use is feasible, since all of the conditions which support feasibility

exist in Nelson at the present time. Again, these conditions are: a reasonable

demand for housing (and affordable housing); a supply of upper-storey

commercial space which is suitable for conversion; and a reasonable cost of

conversion.
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4.2.2. The Impetus for Downtown Revitalization in Nelson

Beginning in the Iate 1970s. and carrying on through the early 1990s,

Nelson has been something of a model city for heritage and downtown

revitalization programs. The impetus, therefore, for revitalization in

downtown Nelson has come from three somewhat diverse sources: the City

of Nelson Heritage Conservation Program (in conjunction with the British

Columbia Heritage Conservation Branch)(Gayton 1996, 17; Heritage

Conservation Branch I98I, 5), the BC Ministry of Municipal Affairs

Downtown Revitalízation Programme (British Columbia 1987, 8; Stewart

1985,75) and the Heritage Canada Foundation Main Street Program (798L-

1984) (Stewart \985, 83). The Heritage Conservation Branch cited the

concentration of heritage resources in Nelson, the size of the cify (a

population less than 10,000) and "the general socio-economic problems

common to many communities with significant quantities of heritage

resources" (Heritage Conservation Branch 1981,,5) as determining factors in

their decision to select Nelson as a pilot project for comprehensive urban

heritage conservation planning. The Heritage Canada Foundation offered

much the same rationale for including Nelson in its Main Street program,

with the added consideration that Nelson's central business district had been

adversely affected by the development of a nearby shopping mall (Stewart

1985,83).



4.2.3. Key Elements of Downtown Revitalization in Nelson.

The first concerted effort to revitalize d.owntown Nelson was the work

of the Heritage Conservation Branch. In 1977, Nelson was selected by the

Branch to be a pilot project for comprehensive urban heritage conservation

planning in British Columbia (Heritage Conservation Branch L98L, 5). The

results of this project may be found in the Branch report, Nelson: A Proposøl

for Urban Heritage Conseruøtion.. While the aims and objectives of this pilot

project were intended to benefit the City of Nelson as a whole, the impact of

comprehensive urban heritage conservation planning on downtown Nelson,

(on account of the concentration of heritage structures found there) was to be

significant, although somewhat varied.

Some of the objectives of the Heritage Conservation Branch (1981,,6-7)

that were met in the pilot project included:

L. to deaelop a system thøt would identify ønd eaaluate
heritøge resources in Nelson.

2. to identifu existing and potentiøl heritøge conseruøtion
districts within Nelson.

3. to deaelop ø frømetoork uthich would integrøte heritøge
resources, as an asset to future grorath and deaelopment,
into other plønning endeaaours.

4. ønd to present øn initiøl strategy for the conseruøtion of
heritøge resources in Nelson.
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Once the groundwork of identifying heritage resources and establishing

the framework for conservation and comprehensive planning in Nelson had

been completed, the work of restoring, redeveloping and enhancing the

actual physical heritage resources could begin. The second key element,

therefore, in the revitalization of downtown Nelson, was the effort made þ
the Provincial Government, through the Ministry of Municipal Affairs'

Downtown Revitalization Programme. This program was intended to

respond to the physical and economic deterioration which was occurúng, at

the time, in the downtown cores of cities throughout British Columbia.

Specifically, the program was designed to:

"enhnnce the existing downtowns of municipalities by
promoting, through finønciøl incentiaes, the investment
tf municipal ønd priaate funds in physical
improaements, mørketing and promotion schemes
through merchant øssociøtions, and the creation ,f a

comprehensiae long-rønge plan fo, the future of
downtown" (British Columbia 1987, 8).

According to Iohn Stewart (Director of the Heritage Canada

Foundation's Main Street program from 1980-1984) this translated into:

"ø størt-up grønt tf 65,000 to any municipølity or
recognized group wønting to undertake initiøl promotion
and discussion of downtown improaement. A loøn of up
to 6L0,000 to øssist with the costs of design ødaice. tAndl lf
work proceeds, grants of up to 20 per cent, to ø maximum
tf two hundred dollørs per metre fo, føçøde
improaements raithin specified øreøs" (Stewart 1,985, 75).
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The third key element in the revitalization of downtown Nelson was

the Heritage Canada Foundation's Main Street program. The Foundation was

formed in 1973 with a twelve-million-dollar endowment from the federal

government, and was designed to be an independent national charity that

would advocate for the preservation and conservation of historic buildings

that had not yet been declared official historic sites (Dalibard 1985, 60). In

searching for a model through which this particular task of heritage

preservation could be successfully approached, the Heritage Canada

Foundation began to look favourably upon a variety of "Main Street"

programs which had been employed in Britain (Halifax, Glasgow and Chester)

and the United States (Hot Springs, SD; Madison, IN; and Galesburg, IL)

(Dalibard 1985, 59-60). The Heritage Canada Foundation found that the

success of the programs in Britain and the United States could be attributed to

the way in which historic conservation was linked to revitalization. Rather

than relying on cosmetic efforts to preserve heritage in the built

environment, "Main Street" programs sought to change the environment in

which heritage buildings existed (most often the downtown core). To

accomplish their mission, "Main Street" programs in Britain and the United

States not only sought to accentuate the unique architectural and heritage

qualities of their main streets, but also to enact a system of management for

the entire area - one that would have similarities to the kind of overali

marketing and management found in shopping centres. A later, more

widespread "Main Street" program (initiated by the IU.S.] National Trust for
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Historic Preservation and its National Main Street Center in Washington,

DC) found that most of the participating communities were able to achieve a

general economic revitalization of their downtown through building

rehabilitation, vacancy reduction, increased tourism and renewed

community pride in local heritage (Dalibard 1985,59-60).

By 1978, the Heritage Canada Foundation was ready to launch a

Canadian "Main Street" program (Dalibard 1985, 60). Seven communities

across Canada were chosen, with Nelson being the sole British Columbia case.

The Main Street program (which began in 1981) fitted in well with the

Government of British Columbia's Downtown Revitalization Program in

Nelson (which began in 1980) (Stewart 1985, 75). Where the provincial

program provided the start-up funds and financial incentives to property

owners for façade improvements (the funding which facilitated the actual

physical restoration of the heritage buildings), the Heritage Canada

Foundation Main Street program sought to establish the ongoing

management structure that would bring the processes of historic preservation

together with economic and social revitalization on Main Street. The

objectives of the Main Street program, therefore, can be summed up as the

desire to see communities capitalize on their history and heritage structures,

to preserve this heritage in the built environment and turn these existing

assets of uniqueness and heritage into an engine for economic and social

revitalization (Stewart L985, 80).
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As a result of these two (heritage conservation and downtown

revitalization) programs, Nelson has achieved a downtown that is rich with

well-preserved, late-Victorian architecture (Heritage Conservation Branch

!981,5-6), as well as a downtown which still functions (as originally intended)

as a commercial and retail centre for the city, with room for residential use as

we11.

maintain the re-development and heritage conservation efforts

the 1980s, Nelson's entire downtown core is now designated as a

To

begun in

Development Permit Area in the City's Official Community Plan. As such,

any exterior building alterations in the downtown require a development

permit, and all developments or re-developments must meet design and

colour guidelines as set out by the Community Heritage Commission (Gayton

1996, 8). Although these policies do not directly help or hinder the

conversion of underutilized upper-storey space to residential use, they may

have a positive affect on the way the downtown is perceived, which may, in

turn, stimulate interest in downtown residential use. The Nelson Study

reported that some of the strengths of Nelson's downtown were that: "it

contains a diverse cross-section of shops, businesses, services, and housine; it

is clean, safe, attractive and pedestrian-oriented"; and "the policies included

in the Downtown Area Plan of the Official Community Plan are aimed at

maintaining the health of its retail function and ensuring a mix of uses in the

downtown, to keep it lively both day and night" (Gayfon 1996,7). It should
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also be noted, however, that an older residential area of Nelson (one which

also includes a significant number of heritage homes) is located in close

proximity to the downtown core, and that the health of this neighbourhood

may also be a contributing factor in the vitality of the downtown (MacKenzie

1ee6).

4.2,4. Linking Upper-Storey Conversion to Downtown Revitalization in
Nelson

The conversion of underutilized upper-storey commercial space to

residential use aids the ongoing efforts of downtown revitalization in Nelson

on two counts. First, the demand for small, downtown, upper-storey,

independent offices (of the kind which the Nelson Study considered as vacant

or underutilized, and therefore suited to residential conversion) is shrinking

in Nelson, with the rise of home-based offices and full service business

centres. This means that (as concluded in the Nelson Study) if these upper-

storey commercial spaces remain in commercial-only use, they will likely

remain underutilized or vacant. That underutilization would then have a

negative effect on the vitality of the downtown which could (if allowed to

continue unchecked) damage the vitality of downtown, over the longer-term.

On the other hand, the trend towards home-based businesses (which the

Nelson Study noted) might also be signaling a rising interest in 'business-

based homes', that is, housing that is situated at or near one's place of

employment and centre of activity. This may relate more to service, rather
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than retail sector businesses, where a convenient and central location may be

more important than a highly visible, ground-level location. Presumably,

these particular elements of activity and convenience coincide in the centre of

the city - downtown.

Second, additional housing in the downtown core would assist in

meeting the objectives of Nelson's Official Community Plan , inasmuch as

housing would support the retail function of the downtown area as well as

ensure its vibrancy during non-business, evening and weekend hours.

4.3. The Context of a Comparable Precedent - New Westminster, BC

4,3.1. The Feasibility of Converting Upper-Storey Commercial Space to
Residential Use in New Westminster.

Again, ít seems to be the union of three conditions - a demand for

housing, a supply of underutilized upper-storey space, and a reasonable cost

of conversion - which determines whether upper-storey, commercial-to-

residential conversion is feasible. In the case of New Westminster, these

three conditions do not currently exist together. The New Westminster

Study concluded that high land costs in the Vancouver region would make

the creation of affordable housing through commercial-to-residential

conversion, at best, problematic, and, at worst, prohibitive (New Westminster

1996, 69). Nevertheless, by iliustrating the unique set of issues that are

particular to commercial-to-residential conversion in a metropolitan setting
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(one that is experiencing growth in both population and property values) the

situation in New Westminster (especially in terms of the comprehensive

development approach taken there) and the findings of the New

Westminster Study provide a useful comparison to the situation in Prince

George, and the findings of this practicum's core study.

In terms of the demand, or need, for affordable housing, the New

Westminster Study (1996,65) suggests that the problem in that city is not

necessarily simply a question of supply, but also a question of options wíthin

that supply. The picture of the housing market in New Westminster, as

presented in the New Westminster Study, is so completely different from that

which may be found in Nelson or Prince George, that this merits some

consideration here. Some of the highiights of the New Westminster housing

market, as presented by the New Westminster Study (1996,13-15) include:

. a housing mørket that is 61% rented røther thøn ou;ned;

o rental rates that øre (on øaerøge) L3% Iozper than
neighbouring communities in the Greater V ancouver
Regionøl District (G.V.R.D.);

higher thøn aaerøge (for the G.V.R.D.) percentøge of
households experiencing affordability problems;

an øaerøge income tahich is 64,550 lower than the
G.V.R.D. øaerøge;



nCity Health Department estimate that: "øpproximøtely 5
to 15% of rentøl units høae some health-reløted problems
(e.g. insect infestation) ønd these øre sub-standard ais-à-
ais the HeøIth Act or Housins Buløw";
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the city's renting

households) were

The New Westminster Study reported that,

households, forty-two percent (twenty-six percent of

Based on the figure given in the New Westminster study that 61%
rented rather than owned (New Westminster 1996, 13)

Based on 74% of 305% (22.57) divided into 26To.

of

all

experiencing problems of affordability. By dividing this figure according to

household income, the New Westminster Study found that thirty-six percent

of renting households in the low-to-median income bracket ($20,000-fi26,132)

were experiencing problems of affordability. As well, eighty-six percent of

renting households in the low income bracket (less than $20,000) were

experiencing problems of affordability. Combined, these figures indicate that

half of the city's total rental households (30.5% of the total number of all

households) fall below New Westminster's median íncome;z7 and of that

number, seventy-four percent are experiencing problems of affordability.

This means that nearly eighty-seven percent of the total number of

fa11households experiencing problems of affordability in New Westminster

below the median income level (New Westminster !996, 17¡.za

of all housing in New Westmi¡rster is
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The New Westminster Study, like Nelson (and, to a lesser degree

Prince George), had little difficulty in identifying a supply of underutilized

upper-storey space that would be suitabie for conversion to residential use.

Moreover, the New Westminster Study determined that the city experiences

something of a glut of this sort of building. From a preliminary list of 1.41.

buildings which suited the criteria for underutilized upper-storey space/

further evaluation and a process of elimination allowed the New

Westminster Study to narrow its focus to just eleven properties which had

real potential for residential conversion. Of these eleven, four were hotels

that have "historically been used as hotels or single room occupancies" and

seven were commercial buildings (New Westminster 1996, 19-25).

Regardless of the obvious demand for more affordable housing options

in New Westminster, or the obvious supply of buildings with residential or

conversion potential, the current situation in New Westminster with respect

the cost of conversion (the cost of land, labour, materials etc.) does not make

the commercial-to-residential conversion of upper-storey space a reasonable

proposition (New Westminster 1996, 12). Nevertheless, the New

Westminster Study does offer some suggestions on ways in which these

barriers might be overcome and (despite the fact that the situation is different

and more conducive to upper-storey conversion) these suggested strategies

are equally applicable in Nelson or Prince George.
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The first of these strategies would be to reduce the cost of construction

by eliminating some of the decorative expenses (paint, carpeting etc.) which

can be left to the tenant or owner. The New Westminster study (1996, 12)

notes that this strategy was employed in some loft-style apartments in

Vancouver. The second strategy would be to provide parking trade-offs, or

reduce parking requirements (New Westminster 1996,72). Not having to

provide as much parking, or perhaps any parking, would serve to reduce the

re-development or conversion costs of most projects. The third strategy

would be to use donated land from housing societies or other non-profit

groups. Finally, the New Westminster Study (1996, 68-69) suggests that there

are a number of financial mechanisms which could make commercial-to-

residential conversion of underutilized upper-storey space more viable.

These include:

o pørking reløxøtions (as mentioned);

. building code reløxations (particulørly with respect t o
seismic upgrading);

o direct finønciøl contributions (including grønts from
goaernment, foundøtions and non-profit societies);

o tax exemptions, or shelters;

. mortgage or loøn guørantees (from CMHC);

. Iow interest loøns;
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. cooperatiae, or joint, aentures between aørious non-
profit groups;

. "in kind" seraices with locøl construction and trøde
companies or unions;

. zoning or density increases in return fo, upgrødes t o

heritøge føcødes, seismic upgrøde or the proaision of ø

public amenity;

. a, fluctuøting mortgage which ztsould størt low, ønd
increase oaer time;

4.3.2. The Impetus for Downtown Revitalization in New Westminster.

It seems that, unlike Nelson, the impetus for downtown revitalization

in New Westminster came largely from within. Upon recognizing that the

retailing core (Columbia St.) and city centre of New Westminster were

decaying, the city committed itself to a long-range strategy of redevelopment

(Ley 1996). One of the first tasks in this strategy was the establishment of a

crown corporation (in 1979) to oversee revitalization and redevelopment

through the provisions of the Neta Westminster Redeaelopment Act

(NWRA), 1979 (NWRA 1979). The NWRA 1979 and the subsequent Neut

Westminster Redeaelopment Act, L989 (NWRA 1989), therefore, are at the

core of the redevelopment process in New Westminster, as these two statutes

allowed the public sector to have a significant and proactive role in

infrastructure, general redevelopment and revitalization (Ley 1996).
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4.3.3. Key Elements of Downtown Revitalization in New Westminster.

One of the more significant elements of downtown revitalization in

New Westminster is the legislated power contained within the NWRA 1989.

Broadly, this act is a set of measures which direct redevelopment in New

Westminster by allowing the city to:

enter into deaelopment øgreements with land owners for
specific works ønd seruices (either on-site or off-site)
(NWRA 1989, Sec.2[1]).

acquire and dispose of lønd "for the purposes of achieuing
the objectiaes of the official community pløn or for the
purposes of the improaement or rehabilitøtion of øreøs
within the deaelopment øreø thøt, in the opinion of the
council of the city haae become or are tending to become
blighted or substøndørd" (NWRA 1989, Sec. 3[1]).

require deaelopers to obtøin a speciøl deaelopment
permit, which binds their deuelopment to the terms of
thøt permit, ønd møy include a design reaieTn, as well as ø
security (by the deaeloper) fo, on ønd off-site works,
Iandscaping ønd seraices "in a form ønd quantity
søtisføctory to the clfy" (NWRA 1.989, Sec. 4, 4151, 4l2lþ1,
¿lzltaltül).

"impose deaelopment cost chørges on a person usho
obtøins a specinl development permit under section 4 for
construction on the land coaered by the permit" (NWRA
L989, Sec.5l2llbl).

impose parking facilities charges on landowners taithin
the development ørea (NWRA 1989, Sec.6).
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The investment of public money and the development of public

infrastructure in New Westminster (largely undertaken during the 1980s)

has been another key element of revitalization. This is aiso seen as one of the

more tangible elements of revitalization. Projects such as the new

courthouse (L98L), the new and expanded campus for Douglas College (1982)

and the Skytrain Light Rapid Transit (1986), have all had an impact on

downtown New Westminster by increasing activity in the area (Ley 1996).

Although current conditions do not support commercial-to-residential

conversion of underutilized upper-storey space in New Westminster, the

community and the Cify of New Westminster appear to be supportive of

residential use in the downtown area, and aware that housing has been, and

will continue to be an important element of downtown revitalization efforts

(New Westminster 1996, 3). It1 a lecture given in Prince George on

Downtowns and Downtown Revitalization. Dr. David Ley (Professor of

Urban Geography at the University of British Columbia) noted that the

redevelopment of New Westminster's formerly industrial waterfront, into a

higher density residential area for some 7000 people, has been one of the

crowning achievements in the ongoing effort to bring more vitality into New

Westminster (Ley 1996).

While making note of the key elements in New Westminster's

downtown revitalization, it is also interesting to note that the private sector,
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and retailing in particular, has been a relatively minor element in that

revitalization and redevelopment effort. Although the merchants and

commercial interests in New Westminster have joined together to form a

business improvement society (the DNWBIS) fashioned on the Business

Improvement Area (BlA)/Business Improvement Zone (BIZ) model (a

model that has been employed with some success in many Canadian cities

including Toronto, Calgary, Winnipeg and even Prince George) (jamieson

1994,75), thte commercial aspects of downtown New Westminster have not

been the main focus of revitalization efforts. In fact, as Dr. Ley suggested, the

private sector in New

initiating revitalization.

Westminster was not particularly instrumental in

Public funds were largely responsible for "priming

the pump" ar.d, in the end, the result stillthe pump" arLd, in the end, the result was still one in which retailing and

commercial activities located downtown were revived through an increase in

peripheral activities such as the courthouse and the community college (Ley

1e96).

4.3.4. Linking Upper-Storey Conversion to Downtown Revitalization in New
Westminster

The conditions in New Westminster at the present time do not

support the conversion of underutilízed, upper-storey commercial space to

residential use. Notwithstanding, New Westminster has both a good supply

of upper-storey commercial space which would be suitable for residential use,

as well as a demonstrable need for more affordable housing options. If the

which
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high costs associated with converting underutilized upper-storey space (and

in particular the high costs associated with seismic upgrading) can somehow

be overcome (and this barrier to upper-storey residential conversion is then

removed), then it might be possible to more fully ascertain the extent to

which upper-storey residential use might serve as a contributor to downtown

rcvítalízation in New Westminster. As something of a footnote to this idea

of linking upper-storey residential conversion with downtown revitalization,

and the barriers that are presented in the case of New Westminster, some

upper-storey warehouse space in the Gastown district of Vancouver was

successfully converted to residential use through the 1970s and early 80s.

Although the economic conditions of the time were much different, and the

scale of the projects were (perhaps) greater, projects such as 550 Beatty Street

and 4l Alexander Street in Vancouver (Cory Cunningham Architect Ltd. et.

al. 1991,, 9-13), could serve New Westminster as examples of both the

marketability of converted upper-storey space, as well as its affect on the

surrounding commercial neighbourhood.

4.4. The Prince George Context

An analysis of the feasibility of converting underutilized upper-storey

space from commercial to residential use in Prince George may be found in

the core study (Appendix) of the practicum, as well as in the chapter that

follows: Chapter 5: Core Study Findings.
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4.4.1,. Traditional Approaches to Addressing the Need for Downtown
Revitalization in Prince George

Chapter 2 of this practicum has already laid out some of the factors that

have contributed to the decline of the CBD or downtown core, of Prince

George over the past three decades. This section will give a brief account of

the way in which the need for downtown revitalization has historically been

perceived in Prince George, and examine some of the ways in which Prince

George has attempted to address that need.

Almost as soon as the flight of retailing to the suburbs (in the 1960s and

1970s) was apparent, Prince George began to recognize that it needed a way to

mitigate the negative effect that this would have on the traditional retailing

activities of the CBD. A report, prepared by the Regional Development

Commission and the Regional District of Fraser-Fort George in 1974,

suggested a multi-faceted approach to the problems of change and decline as

they were occurring in the core area at that time. This report's

recommendations (Regional Development Commission 1974, 2) included:

. deueloping a policy for commerciøl deaelopment thøt
zaould retøin 60% of total retail spøce in the downtoran, øt
Ieøst until the city reaches ø population of L00,000.

deaeloping locøtion ønd design guidelines fo, high rise
office construction thøt would help aaoid wind tunneling,
and promote complementøry urbøn øctiaities such øs
shops ønd restøurønts.
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. giaing greater considerøtion to the needs of downtown
employees, especially with respect to leisure spøce,
upgrøded trønsit, ønd øn improaed pedestrian netrpork
within the downtown core.

Although the extent to which the recommendations of the Regional

Development Commission's report were vigorously advocated or adopted

cannot be accurately determined, it seems faírly evident, from today's

perspective, that these recommendations did not even come close to being

translated into meaningful plans or policy.

Also, while the report of the Regional Development Commission did

make an inventory of hotels and motels in the CBD (including single resident

occupancy hotels) (Regional Development Commission 1974, 45-46), there

was no mention given to residential use in the CBD. This is likely a

reflection of the fact that there was little or no residential use in the CBD at

that time (1974). Conversely, this lack of concern for housing in the CBD may

reflect either a period in which affordable housing was not as much of an

issue in Prince George (as a great amount of housing was being built in the

suburbs) or a prevailing attitude that the CBD should be allowed to develop as

a "commercial-only" precinct.

The next opportunity that we have to examine Prince George's past,

and assess the steps that have been taken towards addressing the need for

downtown revitalization, is with the information contained in the four
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volume Central Business District Study completed by the Cify of Prince

George, Department of City Planning (et. al.) in L980 (Prince George 1980a).

The greatest difference between the Regional Development

Commission's 1974 study and the City's L980 study is that the latter had to deal

with the realities of suburban retail development (which occurred through

the 1970s) and its effect on the CBD (Prince George I980a, 6). LIke t]:re 1974

report, the City's 1980 report presents an optimistic view of the CBD's future

role in the clty, but still advocates the position that an expanded retail

function is the key to downtown revitali zation and redevelopment (Prince

George 1980a,1.4).

Although the City's L980 study took the view that retailing should be

the primary means of achieving downtown revitalization, the study gives

some indication that residential use, and mixed commercial/residential uses

were increasingly being considered as possible strategies for downtown

revitalization. The 1980 study's recommendations pertaining to office

development in the CBD suggests that:

"the City should inaestigøte bonusing ønd reløted
proaisions in order to encourage mixed uses and public
ømenities in future office deaelopment" (Prince George
1980a,17)

The findings and recommendations of the City's L980 study, with

respect to residential development in the CBD, are of particular interest to the
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work carried out for the VCHT in the core study of this practicum. The L980

Study reported that "Prince George's downtown environment is presently

unattractive for residentiai development" and that, "according to the Prince

Georse Population Survev and Housine Analvsis (Februarv 1979\,51-5 people

live in the Central Business District" (Prince George 1980a,20; Prince George

1979b).2e The 1980 study's analysis of residential use in the CBD recognized

that:

"There are rnøny ødaøntøges to hnaing a strong
residential presence in downtown Prince George. CBD
housing reduces pressure on ødjøcent suburbøn lønd, ønd
highways, and lowers trønsportøtion costs. Seraices øre in
place, and residentinl uses complement other CBD
actiaities røther thøn driuing them out. Downtown
residents add diaersity and ø 24 hour presence t o

dozantown life (Prince George 1980a,2I).

The City's 1980 study also reported that:

"dorantozan Prince George cønnot currently be described
as proaiding ø desirøble residentiøl setting for tenønts o r
deaelopers" (Prince George 1980a, 21).

It appears that the City has been able to do very little to reverse the

negative image of the CBD as a residential setting, since the 1980 CBD study

was published. This remains the case, despite the fact that the City has, for the

most part, acted upon the three main recommendations made in the L980

29 thir compares with the figure of 255 derived from the 1991. Census figures.
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study with respect to residential development. These recommendations

included: to make provisions in the zoning bylaw permitting multiple

residential and mixed residential/commercial land uses in the CBDrso to

safeguard against the encroachment of commercial uses into adjacent

residential areas (the Vancouver-Winnipeg Street corridor, and the Millar

Addition) (Prince George 1979a,2, Sec. 2.2); and to update and implement an

overall plan for the Vancouver-Winnipeg Street corridor (Prince George

1980a,21). Many of these same ideas are contained within the policies of

Prince George's first OCP (Prince George 1979a). The fact, that while the

policies to support downtown residential development have been

implemented, yet downtown residential development has (as yet) not become

popular, suggests that more could be done to make downtown residential

development, and downtown living, more appealing. There is a great

opportunity, in Prince George, for the local government to move beyond its

traditional policy-setting role, and actively pursue a residential

transformation of the downtown core in concert with private interests.

Likewise, there is the opportunity for planners to take the theory of core-area

residential development and translate it into a workable reality.

30 This is now contained within the Officíal CommrLnity Plan -
26.3 (5) of the Zoning Bylaw No. 3482 (L980).

City of Prince George Sec. 8.5.4 and Sec.10-
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The City's first OCP set out a number of goals for the commercial

development of Prince George which were based upon creating:

"an en'uironment fo, commerciøI deaelopment which
will preserae ønd enhønce the aitality tf the Centrøl
Business District (CBD) as the møin centre ,f the
community fo, business, finønce, retail trade, seraices,
recreøtion ønd entertainrnent" (Prince George 1979a, 20)

With respect to housing in the CBD, the policy of the 1979 OCP was

that:

"Mixed commerciøl and residential deaelopment should
be proaided for ønd encouraged within the CBD with ø

aiern to broødening ønd enriching the range of core ørea
øctiaity and ensuring the long-term aiøbility of the City
centre øs ø 'people place', and not simply the focus of
commerce ønd governrnent" (Prince George I979a, 20-
21).

Sadly, it seems that the City has had some difficulty in translating these

OCP policies into reality. Bearing in mind that the OCP is intended to serve

more as a guide to development, rather than a blueprint, it is still regrettable

that the economic conditions of the decade preceding the development of the

1979 OCP were so radically different from the economic conditions of the

decade which followed its publication. There is, perhaps, a distinct possibility

that the goals and policies of the 1979 OCP could have been successfully met,

had the economy of the 1980s been different.
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The beginning of the 1980s saw Prince George become mired in a

prolonged economic recession that would last throughout the remainder of

the decade. This recession stemmed from a global economic downturn that

was heightened, in Prince George, by decreased demand for forest products

and increased costs associated with resource extraction in that sector. In this

period, while other cities such as Nelson, New Westminster and Winnipeg

were the beneficiaries of government urban revitalization and renewal

grants, very little public money was invested in Prince George. Prince George

did receive some funds, through the provincial government's Downtown

Revitalization Programme, for streetscaping and beautification along George

Street.

The first major, post-recession, opportunities for downtown

revitalization in Prince George came n 1990-97. The first was the siting of the

new University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC), and the second was a

proposal for a multi-purpose arts facility to be known as Discovery Place. On

both counts, the City, senior levels of government, and decision-making

bodies (in the case of UNBC) failed to seize an opportunity to use pubiic

infrastructure as a mechanism for leveraging downtown revitalizatton (in a

manner simiiar to what was employed in New Westminster). In the end, the

University of Northern BC was built on a parcel of land that had been set

aside as a university reserve in the late 1950s - a site that is located well

outside of the developed area of the city. The plan for Discovery Place, which
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was to be a multi-purpose civic centte, art gallery and concert hall situated in

downtown Prince George near the Coliseum, the Four Seasons Pool and the

Public Library, was halted when a municipal referendum which would have

increased taxes to pay for the City's one-third share of the cost of that

development (the other two thirds being shared equally by the two senior

levels of government) was defeated. Despite these two setbacks, Prince

George has progressed with the development of some public infrastructure in

the downtown core. A multi-purpose Civic Centre (smaller, and without the

Art Gallery and Concert Hall features of the Discovery Place plan) was

developed tn !994 (on the site originally planned for Discovery Place), and a

fundraising campaign is now underway (1996) for a new Public Art Gallery in

the same area. A new, fi22.5 million Provincial Courthouse (slated for

completion in the fall of 1996),located at the corner of Third Avenue and

George Street on land acquired by the City, is expected to revitalize one of the

most deteriorated sections of the CBD. The new Courthouse will most likely

serve as an anchor on the northeast corner of the CBD and add some diversity

to its immediate surroundings. Even before its completion, the new

Courthouse was lauded for having replaced two questionable beer

parlour/SRO Hote1s.31 The new Courthouse also (and this is partly because of

its size, in relation to surrounding buildings) creates a foreshortening effect

31 The Canada and the MacDonald Hotels were removed to make way for the new Cou¡thouse. The Canada
(pre-World War Two construction) was vacant and derelict, having suffered from a fire,by the time it was

Continued
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for Third Avenue between Victoria and George St. (only four blocks) which

serves to pull the lower end of the CBD closer to the office-commercial node

that is centered on the intersection of Third Ave. and Victoria Street.

4.4.2. Traditional Approaches to Addressing Housing Need in Prince George

Prince George was fortunate to have had an effective program of land

management, and residential lot development in place during the city's

period of extreme growth (1961,-1981). For the most part, this land

management scheme, supplemented by certain one-time efforts to lobby the

senior levels of government for assistance in developing affordable rental

accommodation, represents Prince George's historical approach to addressing

housing need. Although this practicum has already touched on the idea of

the City as land developer in the section on Land Banking in Chapter 3, this is

a significant aspect of Prince George's history, and bears some greater

consideration here.

The City's approach to growth in the 1960s and 70s (and, consequently

the approach to housing and housing need) was based on a concept of the City

acting as a major developer and provider of residential building lots.

Working in conjunction with the provincial government (which supplied

large parcels of Crown land adjacent to the City) Prince George was able to

demolished. The MacDonald Hotel (prefabricated construction dating from cftca1973) was disassembled,

Contínued
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keep abreast of its growth, attempt to ensure that the continuous supply of

new housing would not be interrupted, and have a stablLizing effect on

residential building lot prices. During this period (1960-1980), the

overwhelming concern in housing was for a supply of fuliy-serviced, single-

family residential building lots that could keep pace with the growing

population and growing demand. Often, as a result of the scale of demand for

building lots, the City would find that its subdivisions would be fully

subscribed as soon as they were subdivided and serviced (Christensen 1989,

116).

The suburban subdivision, or neighbourhood model, that the City of

Prince George adopted as its primary design for residential land use, was based

on ideas that Clarence Perry had applied in the 1920s for residential

development based on a neighbourhood unit (Hodge 799L, 58). Each

neighbourhood, or subdivision was based on an elementary school at, or

near, its center. Designing residential development on a neighbourhood þ
neighbourhood basis allowed the City to incorporate a number of housing

options within each neighbourhood. Wherever possibie, the Cify attempted

to develop each subdivision with a variety of densities, or a mix of single,

two-family and multiple family (often low-rise) residential development. In

some subdivisions, by taking advantage of natural features and varying the

and removed.
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size of lots, the City was able to generate a variety of densities and

socioeconomic characteristics (Prince George 1979 a, 11'-12).

Population growth in Prince George was stalled by the recession that

began in 1981. Development practically came to standstill. Over the course of

this recession (approximately 198L-1988) the City retreated from its role as

land developer. Today (1996), when the population of Prince George is again

growing, the City is again involved in the development of residential

subdivisions. The difference now is that the City is not as involved as it once

was as a primary developer of building lots, and instead relies on private land

developers to bring fully-serviced residential building lots onto the market.

Since the end of the recession, the rate of residential development has

fluctuated. New residential development, having reached the lowest part of

its slump ln7986, began a gradual rise in 1987 (Stríckland 1.996,21). This trend

peaked ln 1993, a year in which the City issued permits for a total of 601 units

(Prince George 1996b,1) and has been decreasing, graduallf, for the last two

years. A recent forecast made by the CMHC suggests that total housing starts

in Prince George will reach 330 units this year (1996). This figure can be

compared with the figure, given by the City, for "residential permits issued"

in 1995. In 1995, the City issued residential permits for 436 units. Of these,

just over half of the units were single family detached homes, 135% were
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mobile home units, 4.6% were two-family home units, and 30% were

multiple-family units32 (Prince George 1996b, 1).

4.4.3. Recent Policies and Programs Specific to Downtown Revitalization and
Housing in Prince George

Recent initiatives specific to housing and downtown revitalization in

Prince George include, most obviously, the widely debated downtown

revitalization initiative developed for the City, and presented in 1993-94.

This initiative called for aesthetic improvements along Third Avenue that

primarily involved streetscaping, widening of sidewalks, the removal of

canopies which cover the sidewalks along Third Avenue, and a re-alignment

of on-street parking. Funding for this revitalization proposal was to come

from a frontage tax levied on properties along Third Avenue. The

redevelopment plan, and the special tax levy were put before the Third

Avenue property owners in a special referendum where it was defeated.33

The defeat of this City proposal for downtown revitalization marked a

watershed point in the process of revitalization in downtown Prince George.

Having attempted, and failed, to implement a comprehensive program of

revitalization, the City now awaits a counter-proposal for redevelopment and

32 As noted ilthe Cif's report, this figure for multiple-family units includes seventy-two units in the UNBC
residence (Prince Georgê 1996b, I):

33 It *ut a somewhat contentious issue that only property owners, rather than owners and merchants, were
allowed to vote in this referendum.
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revitalization from the Town Center Businesses Association (TCBA). In

watching the issue of revitalization see-saw, back and forth, from the public

sector to the private sector, it seems as though there is a need for some form

of public-private partnership, such as the New Westminster Business

Improvement Society or the North Portage Development Corporation

(Winnipeg) to mobilize the key stakeholders (the City, the merchants, and the

property owners) to move the process of revitalization in downtown Prince

George forward.

In terms of recent policies and programs specific to housing in Prince

George, the City has approved in principle, and is currently in the process of

implementing, a set of policies (Prince George 1996a,3-4) aimed specifically at

addressing the need for non-market housing in Prince George. These policies

recognize that non-market housing represents a considerable portion of

housing need in Prince George, and attempts to ensure that:

o locationøl criteriø is deaeloped that proaides fo, " the
sepørøtion of non-mørket housing projects...to minimize
'ghettoizøtion' in one or two øreas"

o the supply of non-mørket housing in existing ønd neID
multiple family residential deaelopments is increased, "by
offering deaelopers density bonusing opportunities
utithin the zoning district"

. neu) residentiøl developments (subdiuisions) øre designed
with spøce for non-market housing.
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. certøin City-owned pørcels of land be designøted for non-
market housing.

c the conaersion tf the upper-storey spøce in existing
dousntown commerciøl buildings to non-mørket
residentiøl use; and "mixed residential/commercial
deaelopments in the downtoTln øreø" øre encourøged. 34

In addition to the broad changes that the Non-Mørket Housing Report

proposes to the policies of the Official Community Plan , the report also

proposes a number of specific changes to the City's Zoning Byløw with respect

to non-market housing. These proposals (Prince George 1996a,4-6) direct the

Development Services Department to:

"prepøre ø definition ,f senior citizens, clarify the
community residentiøI facility ønd personøl cøre h o m e
definitions and identifu ødditionøI definitions to clarifu
non-market units which may quølifu fo, bonusing
incentiaes under the Zoning Byløza"

"amend the text tf the C-8 (Commercial ResidentiøI)
Zoning District to proaide commercial ønd residentiøl
bonusing incentiaes to encourage a non-mørket housing
component in the upper storeys of projects zoned C-8
(Commercial Residentiøl)"

34 It should be noted that the Report and Recommendations on Non-Market Housing in Prince George
prepared by the City's Developnient Services Department was subsequent to the VëHt's proposal io
ätuäy undtíutihzel upper stoiy space), and dräw upon the findin$s of the Moaing Uy' súdy lsee
Ap¡iendix)
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. "reuieu) the potentiøl for including non-mørket housing
and market residential units øs permitted uses in other
commerciøl zones in øddition to the C-8 [Commerciøl
Residentiall zoning"

"reuiew the potential to increase the møximum density
permitted in the UKM (Multiple-family) Districts when
projects include non-mørket housing units".

"prepare a reaised schedule of pørking requirements øs an
ømendment to the Zoning Bylaw to reduce the number of
parking spaces required for non-mørket housing."

o "prepare ø discussion paper examining the adaantnges
ønd disadaantages tf including secondary suites øs ø

permitted use in øll Zoning Districts which permit single
fømily dwellings."

Together, the proposed changes to the Official Community Pløn

t}ae Zoning Byløw represent a considerable step forward in planning

housing need in Prince George. While the City is not taking a strong

proactive role in the housing market (compared with developing and

marketing serviced suburban building lots, as it has done in the past) it is

taking several important steps to facilitate the development of much needed

affordable and non-market housing. Furthermore (and of great interest to the

underlying objectives of this practicum) the City has recognized the potential

that the CBD holds as a location for housing, by considering the findings of

the core study of this practicum and taking steps to facilitate the conversion of

underutilized upper-storey commercial space to non-market residential use.

and

for
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The following chapters will revisit the findings of the core study, and

attempt to address what can be done in the case of Prince George (particularly

with respect to municipal and provincial support for, and participation in,

downtown revitalization through residential development) by setting out a

course for further study, and several possible courses for immediate action.
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CHEITER 5:

ConE STuny FINDINGS

5.1. The Economics of Creating Housing in Underutilized Upper-Storey
Commercial Space in the CBD

The findings of the core study of this practicum, with regards to the

economics of upper-storey conversion, can be roughly divided into three

categories - the actual costs of renovation and conversion, the property tax

differential, and the general state of the rental market.

The findings of the core study, with respect to some of the actual costs

of conversion, may be found in the cost estimate provided by Mr. Fergus

Foley, P.Eng. (See Appendix: Cost Estimate for the Conuersion of Buildings

from Commerciøl to Residentiøl Use ) As might be expected, the core study

found that the greatest single cost in the conversion of commercial space to

residential use is the cost of upgrading older buildings to the higher fire

separation rating that is required by the BC Building Code for residential

use.35 Of the 33 buildings which were inventoried in the core study, two were

studied in greater detail by Mr. Foley, because of their conversion potential.

In both the Prudente Block (ca. 1948-49) and the Silver Spruce Building (ca.

1953), the cost of fire separation upgrading represented the largest single

35 nnildittg Standards Branch L992,Part3: Use and Occupancy; Section 3.1.3.6.(i &2) and Table 3.1.3.A.
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expense of the projected total cost of conversion. (See Table 5.1: Cost of

Conversion)



Also (as is evident in Figure 5.L), the

required between the Prudente Block and

726

firewall separation that would be

the adjacent Dale's Tradin' Post

This firewall separation

or similar barrier between

faUte S.t Cost gstl
Commercial to Residential Use36

Cost ($) Cost as % of
Total

Prudente Block

Mobilization
Upgrade top floor
Upgrade main floor
Upgrade electrical service
New Fire Wall
Fire Alarm
Professional Services
Contingency

Total

Silver Spruce Buildins

Mobilization
Upgrade upper floors
Upgrade electrical service
Fire Alarm
Professional Services
Contingency

Total

10,000
100,000
L5,000
1_0,000

30,000
3,000
15,000
20,000

203,000

4.9
49.3
7.4
4.9

1,4.8

1.5
7.3
9.9

10,000
94,000
10,000
3,000
'J.2,000

72,000

L41,000

7.1.

66.7
7.1.

2.1.

8.5
8.5

represents a significant single cost of conversion.

would involve the construction of a cement block

36 S"" Appendix: Cost Estimate for the Conaersion of Buildings from Commercial to ResidentiøI Llse.
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the two buildings along the side wall where they currently abut. Again, this is

in accordance with the more stringent fire separation regulations required in

residential and mixed residential-commercial buildings in the Building Code.

In contrast, the Silver Spruce building does not require such a firewall

separation, as it is a free-standing building with a set back along its side yard

lot lines.

From the findings of Mr. Foley's investigation of the Prudente Block

and the Silver Spruce Building, the core study of this practicum determined

that the cost of conversion, on a per unit basis, ranged from approximately

fi11,,750 for a bachelor suite in the Silver Spruce Building, to approximately

$33,800 for a bachelor suite in the Prudente Block. There was also the option

of creating two-bedroom apartments in the Silver Spruce Building which

would have a per unit cost of approximately $23,500. It should be noted,

however, that these are only the estimated costs for the conversion of these

buildings from commercial to residential use, and do not include the cost of

acquiring the properties (the buildings and the land).

The second economic consideration that the core study found to be

closely associated with the conversion of upper-storey commercial space to

residential use is the question of a property tax differential. In British

Columbia, all properties are assessed for tax purposes by the BC Assessment

Authority, and the assessed value of any commercial property is determined
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by a formula which factors in the value of the structure, its use, the

profitability of that use, as well as market conditions and rental rates.

Properties that are of a mixed-use (i.e.: residential and commercial) are, in

effect "spllt" by the Assessment Authority, with the assessment being

determined by the percentage of the floorspace that is residential and the

percentage that is commercial. Taxes are then levied on each portion of the

building, according to the mill rate for each respective use. The core study of

this practicum found that in 1995 the mill rate for residential properties in

Prince George was set at fi1,4.09 per $1000 of assessed value, which is

considerably lower than the mill rate for commercial properties which was set

atfi24.54per $1000. Through simple calculation, it was possible to determine

that a landlord wishing to decrease their tax burden for any particular

commercial proper$,by converting paft of that property to residential use,

would have to ensure that the assessed value of the resulting residential

portion of their building not exceed (approximately) one and three-quarter

times the value of the commercial space that it is replacing. As this study

focused on older commercial buildings in the downtown core, it is significant

that some of these have reached a terminai value (i.e.: the value of the entire

property has approached the value of just the land portion of the property).

Also, many of these buildings require significant upgrades (see above) in

order to meet both fire and building code standards. The ability to restrain

renovation costs in order that the resulting residential space is less than one

and three-quarter times the value of the commercial space that it has
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replaced, therefore, becomes an increasingly difficult proposition. When one

considers the actual costs of renovation (as cited above) and the properfy tax

differential, and taking into consideration the fact that many landlords with

commercial buildings in the downtown core of Prince George have been

facing dwindling rental revenues for many years, it is hardly surprising that

there was an expressed reluctance (by some landlords) to make an investment

in major capital renovations to their properties. The increased tax burden

was cited as one of the reasons for this, despite the possibility that conversion

and renovation would lead to increased revenue from rents.

The third economic consideration in the whole question of converting

commercial space to residential use in the downtown core of Prince George is

that of the general rental market and rental demand. The core study of this

practicum found (in the fall of 1995) that although the vacancy rate for

commercial space in Prince George is generally higher than the vacancy rate

for residential space, most landlords are reluctant to give up on the

commercial potential in their buildings. One of the reasons for this resistance

seems to be that commercial tenants are seen as more stable, renting for a

longer term and requiring less maintenance. The difference in rents between

commercial and residential space was aiso found to be a factor in landlords'

reluctance to convert commercial space. Again, although there is a higher

rate of vacancies among commercial properties at this time, commercial rents

are higher than residential rents and typically start at around $L per square
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foot per month. A comparison with the few resid.ential apartments which are

located in the downtown suggests that commercial space converted to

residential use wouid provide landlords with an estimated L0-20% less

revenue. An explanation for this apparent incongruity between price (rents)

and demand (vacancies) might have something to do with the fact that

although vacancy rates are higher among commercial properties, these

figures encompass all types of commercial space, when in fact the category of

"commercial property" could be broken down into any number of sub-

categories such as office-commercial, retail-commercial, or highway-

commercial. As well, the stock of commercial properties and the rental rates

for those properties, in the city as a whole, are not as great or as varied as the

stock and occupancy costs for residential properties. Therefore, with only

slight changes in the local economic picture, the vacancies in some particular

types of commercial properties could be wiped out.

5.2. The Physical Limitations of Upper-Storey Conversion

Some of the findings of the core study with respect to the structural

limitations of upper-storey conversion have already been discussed in the

preceding section. For the most part the physical limitations of the structures

surveyed relate to the requirements of the building code for higher fire

separation standards between commercial and residential uses. Flowever, the

core study was also able to draw some conclusions of a more general nature

about the physical limitations of upper-storey conversion in Prince George.
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One of the objectives of the core study was to identify buildings which

might have some heritage characteristics, and thereby find buildings which

may be suitable for historic conservation and conversion to residentiai use.

One of the problems that the core study identifies (and this is perhaps not

particular to just Prince George) is an overall lack of heritage character in the

downtown core. Prince George is a fairly young city, and one which was

constructed of the most common buiiding material available - namely wood.

As a result, the downtown core of Prince George encompasses a number of

buildings whose original architectural design, construction or social

significance is not of a sufficiently high quality to warrant preservation on the

basis of heritage character. Also, in the period of tremendous economic and

demographic expansion which Prince George experienced in the 1960s and

70s, many older or outmoded buildings were either demolished to make

room for new development, lost to fire, or completely renovated to serve

either increased business or a completely different business. Therefore, one of

the physical limitations to arry effort to convert commercial space to

residential use in Prince George (if that conversion is done with an eye

towards heritage conservation) has to be the lack of buildings which exhibit

significant heritage characteristics.3T

37 Th"t" are, in fact, only two designated heritage buildings in Prince George at the present time (1996). One
is the original Prince George Poõt Office (conltructed 1939¡, now occupled by thè Prince Geoige Intersect
Society (ã youth training õrganization), and the other is the former nC Liqúor Store (construited 1948¡,

Continued
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Another physical limitation to upper-storey conversions in Prince

George is the structural limitations of some of the buildings surveyed in the

core study. The core study found that some buildings, and more specifically

those built after the mid-1950s, present a particular limitation to conversion

in their design and construction. For the most part, these are buildings

designed specifically for commercial use and constructed of concrete block. A

good example of this is the former J.C. Funiand building located at 1153-5th

Avenue (see Appendix, rcf. no. 27). Constructed in 1967 as a retail flooring

and carpet showroom with offices above, this building is practically devoid of

windows on three sides, but has a nearly all-glass frontage. To the west, the

building abuts the Cariboo Restaurant on the second floor, and the buildings

are separated by a solid concrete block firewall. This sort of design and

construction poses a considerable limitation to conversion, as major

structural renovations would be necessary if windows are to be provided in

the resulting residential suites. While such structural and design deficiencies

(from the perspective of commercial-to-residential conversion) are not

absolutely insurmountable, the cost associated with this kind of renovation

does make conversion practically prohibitive, if only on the basis of the costs

involved. In determining a "convertibility rating" for each of the buildings

surveyed, the core study considered limitations such as these, on a building-

by-building basis, and then tried to factor in the cost of remediation.

now occupied by the Prince George Multicultu¡al Society. Both buildings are single-storey and formerly

Contiruted
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5.3. The Conditions Under Which the Conversion of Upper-Storey
Commercial Space to Residential Use Could be Successful

Although the core study of this practicum reported that the

opportunities for the conversion of upper-storey space from commercial to

residential use were much less apparent than the impediments, the

opportunity does exist for some success with these sorts of conversions. The

core study reported that the opportunities for residential conversion will

likely be linked to a continued high demand (as evidenced by low vacancy

rates) for rental market, special-needs and non-market housing. Added to

this, in the specific context of downtown upper-storey space, is the rate of

commercial vacancy. This vacancy rate will likely be determined by u

combination of general economic prosperity and the rate at which new

commercial space is developed and brought onto the market. If the

commercial vacancy rate rises, or the supply of newer, better-equipped or

more strategically-located commercial space increases, the demand for the

kind of commercial space being offered in some of the outmoded buildings

considered in the core study survey may evaporate. Although this might be

an unfortunate situation for the landlord who wishes to maintain a

commercial rental property, these conditions do provide the opportunity for

residential use (with its typically lower per square foot rents) to compete for

space in the downtown core.

owned by senior levels of govemment. It should also be noted that, in terms of heritage only the art deco

Continued
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Having considered some of the wider economic conditions which

could lead to the successfui conversion of upper-storey commercial space to

residential use, it is appropriate to explore some of the more specific

mechanisms which could precipitate similar activity. The core study of this

practicum was able to report to the VCHT that the solution to the problem of

achieving residential use in underutilized commercial upper-storey space is a

function of innovation. As the problems associated with this sort of

conversion are largely economic, àîy proposals for residential conversion

must be able to demonstrate a thorough consideration and mitigation of the

financial risks associated with conversion. If a proposal is able to show that it

has addressed and reduced the risks and uncertainties associated with

conversion, then an appropriate building and landowner/partner may

emerge. One solution proposed by the core study was the establishment of a

co-operation agreement between property owners and non-profit housing

societies. If these societies could share in the costs of conversíon, shoulder

the risks of finding tenants, guarantee an income stream for the property

owner, as well as relieve the owner of some of the burden of management,

then the risks associated with commercial-to-residential conversion would be

greatly diminished.

facade of the former Liquor store has been designated.
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5.4. Conclusions from the Core Study

As the core study of this practicum was designed to encompass both an

inventory of downtown upper-storey space and a needs assessment for

housing in Prince George, the conclusions from the core study are both

conclusions about the general condition of Prince George as weli as the

specific condition of thirty-three downtown structures which fit the particular

criteria for this study. Both sets of conclusions will be presented here in turn.

First, to understand the general conditions in Prince George which

either support or detract from efforts to create residential use in upper-storey

commercial space, the core study of this practicum focused on local policies

and bylaws. The findings of the core study were that there are at present no

local policies that would specifically restrict or detract from any bona fide

effort to create housing in underutilized upper-storey space. The Official

Community Plan (OCP) is specifically supportive of initiatives which would

bring mixed-use residential developments to the downtown core (Prince

George 1993,27,9ec.7.4.4) and the local zoning bylaw permits a variety of

multiple-family residential uses in the C-l- zone (the CBD) (Prince George

1995,98-100, Sec. 10.26). The only specific restriction with regards to multiple-

family residential use in the downtown core is that "LocaI Multiple-Family"

residential use (defined as a building with fewer than 6 residential units)

"shall not be located on the first storey unless it is situated to the rear of

another permitted use in the C-l- District" (Prince George 1995, 100, Sec.
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10.26.3[59]). The OCP is designed in this way to encourage and maintain a

commercial streetscape in the CBD. This caveat regarding "LocaI Multiple-

Family" residential use does preclude the development of residential units

on upper storeys, nor the development of residential units at ground-level

provided they are located behind another fype of permitted use on the

frontage. A combination of ground-level and second storey residential use

would also be permissible under the "Local Multiple-Family" use in the C-1

(CBD) zone, provided (again) that it was situated behind another type of use

on the frontage.

While the core study found that there are no municipal policies at the

present time which either directly support or impede the development of

affordable housing, there is reason to believe that City Council is preparing to

setnew policies, or amend the OCPand ZoningByIaw, to shift the City to a

more active role in supporting affordable housing initiatives.

The core study also concluded that a certain degree of NIMBYism (Not

L My Back Yard) exists among property owners and business tenants in the

downtown core. For a variety of reasons, the development of non-market

housing, or housing aimed at low and moderate income families, in the

downtown core, makes some people uneasy. There is already a general

perception that downtown is unsafe, and that the social problems (or perhaps

the concentration of individuals in need of social services) within the core
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area are having a negative impact on pedestrian and retail activity. A.y

development of non-market housing in the downtown core that would be

aimed specifically at supporting individuals in the greatest need of social

services is viewed, by some, as a further concentration of social problems in

downtown. On the other hand, the downtown core is already the greatest

provider of services aimed at helping those in the greatest need. It appears

that, NIMBYism notwithstanding, the need to address social problems

(including housing need) in the places where they exist (namely the

downtown core) has to take precedence over whatever negative externalities

might arise, when determining whether a non-market housing development

is appropriate in the downtown core. The core study of this practicum was

able to determine that some real opportunity exists for the conversion of

underutilized upper-storey commercial space to residential use in Prince

George. It should also be recognized that some real need for more, adequate

housing also exists among those already living downtown.

By making a thorough survey of downtown Prince George (the CBD or

C-1- zone), the core study of this practicum found thirty-three buildings (out of

a total of approximately 250 in the CBD) of varying structure, design, use, and

condition which fit the criteria for possible conversion (as determined by the

VCHT). For the most part, the criteria for inclusion in this survey was simply

that a building have a second storey, and that it be underutilized. As a result,

a number of buildings were included in the survey which have upper storeys
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that are presently being used, albeit to a limited extent.38 In such cases it is

often the primary use of the building (principally by the buitding ownet, ot

the ground floor tenant) which is determining the use, or under-use, of the

upper floors. For this reason, the "suitability for conversion" rating which

was given to each of the buildings surveyed takes into consideration the

likelihood (or perhaps, unlikelihood) that the primary use of the building

would either change, or be compatible with the development of housing on

the upper floors.

The survey of downtown buildings contained within the core sfudy of

this practicum did manage to identify six buildings, out of the thirty-three

surveyed, with real, or at least better-than-avetage, potential for upper-storey

commercial-to-residential conversion. It was the opinion of the local project

researcher, the local project coordinator and the Housing Committee of the

City of Prince George, that the Silver Spruce Building and the Prudente Block

offered the greatest potential for conversion, and therefore warranted the

more detailed analysis that was carried out by Mr. Foley.

In short, the core study of this practicum provided an assessment of the

conditions in Prince George with respect to housing and housing

38 
".g.TheCroftHotel(seeAppendix: 

Downtown Surveyor Underutilized Spaces, ref. no.33) has rooms
onthe second floor. However, when this building waé being surveyed and-an inquiry was made about
room rental rates, the study was informed that r<ióms were ñot renied. It appears'thát the rooms have

Continued
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affordability, based on an inventory of buildings with underutilized upper-

storey commerciai space in the downtown core. The study found that the

need for non-market housing in Prince George is growing as the demand for

market rentai housing, and the incidence of individuals in need of social

assistance, increases. The study also found that there are a limited number of

buildings in the downtown core of Prince George which would be well-suited

to upper-storey residentiai conversion. However, although the potential for

conversion exists in a limitedway, it does nevertheless exist, and a successful

conversion project need only bring together the right elements of building,

management (or ownership arrangement) and capital.

The conclusion, which follows, is

findings of the core study into a detailed

action.

an attempt to translate all of the

plan for further study and specific

become so secondary to the beer parlour as the source of br.æiness, that this establishment operates as a
hotel in name only. '
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CHRprEn 6:

SunaueRv ¡¡{o CoNcLUSIoNS :

A REFtECTTvn SyNTHESIS OFTHE LITERATURE,
INFORMATION FROM COUPAI¿.BLE PRECEDENTS

a.No ConE Sruov FrNpIt\ics

6.L. Analysis of the Core Study (A postmortem)

What follows is a synopsis of the objectives of the core study of this

practicum, and the methods through which these objectives were met.

Subsequent to this is a brief analysis of some possible directions for further

study, which is intended to illustrate the way in which the core study results

may be further utilized or expanded upon.

6.1..1,. The Objectives, Methodology and Conclusions of the Core Study

The core study of this practicum was completed in January of 7996, in

accordance with the terms of reference provided by the Victoria Civic

Heritage Trust (VCHT). The main objectives of the core study (Victoria Civic

Heritage Trust, 1995) have been set out earlier (see Chapter L, Sec. 1.2). Each of

these of objectives were met, through the work of preparing the core study of

this practicum. The product, submitted to the VCHT as the report: Moaing

Up - Phase 1 (see Appendix), substantiates this.

The broad survey and analysis methodology employed in completing

the core study, involved a variety of specific tasks. First (in accordance with
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the terms of the VCHT's proposal) a comprehensive inventory of upper-

storey space in Prince George's CBD was compiled. From that, a special

inventory of underutilized upper-storey space (see Appendix: Downtown

Suraey of Underutilized Spøces ) was derived. Second, an analysis of local

policies, conditions, and issues relating to downtown housing was made

(again, in accordance with the VCHT's terms of reference). Third, an analysis

was made of the various economic indices defining affordability in the Prince

George housing market, and of the current state of the local rental market.

Within this analysis of affordability and the rental housing market, a

summary of potential rental audiences for downtown upper-storey

residential units was prepared. Finally, and with direction from the City of

Prince George Housing Committee, two (out of a total of thirty-three)

buildings in the special inventory were singled out for an in-depth cost

analysis. This cost estimate was prepared by Mr. Fergus Foley, a professional

engineer with experience in the adaptive re-use of older buildings.

Ultimately, the results of all of the research for the core study were that:

a certain number of underutilized upper-storey commercial spaces exist in

downtown Prince George; there are no real local impediments to the

development of upper-storey residential units in the central business district

in Prince George; there is growing demand for low and moderate income

housing in Prince George, and some of that demand exists in the downtown

area; and the conversion of some of these spaces from commercial to
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residential use is feasible, provided that some cost-sharing arrangement can

be reached between the housing developers and the property owners.

6.1,.2. Directions for Further Study

The core study of this practicum represents a compilation of a

considerable amount of data. In and of itself, these data should be useful to

both the City of Prince George and any agencies (governmental and non-

governmental) with interests in the development of affordable housing in

Prince George. The inventory of underutilized, upper-storey space is the first

such comprehensive inventory in Prince George's CBD, referencing their age,

size, construction detaiis, development history, history of use, and current

use. Although much of this inventory is historical data and unlikely to

change, the first step for any future work in this realm would be to give some

consideration to periodically revisiting the work of the core study and

updating this inventory, as well as revisiting and updating the analysis of

local conditions and housing market statistics.

Although the findings of the core study quickly found their way into a

set of municipal policy recommendations for non-market housing in Prince

George (Prince George 1996a,4), there needs to be some greater consideration,

here, of the way in which the core study can now be used (as was originally

intended by the VCHT) as the basis of the proposed second and third phases of

the Mouing Up project.
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Phase two of tlne Moaing Up project (as proposed by the VCHT) is

titled "Education and Advocacy". According to the report prepared for the

VCHT by City Spaces Consulting Ltd. this is intended to include a

"progrøm to heighten øwøreness of the possibilities ønd
benefits "f downtown housing fo, øll the potentially
interested parties, such as municipøl officiøls, deaelopers,
dornntown orgønizøtions ønd, of course, residents" (Ciry
Spaces 1995,3).

More specificall/, the VCHT initially intended to provide funding to

the five study cities "to sponsor local activities to promote and advocate the

concept of affordable downtown living as a means of public education". The

thinking was that activities such as an " Aflordable Downtown Living Duy"

would promote the concept of downtown living, heighten awareness, and

"test the viability of the concept" with interested parties (renters, community

groups, property owners, developers, and government) (VCHT 1995,12).

As the implementation of Phase Two is pending further funding

approval from BCHMC (VCHT !995,2), one possible direction for further

study at the local level in Prince George would be to investigate ways in

which a similar program of education about downtown housing /Iling could

be developed and implemented.

Phase Three of the Moaing Up study is titled "Analysis and Program

Development". According to the report prepared for the VCHT by City Spaces
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Consulting, this phase would entail a multi-faceted program which would

include lobbying for a province-wide program to consider commercial-to-

residential conversion. A major component of this phase would be:

"encourøging ø demonstrøtion project downtozan,
drawing on CMHC's public ønd priaøte pørtnerships"
(City Spaces 1995,4).

The VCHT envisions (VCHT 1995,13) that this phase will synthesize

the data collected in the first two phases and explore the potential for

developing community program approaches for tasks such as:

o identifying potential financiøl mechønisms specific to
eøch community's pørticulør situøtion.

. exploring the feøsibility of public/priaøte pørtnerships in
the conaersion of underutilized commercial spøce.

o inaestigøting existing
øpproøches which could
guarantees, Rentøl Unit

mechanisms, programs ønd
be utilized (e.g., CMHC mortgage
Conuersion progrøm).

identifying
used to
residentiøl
project for

potentiøl conaersion projects
document the aiability tf
conaersion as well øs proaide
public education.

znhich could b e

commerciøl-to-
a demonstrøtion

. identifying agents or groups thøt could implement a

prograrfl at the locøl leuel.

Again, implementation of this phase is pending further funding from

the BCHMC, and although this grant is (at the moment) uncertain, one
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possible direction for further study would be to investigate the ways in which

a demonstration project - one which involves the conversion of

underutilized, upper-storey commercial space to residential use (and perhaps,

non-market housing developed by a public and third-sector partnership)

could be useful to Prince George. As well, some consideration could be given

to the way in which such a demonstration project could be developed and

implemented.

As of the time of this practicum's publication, the VCHT had not

submitted a proposal for funding for phases two and three of the Mouing Up

study. The VCHT was, however, planning to make this proposal in the very

near future (November 1996) (Umland 1996). Regardless of how VCHT

proceeds (if it proceeds at all) with the second and third phases of the Moaing

Up project, there is every reason to believe that the findings of the core study

of this practicum will provide a solid basis for further work in this realm in

Prince George.

Subsequent sections of this paper will focus on the way in which this

practicum and the core study may be further utilized, or provide the basis for

further study.
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6.2. Analysis of the Practicum (A reflection)

By building on the basic findings of the core study - that it is feasible to

convert select underutilized, or vacant, upper-storey commercial space in

Prince George to residential use - this practicum has attempted to show that

residential conversions (or the adaptive re-use of older buildings) can be an

important tool for simultaneously addressing housing need, physical and

economic decline, and the preservation (or conservation) of heritage

resources in a city's downtown core.

The value of this kind of study appears to lie in its multidimensional

approach. In the past, downtown revitalization has tended to rely on

attempts to create a renaissance of retail activity through aesthetic, or

streetscape improvements. Likewise, meeting housing need has tended to

rely on ways to effect the development of new, affordable units, or provide

better forms of subsidization to those unable to compete for market housing.

This practicum has attempted to bring these two objectives (revitalization and

housing need) together into the same frame, while also considering heritage

conservation. Thus, this practicum represents an integrated exposition of the

current conditions and trends in: downtown deciine and revitalization,

housing need and affordability, and heritage conservation, in the case of a

smaller, non-metropolitan Canadian City. The larger objective of this

practicum has been to present enough evidence, through a thorough

examination of relevant literature, and an analysis of data provided from
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comparable cases (for the most part Nelson and New Westminster), to

support the contention that the problems of housing need, downtown

revitalization, and historic conservation can be linked, and may be

successfully addressed through a multi-dimensional program of action, in

which the conversion of underutilized, upper-storey commercial space to

residential use can be a component part.

Recognizing some of the limitations of the Prince George case (most

notably the absence of real heritage value in the built environment, but also

the broad spatial pattern of commercial and retail land use) makes the task of

linking downtown revitalization, housing need, and heritage conservation

here more challenging. The different situations found within each of the five

study cities illustrates quite clearly that the basic elements necessary for

successful commercial-to-residential conversion vary greatly according to

geographic and historic context. For example, where Nelson is fortunate to

have an abundance of heritage buildings, and a demonstrable need for

housing, developing a successful adaptive reuse project, or even a program,

is, perhaps, not as much of a challenge as it would be in Prince George.

Attempting to forge the connection between downtown revitalization,

housing need and affordability, and heritage conservation has added value in

the way in which that connection can provide additional anchor points for

each of these separate objectives. For example, a development project that is
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designed to serve both a rcvitalization and historic conservation objective,

while at the same time creating more affordable housing, has a wider scope,

and a broader basis upon which its ultimate success or failure may be judged.

Conversely, a prcject that only serves one dimension, or attempts to only

address one objective, can only, ultimately, be judged on whether or not it

succeeds in meeting that one objective. By undertaking this examination of

the relationship between the creation of affordable housing, downtown

revitalízation and heritage conservation, this practicum has tried to present

both the feasibility and the desirability of this multi-dimensional approach in

the hope that this idea might gain wider acceptance, or be put into practice

more frequently.

Because of the way in which this practicum revolves around the

specific issues presented in the case of Prince George, some consideration was

given to the broader forces which are shaping these issues. While this

practicum's learnings may not be readily transferable to every other situation,

a conscious attempt has been made to try to make this practicum as applicable

as possible to other cities (at least in a North American context), or other cities

which share similar effects of core area decline (presumably, also at the hand

of retail dispersal to suburban locations), as well as increased housing need

and decreased affordability.
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Finally, it should be recognized that this practicum represents, for the

most part, a snapshot of the current (1996) situation in Prince George, and an

analysis of the historic events which have led to this situation. As

mentioned in the preceding section, the information given in this practicum

should be periodically revisited and updated as some of it may change as the

city develops and changes. It is important, mostly for anyone who might be

interested in using this practicum as a basis for developing housing in the

downtown core in the future, that the findings of this practicum be re-tested

to determine whether or not they remain valid.

6.3. A Proposal for Further Study and Action

As alluded to in Sec. 6.L.2. there are many directions in which further

study in the realm of addressing the problem-set of downtown revitalization,

housing need and heritage conservation could proceed, and many ways in

which this practicum and the core study could be utilized as a basis for either

more study, or a specific program of action.

As the VCHT's plans for phases two, and three, of the Moaing Up

project appear to be uncertain (or at least, for the moment -September 1996-

on hold), and as the core study was never intended to result in a firm set of

related recommendations to the City of Prince George (as distinct from the

VCHT), there is, nevertheless an interest from the practicum perspective in

generating an informed set of appropriate suggestions if not outright
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recommendations. Therefore, this section presents, in brief, a proposal for a

"next phase" of action research, one that is independent of either the possible

future directions envisioned by the VCHT (phase two, or three of Moaing

Up), or the current plans of the City of Prince George. This proposed program

is intended to highlight all of the areas of concern which should be

considered as logical elements of any future responses to this practicum's

particular problem-set.

The first step in a 'next phase' of study would be to undertake more

strategic data collection, in at least two key areas. Despite the clear direction

provided by the VCHT in the terms of reference for Moaing Up- Phøse 1-,

there is still a need for more data concerning:

. Comparable precedents. This would inaolue: gathering
more informøtion on similør problems in similar sized
cities (e.g. Kømloops, Vernon, Nanøimo); ølso, identifying
how other cities høae coped with the problem-set
encompøssing downtozan reuitøIizøtion, housing need
and heritage in the built environment.

. Updøting the Housing Needs Reseørch Project (L993).
This u¡ould øllow for comparisons between the new core
study døtø and the findings of the 1-993 study, ønd øssist in
determining whøt øre the current needs for housing (ønd
specifically doutntown housing in ølI its possible
mønifestøtions),

The second step in this next phase would be to try to determine, more

precisely, what the real options are for meeting housing need in the CBD, and

attempting to approach downtown revitalization in (large) part through
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residential development. This would likeiy incorporate many of the same

ideas which the VCHT has proposed for phase two of the Moaing Up study,

and might specifically include: educating groups and individuals who may

have an interest in non-market, downtown housing; educating groups or

individuals, who may be considered as stakeholders in the CBD, about the

merit of, and possibilities for, housing in the CBD; as well as generally

advocating the merit of downtown housing, both as a way of meeting

housing need and as a vehicle for revitalization. In this respect, the term

"housing" should also be expanded to include privately developed, market

housing. As the Moaing Up - Phase L study focused almost entirely on non-

market (or low and moderate income) housing, there is room for an analysis

of residential development in the CBD that encompasses a broader range of

housing types aimed at the full spectrum of household income levels.

The third step in the suggested program would be to attempt a

thorough inventory of underutilized public lønd in the CBD, with an eye

towards developing a strategy which might allow the city to become more

proactive in both the development of public land and in the provision of

housing in the CBD. The VCHT's terms of reference limited the core study to

a consideration of underutllized, upper-storey space. This has a fairly limited

scope (as the core study determined) in a city such as Prince George. More

comprehensive consideration could now be given to vacant lots, buildings

with underutilized ground-level space, as well as underutilized air rights (the
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unused or vacant space above many of the single-storey buiidings in Prince

George's CBD). The City has already taken some important first steps towards

capitalizing on recent changes to the Municipal Act (see Chapter 3, Sec.

3.2.10.), and future initiatives should be directed towards ways in which this

emerging expanded role for municipal government can be directed towards

the particular probiems of the CBD.

As a logical extension of the third step (above), the fourth step in this

suggested program would entail re-visiting the idea of comprehensive

redevelopment (as presented in the case of the NWRA) with an eye towards

determining how a comprehensive CBD redevelopment plan could be

developed and implemented in Prince George. If comprehensive

redevelopment were able to bring the combined resources of local and

provincial government to bear on the problems of downtown Prince George,

while incorporating the interests of private capital into a redevelopment plan

through some form of a public-private partnership (one that was widely

subscribed to), the rewards could, potentially, be quite significant. Through

the course of undertaking the core sfudy, it was mentioned, on several

occasions, that one of the reai stumbling blocks to revitalization in downtown

Prince George (and a key factor in the prolonged physical decline of many of

the buildings downtown) is the number of commercial properties held by

absentee landlords. Exploring the idea of a public-private redevelopment, or

revitalization, partnership for downtown Prince George could investigate this
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claim more thoroughly, and either prove or dispel this theory while at the

same time seeking ways to mitigate private capital's concerns regarding

revitalization, and to mobilize all landlords -resident or absentee- behind a

new vision for a 'central district' that would be for more than just 'business'.

The next phase of activity could be directed specifically towards

developing an appropriate strategic plan, and such a long-term vision, for the

redevelopment of Prince George's CBD. Again, this could well draw upon

New Westminster's experience with the NWRA and public infrastructure

development, as well as Nelson's experience with heritage conservation, and

the National Main Street program. Thus, Prince George could give some

consideration to: the role of public infrastructure development, the need for

increased public realm activity (vibrancy), the possibility of increased

residential development (including type, location, tenure and price), and the

manner in which public and private interests can be simultaneously

addressed and met through some form of partnership. Again, this would

have to be a plan that was appropriate to, as well as derived from an informed

appreciation of the particular problems of a declining conventional CBD, as is

the case for Prince George. Ultimately, such a plan could serve as a model for

other smaller, non-metropolitan cities, in much the same manner that

Nelson and New Westminster have served as models of downtown

revitalization for this practicum.
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It would seem that the successful implementation of this suggested

program requires a form of public-private partnership or coalition or

collaboration which, currently, does not exist in Prince George. It also seems

fairly obvious that some greater consideration needs to be given to the way in

which commercial-to-residential conversions, and/or the creation of new

affordable housing units, might be managed in conjunction with the

objectives of: heritage conservation, land and building utilization, and

downtown revitalization. Although it would be natural to assume that the

City of Prince George and the TCBA would want to partner in a concerted

downtown revitalization effort, it would appear, from the state of the

discussion on downtown revitalization (where the City and the TCBA appear

to be at odds on many issues), that the wider community of Prince George

would benefit from having a separate board, or commission, to approach, in a

unified manner, all of the issues related to the revitalization of the CBD.

Provided it was designed as a collaboration of broadly-based interests (serving

the public-at-large, local and provincial government, regional interests,

downtown merchants, downtown office-commercial businesses, landowners,

residents, service organizations, and social agencies), a free-standing

Downtown Revitalization Commission could serve Prince George well.

6.4. General Summary and Conclusions

Although there are a number

from the findings of this practicum,

of general conclusions that can be drawn

and its core sfudy, the most important of
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these is that, while feasibility has been determined in the case of the

convertibility of some underutiliz.ed, upper-storey space to residential use in

Prince George, there aÍe a number of larger interconnected issues which must

be considered before this somewhat narrow approach (in the Prince George

context) is generally applied as a means of developing affordable housing, or

effecting a modicum of downtown revitalization.

This practicum has considered several aspects of urban planning and

development that relate directly to the issue of creating affordable housing in

downtown Prince George, including: the boom-plateau history of

development in Prince George; factors which have contributed to the physical

and economic decline of the CBD; the history of predominantly suburban

residential development in Prince George, and the current increasingly acute

situation with regards to housing need; the feasibility of converting

underutilízed, upper-storey commercial downtown space for affordable

housing; the somewhat onerous pre-conditions for the redevelopment of

historic commercial buildings to residential units; and the emerging role of

various levels of government in the processes of housing, heritage

conservation and downtown revitalization. In short, this investigation can

be summarized as both a narrow feasibility study of the particuiar issue of

deveioping affordable housing through commercial-to-residential conversion

in downtown Prince George, and as a broad examination of the issues

pertaining to downtowns, their economic and physical deterioration, and

possible revitalization, in conjunction with a desire to both conserve heritage
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and meet the community's needs for housing - and, more importantly,

affordable housing. This practicum offers the suggestion (and some support

for that suggestion) that the revitalization (and re-invention) of the 'central

business district' as something broader and more diverse, is critical for the

continued social and economic well-being of whole cities. At a minimum, the

development of housing in the CBD (and in particular affordable housing,

and housing developed through the conversion and conservation of historic

buildings) represents a real opportunity to kick-start that revitalization.
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN

Prince George is a community of approximately 75,000 people, situated

near the geographic centre of British Columbia. As the primary trading centre

for north central BC, Prince George promotes itself as "BC's Northern

Capital". Prince George is the centre of the Fraser-Fort George Regional

District, and serves as a regional centre for a number of Government

ministries and services, both provincial and federal.

Like many Canadian cities Prince George was founded and thrived on

the wealth of the region's natural resources. However, Prince George has not

rested just on the industrial base of its sawmills and pulp mills. Lrstead, the

city has sought to build upon its strengths as a regional capítal, diversify its

economic base, build on its road, rail and air linkages, and loosen its

dependency on the forest economy. Recent growth in Prince George has been

focused on the development of tertiary and quaternary sector opportunities

such as the University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC), and it is now a

popular view that this new university will have as great an impact on the

city's future as the pulp mills had upon the growth of the city and this region

in the past.

The downtown core, or Central Business District of Prince George, is a

conventional gridiron plan that was designed and laid out by the Grand

Trunk Pacific Railway in L914-15. It is a plan not unlike hundreds of other

cities and towns developed by railways across North America, with the
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exception that the original designers of Prince George intended that George

Street, 7th Avenue, and Patricia Boulevard should be "grand avenues"

emanating from the City Hall and terminating at the railway station, Duchess

Park, and Alfred Circle respectively. A great deal has changed since 1915

when the townsite was cleared, the streets were laid out and the City was

incorporated. The original business district which had been clustered along

George Street between the Railway Station and Cify Hall between l-915 and

1920 slowly began moving westward along Second, Third and Fourth

Avenues. At the end of World War II, the orientation of the business district

was as much along 3rd Avenue as it was along George Street. In the postwar

period, from the late 7940s to the late 1960s, the forest economy in the Prince

George region developed and expanded rapidly. The city also grew rapidly in

this period, and grew outward in several different directions from the core.

Suburban expansion, facilitated by increased automobile usage, emerged as

the dominant pattern of development in Prince George, and as a result

(mostly for reasons of convenience, and the requirement of space for parking)

four retail malls, built along arterial routes in the suburbs, challenged and

eroded the retail primacy of the Central Business District. Although the

C.B.D. is still considered the centre of the city, suburban expansion has shifted

the demographic centre of the city. The downtown core, it seems, has been

abandoned by anyone who can afford to live elsewhere.

The C.B.D. today faces many challenges. One opinion holds that

downtown Prince George is in state of serious physical and economic decline,
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and that either this deterioration is destined to continue, or that no course of

action is likely to turn things around. This point of view suggests that what

little retailing is left in the C.B.D. will soon relocate beyond the C.B.D. or be

overwhelmed by new, national "bigbox" retailing operations located on the

periphery, or along main arterial routesl. This view of downtown is often

allied with the belief that the C.B.D. is simply unsafe and that crime and

violence are on the increase. The negativity of these points of view often lead

to the conclusion that any re-development of downtown is futile before the

social problems are solved. Fortunately, as often is the case, opinions such as

these do not adequately explain the true nature of downtown, nor do they

suggest what role the C.B.D. might have in the future of this city. As there is

every reason to believe that Prince George will maintain its posítion as the

primary trading centre in north-central British Columbia, there is every

reason to believe that the office and commercial sector employment (e.g.'

banks and financial institutions, financial and legal services, and government

services), which are concentrated mostly in the C.B.D., will continue to

thrive. As office-commercial activity thrives in the C.B.D. so does the

opportunity for small, niche-market retail operations which provide the

antithesis to "big box" retail shopping. Above aII, if the office and commercial

sector thrives and niche retailing opportunities increase in the C.B.D., and if

emerging demographic and social trends are correct, the desirability of, or

1 Big bo* retailing is a fairly recent phenomena in Prince George with the opening of Costco n Igg2 and the
opening of TheReal Cañadian Superstore in November of-1995. It remains-to be seen what long-term
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demand for, housing in or near downtown Prince George is likely to increase

significantly.

For the immediate future, the needs of the downtown core seem to

revolve around two issues. First, the C.B.D. lacks an overall vibrancy, in the

sense that the area (as a whole) is underused and at certain times of the day,

or week, even deserted. This has a direct impact on retail activity, and a less

obvious impact on evening activities in the C.B.D. - which in turn have an

impact on crime. The suggested solutions to this problem have spanned the

spectrum from increased lighting and street furniture, to comprehensive re-

development. It would appear that any increase in the residential population

of the C.B.D. would serve to boost the overall vibrancy of the area and

increase the number of people who would have a stake in lowering the

incidence of social problems and crime. The second issue is one of housing

need. For years, the C.B.D. has been something of a repository for low-income

wage earners, those on social assistance, individuals living on low, fixed

health or disability pensions and those who are simply homeless, particularly

youths. The City recognizes that these individuals are in immediate need of

housing, or more particularly some form of subsidized housing which falls

below the levels of the normal housing market. This is what is termed "non-

market housing". The normal rental housing market adds to the difficulty of

this situation. In the last few years, and in particular since the opening of

impact this type of retailing operation will have on the vitality of retailing in the C.B.D.
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UNBC, housing in the normal rental market has been operating with vacancy

rates consistently below 2"/o, and at times below L"/o. Increased demand has

led to increased prices, and this situation has driven some low income renters

out of the normal rental market, and has altered the level of affordability for

both low and moderate income earners. In short, Prince George needs to

increase its supply of low-income or non-market housing, and it would

appear that at least some of this demand exists in the core area.

Bearing in mind that the problems of the C.B.D. will not be solved with

just a few alterations to a plan or the redevelopment of a few buildings, the

idea of converting underutilized upper storey commercial space to low-

income rental accommodations does offer the opportunity to try to solve, in

one step, two of the more recognizable deficiencies of the C.B.D., namely a

lack of a residential population, and an under-supply of affordable or non-

market housing.
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2. LocAL CorrlprrroNs

2J1.. Local Policies and Bylaws

2.1.1.. Official Community Plan Policies

It is the goal of the City of Prince George's Official Community Plan

(OCP) "to encourage sufficient variety of housing types so that all residents of

the cíty have satisfactory affordable accommodation and a choice of

residential life style" (Prince George 1993,26 lSec.7.2l).

The policies of the OCP, with respect to housing, address a broad

spectrum of concerns from design aesthetics and compatibility to the siting for

group homes and shelters and the encouragement of social housing for the

economically disadvantaged (Prince George 1993,27 fSec.7.4l). Of interest to

this study in particular, are two general policies of the OCP. The first is that:

"the City will encourøge innoaatiae subdiaision and site
Iayout fo, single ønd multiple-family deaelopment
including such øpproøches as...apartments in mixed-use
deaelopments and the C.B.D." (Prince George 1993, 27
lSec.7. .al).

and the second is that:

"the City will support residential use in the C.B.D.
including aertical mixed-use deaelopment. Zoning
Byløw amendments to encourage such use will b e

supported" (Prince George \993,36 [Sec. 8.5.4]).
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2|1,.2. Local Zoning Bylaws
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general, a sense that the OCP

impediment to the broader

The geographic limits of this study correspond to the boundaries of the

C-L (Central Business District) zone in downtown Prince George. The C-L

zone Permits the following residential uses: Boarding or Rooming Houses

(more than 3 units); Multiple-Family (greater than 6 units); and Local

Multiple-Family (fewer than 6 units).

Local Multiple-Family residential use within the C-L zone is limited þ
subsection 1.0-26.3(5) which reads:

"A IocøI multiple-fømily dwelling unit shøII not be
locøted on the first storey unless it is situøted to the rear of
another permitted use in the C-1- district.
Notwithstanding this, an entrønce to a locøI multiple
fømily dwelling unit is permitted ølong the first storey
street frontøge."

It should be recognized that the C.B.D. is flanked to the west and to the

southeast by two of the city's original residential neighbourhoods, dating

from before 1920. The first (situated west Vancouver Street) is known as "the

Crescents" and the other (situated east of Queensway Ave. and south of

Patricia Boulevard) is known as "the Millar Addition". In the Crescents the

housing stock is a mixture of single-family homes and duplexes with a few

medium density multiple-family buitdings and a high density multiple-
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family building. The Millar Addition is solely single family residential.

Between each of these residential areas and the C.B.D. there is something of a

zone of. transition. The area bounded by Winnipeg Street and Vancouver

Street (the Winnipeg-Vancouver Street corridor) acts as a buffer between

downtown and the Crescents. The area bounded by Queensway Avenue

(south of Patricia Boulevard) and Ingledew Street (the Queensway strip) acts

as a buffer for the Millar Addition. Because of the close proximity of these

two neighbourhoods to downtown (both are within walking distance) OCP

policy supports the further development of multiple-family buildings (both

high and low rise) in the transitional areas (the Winnipeg-Vancouver Street

corridor and the Queensway strip). It should be noted, however, that OCP

policy suggests that high-density multiple-family buildings be interspersed

with medium-density multiple-family buildings in the Winnipeg-Vancouver

Street area, and that proposals for conversion of houses to multiple

residential or commercial residential use be considered in this area as well.

In addition to recognízing the general character of these two residential

areas on the periphery of downtown, it should also be noted that a number of

motels situated along Queensway Ave. (the Queensway strip) have been

recently transformed to single resident occupancy, or apartment-type rooms.

It is thought that this occurred partly because of rising demand for, and the

diminished supply of, this kind of accommodation and partly because of a

diminished commercial appeal for motels in this location when compared to

newer motels located on major arterial routes leading into the city.
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Nevertheless, this seems to indicate that the demand for this sort of

accommodation is now being served beyond the usual limits of the C.B.D.,

and perhaps more importantly that this demand is not being adequately

served.

The City, and OCP policy, recognize that the Central Business District is

an important part of the city that helps to shape the city's role as the

economic, social and cultural centre for the region. As such, it is OCP policy

(Prince George 1993, 27 lSec.8.5.1l) that the City continue to recognize that

aspect of the C.B.D. "by promoting ødministratiae, financiø|, specialty retail,

entertainment and cultural lønd uses downtoTþn" . Notwithstanding the

primary functions of the C.B.D., OCP policy also wishes to emphasize multi-

storey, mixed-use development in the C.B.D. The vision for the downtown

core of Prince George would seem to be one of a place where it would be

possible for people to work, shop, recreate and live within the C.B.D.

2J1,.3, Policies Regarding Affordable Housing

The City of Prince George and its Housing Committee have given a

great deal of consideration in recent months to housing need and the

provision of non-market housing (see: HNRP 1993). While there are no

municipal policies at the present time which either directly support or

impede the development of affordable housing there is reason to believe that

City Council is preparing to set new policies, or amend the OCP and Zoning

Bylaw to allow the City to take a more active role in the realm of housing. It
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is likely that the City would give consideration to any proposals for non-

market housing or market housing aimed at low-income groups.

2.L.4. Public safety policies or special municipal requirements for, or
restrictions on, downtown housing.

While there are no specific public safety policies relating to housing in

the C.B.D. (other than those contained within the Zoning Bylaw and the BC

Building code) it is the general policy of the OCP that:

"emphøsis will be put upon access ønd søfety fo,
pedestriøns, both entering the C,B.D. ønd utithin it. Lønes
should be considered øs potentiøl pedestriøn routes ønd
emphasis should be pløced on making them ftt o r e
attrøctiae" (Prince George 1993,37 [Sec. 8.5.10]).

In addition to the main detachment of the RCMP being located in the

C.B.D., the City, businesses, and citizens have recently banded together to

support the development of a Community Policing Access Centre at 1323 - 1tlr.

Ave. Since its inception the CPAC office, and the services it provides

(especially increased foot and bicycle patrols), has been seen to have had a

positive impact on the downtown area.

While there are no special municipal requirements aimed at

downtown housing, it is City policy that apartment buildings with three or

more units are required to obtain a city business license. The current fee for a

business license for an multiple-family building with three or more units is

$L00/year.
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2J1,.5. Local requirements or relaxations (parking, density bonuses, tax
exemptions, etc.) with respect to encouraging downtown upPer storey
housing.

While there are no local requirements or relaxations which specifically

discourage or encourage downtown upper storey housing, there are special

provisions with respect to parking in the downtown area which might

provide some encouragement. Under Sec. 29.6 (1a) of the Zoníng Bylaw,

buildings within the C-L zoning district are allowed 100% site coverage, and

are not required to provide parking. Sec. 29.6 (Lb) of the same bylaw states

that:

"off-street parking spøces required or proaided
for...residential uses in the C-L district møy be locøted on
another site, but shall be within 60.0m tf the
deaelopment or building they øre intended to serue."

On-site parking spaces are permitted in the C-l district (in accordance

with regulations found in Sec. 29 oÍ the zoning bylaw) and it is both likely and

desirable that any commercial-residential building would be able to have two

or three parking spots situated off a lane behind the building. The original

townsite plan provided lanes for every block in the C.B.D.

With respect to tax exemptions, the City currently offers no exemptions

for landlords wishing to convert commercial space to residential use. The

City does however offer tax exemptions to non-profit groups, such as

Churches and housing societies. These exemptions aÍe handled annually by

Council on a case by case basis, and are by no means automatic.
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As for the difference in property taxes between commercial and

residential properties, the BC Assessment Authority considers the

profitability of rental units when determining their assessed value for tax

purposes. At the present time the demand for commercial space in Prince

George is considercbly higher than for residential space. Refiecting this, rents,

per square foot, for commercial space are also higher (depending upon the age

and condition of the building). In 1995, the mill rate for residential properties

in Prince George was set at 1.4.09 per '000, which is considerably lower than

the mill rate for commercial properties which was set at 24.54 per '000.

Buildings of mixed-use are taxed according to their separate commercial and

residential value by the respective mill rate for those uses. Therefore, a

landlord, wishing to decrease his or her property tax bill by converting a

commercial building to mixed-use (residential and commercial), would have

to ensure that the assessed value of the resulting residential portion of the

building does not exceed (approximately) 1.75x the value of the commercial

space that it is replacing, in order to incur a reduced tax bi11.2

2J1,.6. Other local issues related to downtown housing.

While there are no other local policy or bylaw issues relating to

housing in the downtown core, one must caution that the NIMBY (Not In

My Back Yard) Syndrome exists, and is, to a certain degree, entrenched in the

Z f.f.,i: is based solely on the mill rate figures rror 1995, and offered only as a suggestion of the ranqe of
difference that exists between commercial and residential use and their iespectiveiãx levy in the C.B.ü.
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downtown. NIMBYism manifests itself in a variety of ways in downtown,

and the situation in Prince George is probably not too different from any

other Canadian city. From time to time commercial iandowners and retaiiers

have voiced their concern that the social problems of the downtown are

having a negative effect on pedestrian traffic and retailing, and that increased

social housing downtown would only serve to concentrate these problems.

This sort of misjudgment of the reai issues associated with life downtown

often results in a resistance or reluctance to provide any amenities (such as

public washrooms, greenspaces or even park benches) which might be seen to

attract or support vagrancy or crime. On the other hand, it does not appear

that many of these same retailers and landowners have taken steps towards

ensuring that their buildings or properties are part of a non-threatening or

"defensible" environment. In fairness, it is probably difficult for many of

those individuals who utilize the downtown core on a regular, but part-time

(nine to five), basis to understand the complexity of the social problems that

exist there 24 hours a day. Social problems do exist in downtown, and

NIMBYism does exist among those people with a real vested interest in

downtown. Both are manageable with the right approach, the right sort of

education and financial support.
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2J1..7. Seismic Risk Factors

Prince George is considered to be a low seismic risk zone. Building, or

upgrading, to an earthquake resistance standard, is not a consideration in the

Prince George area.

Lending institutions do not require building owners in Prince George

to carry any additional insurance to cover loss resulting from seismic activity.

At present, the insurance rate for commercial and multiple-family residential

buildings in Prince George is between 55 and 60% of that for Richmond /Delta.

For the most part, this difference represents the difference in risk of damage

from seismic activity. Also, building owners who do carry earthquake risk

insurance, are required to pay a deductible equal to 5'/. of the total loss,

whereas the deductible for building owners in Richmond/Delta is assessed at

1,0% of the 1oss.3

The primary concern in the upgrading of older buildings in Prince

George is in bringing the building up to current building and fire codes for

residential use.

3 For comparison only. These figures are courtesy of Sedgwick Ltd. (Prince George) and reflect a standard
policy with the Gúardian Insürance Co.
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2.2. Housing Affordability

2.2.1.. Local "Affordability"

While there are a number of factors which determine affordability in

the Prince George housing market, it should first be realized that any

discussion of housing in Prince George has to take a holistic consideration of

the housing market. Prince George is simply not big enough

(demographically or geographically) to allow analysis of one part of the city in

isolation from what is happening in other areas of the cify. Even

development projects on the periphery of the city have an impact on market

values and developments at the core. Therefore, to determine the factors

which might improve affordability downtown is also to determine factors

which are applicable in nearly every other part of the city as well.

The starting point for any discussion of housing affordability in the

Prince George housing market is to consider the issue of supply. In the past

five years, ever increasing demands for housing and a near total lack of new

private rental market construction have merged to create a falling vacancy

rate and increased prices. Without delving into the condition of the national

or provincial economies, it should be noted that current economic conditions

do not seem to support the development of new private rental market

housing in Prince George. Some of the economic factors which are

prominent in this economic equation are: the developer's cost of borrowing;

the return on investment; the cost of materials and labour and the cost of
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construction in general. The cost of land is also a factor, but is perhaps less of

a factor in Prince George than in other places.

As the municipal government appears to have no special requirements

which would particularly discourage or encourage the development of rental

market housing, it is difficult to factor the municipal government into an

equation for increased housing affordability. That said, the City has played a

important role in the development and supply of residential lots in Prince

George, and there may be opportunities for the City to expand its role in the

land market, particularly in downtown. The establishment of a downtown

land-banking policy, to acquire and assemble land at the core, could be one

such initiative. Flowever, although many buildings downtown are vacant or

are underutilized, the opportunities for acquisition by the City are dependent

on whether the costs are acceptable to taxpayers. While it has been suggested

that the size of individual downtown lots does not allow for economies of

scale which would support a successful re-development project, assembling

and amalgamating underutilized lots, and then marketing the resulting

blocks would have to be shown to be beneficial to all taxpayers, and not

simply for the benefit of developers or the City.

While the municipal requirements for any rental market

developments, as set in the Zoning ByIaw, are not particularly onerous, it

must also be remembered that many of the City's current policies with

regards to the development of residential uses downtown are quite recent. It
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remains to be seen whether recent shifts in policy towards allowing mixed

use residential/commercial developments wiil be picked up by the private

developers and will result in new mixed-use developments. It would seem

to make sense that a mixed use deveiopment in the context of a small market

such as Prince George, would provide developers or landlords with some

measure of insulation from uneven fluctuations in the markets for office,

retail or residential space.

Apart from the framework for the development of residential housing

provided by the City, and the economic conditions which rule the private

development market, the only other option for increasing the stock of rental

market and non-market housing appears to be through third-party providers

such as churches, social organizations or housing societies. Organizations

wishing to develop either market or non-market housing (of any variety of

tenure systems) would require both the political, and most likely, financial

support of all three levels of government. The City should continue to take

the lead in supporting organizations wishing to develop housing, and should

encourage the senior levels of government to do likewise.

It should also be noted that the deveiopment of third-party, or social

housing is not the only solution to the question of housing affordability. The

City needs to support and maintain a healthy private rental market.

Although the demand for rental housing is currently quite high, if the supply

of rental housing is suddenly upset by a sizable increase of non-market
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housing, or the local economy is suddenly upset by another recession, then

the private market would suffer. Even if rental vacancy rates reached levels

of 5% or more, there are no guarantees that the market would correct itself

and allow for a decrease in rental prices. It is quite iikely that prices would

actually increase as landlords face lower revenues without a similar decrease

in expenses. Renters might also be subjected to rental limitations or

minimum leases.

The final report of the Housing Needs Research Project (HNRP)

(completed in December 1993) notes that affordability is likely to be the

product of concern, innovation and community involvement in the issue of

meeting housing need. The report suggest that:

"With airtually no cøpitøl funding from the federøl
goaernment and with only støble funding from the
Proaince, many good projects wiII go un-funded.
Addressing housing issues in Prince George - as
eaerywhere - means focusing rnore attention o n
the priaate market, seeking more support f r om
other 'pockets' such øs employees' øssociations,
local capital, and other innoaøtiae approøches.
While there øre exømples ,f innoaation f r om
around the proaince thøt proaide helpful models,
the most successful projects/progrøms in Prince
George witt be ine ones thøt ã*rrg, from the
community" (HNRP 1993, t:4).
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2.2.2. Potential Rental Audiences

The report of the Housing Needs Research Project aiso noted that:

Although residents of Prince George haae among the
highest øaerøge fømily ønd indiaiduøI incomes in British
Columbiø and reløtiaely øffordøble housing, many
residents are unøble to find ødequøte, øffordøble housing
(HNRP 1993,I:3).

While this report estimated that 61.% of families in Prince George could

afford to purchase a new home and 76o/. could afford to buy a resale home, it

also recognized that households of low to moderate income had great

difficulty in saving enough money for a downpayment on a house after their

basic needs (food, rent, utilities, clothing and transportation) were met.4 The

report also noted that although incomes are generally higher in Prince George

than in many cities in British Columbia there are many families whose

income falls below the range of the private rental market. The Housing

Needs Research Project estimated that 5% of all families and 40'/. of all

individuals could not afford the average rent of a small apartment. Figures

from the 1991 Census show that L7'/" of all families and individuals in Prince

George pay more than 30% of their gross income on housing, while the

provincial average is 1.3.6% (HNRP 1993,4:1-10).

In the downtown core, the problems of affordability are compounded

by a higher incidence of low income. While the findings of the Housing

4 The Ho"sing Neegg Research Project based this assessment on a 10% downpayment. Since thery CMHC has
Iowered the level for minimum down payrnents to 5%.
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Needs Research Project and the figures for average and median income

suggest that it is possible for the majority of the residents of Prince George to

find affordable housing, l-991 census figures with respect to low income

indicate that the downtown area of Prince George has an incidence of low

income which is over three times that of the city as a whole. As for the

composition of total income within the downtown (census tract 012)

employment income is 30% lower than the city as a whole, government

transfer payments are almost double, and the level of income from other

sources (i.e. disability pensions) as a percentage of all income in this same area

is over five times that of the city as a whole.

What follows is a limited list of potential rental audiences for

converted, upper storey housing. This list tries to identify groups which

exhibit an unfulfilled, and often chronic need for housing, particularly

housing that falls below market rents. In many cases these groups are not

represented by the statistical information of the census, partly because of the

way in which census figures are based on declared income and partly because

of the transient or temporary nature of their housing needs. This list

attempts to illustrate the nature of each group's need, the degree to which

their unmet need can be considered chronic or endemic, and the suitability of

downtown housing to fulfill their housing need.

It should be noted that a survey carried out by the Housing Needs

Research Project (7993) found that of 466 rcspondents, L66 respondents (or
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40%) found that they identified themselves with more than one grouP

(HNRP 1993,3:4) (see Table 1).

Tabte L: Groups having the most difficulty in finding affordable, adequate housing
(source: HNRP L993, 324)

Number Percent

Other (inclu dng 762 multiple responses) 1.66 40%

Single Persons with low income 63 15%

leniors with fixed lncomes 43 10%

People with physical disabilities 32 8%

Elderly people in declining health 27 8%

ìingle men with low incomes 21 5%

Itudents 15 4o/"

People with drug or alcohol dependencies 7 2%

Ieen Mothers 10 L/O

Iwo Parent families with low incomes 7 ^olL/O

Itreet kids 7 L/O

People with chronic mental disabilities 7

Women leaving abusive situations at home 5 1,%

Students:

As a result of the opening of UNBC, and increased enrollment at the

College of New Caledonia (CNC), the increase in the number of students

looking for housing is having a serious impact on the rental housing market

in Prince George. The survey undertaken by the Housing Needs Research

Project found that students represented 4% of those who had the most

difficulty in finding affordable, adequate housing (HNRP 1993,3:4). Flowever,

neither the College of New Caledonia nor the University of Northern British
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Columbia are in close proximity to the downtown core. Although both

institutions are well served by public transit, and both offer a great deal of

student parking, the distance (3.9 km between CNC and downtown; L0.3 km

between UNBC and downtown) to downtown is cited by housing

administrators at CNC and UNBC as the main reason why students would

most likely not choose to live downtown.

In addition to the inconveniences posed by the distance between CNC,

UNBC and downtown, there are several other aspects of downtown living

which are considered unappealing to the average student. These include: a

deficiency in shopping (especially grocery) amenities; issues of personal safety

(especially at night); noise from nightclubs and bars downtown; and the

inadequacy of the local transit system late at night (most routes are not served

after 10:30 P.M.).

Low Income Families / Single Parent Families:

The report of the Housing Needs Research Project recognized that low

income and single parent families represent a group with urgent, unmet

housing need in Prince George. The survey undertaken by the Housing

Needs Research Project found that single parents with low incomes

represented 75% of those who had the most difficulty in finding affordable,

adequate housing (HNRP 1993,3:4). There is no reason to believe that this

situation has improved at all in the two years since this report was published.
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The Housing Needs Research Project supports the observation that

although the private market for rental housing is experiencing decreasing

vacancy rates and increasing rental prices, these conditions have not yet made

the construction of new rental units in the private market feasible. As a

result of this continuing undersupply,the working poor - especially families

dependent on only one income - are being pushed out of the normal rental

market and into the realm of non-market housing. These basic economic

problems are compounded by problems of discrimination against single

parent families and large families.

It is notable that one of the strategies proposed by the Housing Needs

Research Project for meeting the needs of low income and single parent

families was the acquisition and conversion of existing structures as an

alternative to the construction of a completely new project. It is, however, a

topic of debate whether the downtown core would be a suitable place for

single parent families, especially households led by single mothers. Basic

issues of safety (especially at night) as well as the limitations of service

amenities are often cited as reasons why families might have difficulty

adapting to iiving downtown.

Youth:

The Housing Needs Research Project survey found that youths

represented 2% of those who had the most difficulty in finding affordable,

adequate housing (HNRP 1993,3:4). The report also suggested that this figure
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was growing. Again, there is no reason to believe that the situation has

improved since 1993.

The situation in Prince George with respect to youth, and their growing

need for housing is not too different than in most Canadian cities, with the

exception that employment opportunities, (especiaily at the entry-level and in

the service sector) are perhaps more limited here than in larger cities. The

constraints of the local employment market, and usually low income levels,

often put youths into the category of "non-market" rental need. The

problems of finding rental accommodation at the bottom of the price scale,

without references, or with the appearance (at least from the landlord's

perspective) of an unstable rental history often puts youths into the category

of "hard to house".

Again, downtown Prince George presents issues of safety and a lack of

service amenities to anyone considering living there, and as a group, youth

would be no different. Where housing in the downtown might be of a

particular benefit to youth is in terms of centrality. Proximity to educational

facilities (in particular, high school and continuing education) and social

services should be considered one of the advantages of downtown living.

Seniors:

Although fewer people are leaving Prince George when they retire, the

city has a proportionately lower percentage of seniors than cities on

Vancouver Island, the lower mainland or in the Okanagan. In addition to
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this, Prince George has a good record of supporting and providing housing for

its seniors. The current problem for seniors housing in Prince George appears

to be related to a lack of choice in housing type, tenancy and price. The survey

undertaken by the Housing Needs Research Project found that seniors with

fixed incomes and elderly people in declining health represented 18% of those

who had the most difficulty in finding affordable, adequate housing (HNRP

1993,3:4). Flowever, the report of the Housing Needs Research Project also

suggests that until the seniors population becomes more dominant and the

overall demand for different housing choice increases, that the situation is

unlikely to change a great deal.

The issues of safety and service amenities, when coupled with the

limited projected demand for seniors housings, leads to the conclusion that

seniors cannot be considered a viable rental audience for the kind of housing

which could be created from underutilized upper storey space downtown. It

is quite possible to imagine that seniors could someday be an integral part of a

residential community downtown. Flowever, it is iikely that seniors housing

would then be constructed in a manner which takes into consideration the

choices which seniors are presently looking for. For instance, it has been

suggested that a "life-lease" seniors housing project, perhaps in conjunction

with a retail, medical or recreational complex downtown couid be highly

successful.
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Individuals with Disabilities:

There are an ever-increasing number of individuals with either

physical or mental disabilities in Prince George who find their housing

situation to be inadequate. The survey of the Housing Needs Research

Project found that individuals with either physical or mental disabilitíes

represented 1,0% of those who had the most difficulty in finding affordable,

adequate housing (HNRP 1993,3:4). Most often the inadequacies of the rental

market relate to issues of accessibillty and/or the private market's reluctance

to make the renovations necessary to support people with disabilities. There

are no real incentives for builders to construct units designed with the

disabled person in mind, and as a result few are built. Although housing

downtown would offer no particular advantage or disadvantage to persons

with disabilities, upper storey housing does offer the problem of accessibility

to those with physical disabilities. The same issues of personal safety in

downtown would still apply, and the lack of service amenities would only,

perhaps, be mitigated by the availability of accessible public transit. If

accessible housing could be constructed in existing, underutilized structures

downtown, then individuals with disabilities could be considered as a

potential rental audience.

Live / Work Arrangements:

As previously noted, the OCP supports the development of residential

units above, or at the rear of, commercial establishments downtown.



Therefore, as the development of residential accommodations on site for

proprietors of commercial businesses has already been undertaken in several

instances it would appear that this sort of housing is viable in the downtown.

The problems, however, largely relate to the issues of tenancy versus

ownership, and the suitability of the building for mixed commercial-

residential use. As smaller niche-market retailing operations become more

popular downtown, and the number of independent offices downtown rises,

there may be an increased demand for housing units situated in closer

proximity to one's place of employment. Like all things, it may take time for

this trend to manifest itself in Prince George, but recent developments of

multi-family and strata type residential buildings near the core suggest that

this may not be that far away.

Homeless Adults:

The Housing Needs Research Project reported ín 1993 that there is:

"ø continuing concern for middle øged and older people
Iiuing on, or close to, the streets downtoran. Some liae in
hotels, rooming houses ønd motels in dousntown Prince
George; others share or find sleeping øccommodøtion in
homes heør dozantor.pn. These indiuiduøls haue aery
little choice in the housing mørket. They øre usuøIly o n
income assistønce, or receiaing a smnll disability pension
ønd aery often haae health problems stemming f r om
chronic ølcohol øbuse" (HNRP 1993, 1,:1,0)

While there are a variety of identifiable groups in need of housing in

Prince George, and opportunity to fill some of that need in the downtown

area, it would seem to be prudent to first look at addressing the housing needs
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of those individuals already living downtown. Typically, however,

individuals who fall into this category often fall well within the realm of

non-market housing and ate, as well, often ciassified as "hard to house".

Even though these individuals may live in private market accommodations,

these units are at the bottom of the price rarrge, and often of a sub-standard

residential condition (most are converted hotel rooms with shared facilities).

Housing for individuals in the situation of homelessness is a

recognized need in Prince George, and several agencies are studying both the

creation of housing as well as a support network for the homeless and

destitute.

When all of the possible audiences for housing converted from

underutilized upper storey space are considered, it seems as though it is the

homeless or destitute that have the fewest opportunities elsewhere.

Considering that this group is already adapted to problems inherent in living

downtown, and is in the most immediate housing need, it is this group

which should be considered the most appropriate audience for any new rental

housing downtown.

2.3. Local Rental Market Conditions

2.3.L. Affordable Rental Rates

This study focuses on tract 012 of the Prince George Census Area. Tract

0L2 is an area bounded by Lst Ave. to the north, Queensway Ave. to the east,
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Patricia Blvd. and 17th Ave to the south, and parts of Winnipeg and

Vancouver Streets to the west. Census tract 012 is almost identical to the

boundaries of this study, with the exception that this tract takes in a little

more of the commercial area to the southwest of downtown. As

enumeration area census data was not available, and as the housing and

income information relating to census ftact 012 is not likely to be too different

than for the study area, census tract 0L2 and the study area were considered

equal for the purposes of this study.

Table 2: Individuat and Household Income: L99L - Prince George
Census Tract 012 and Prince George Census Area (source:

Statistics Canada Cat. 95-387 Selected Characteristics
for Census Tracts, 1991. Census)

Tract 012 CA

Males >L5 with income

Average lncome

Median hrcome fi1.0,771. 932,361,

Females >L5 with income

Average Lrcome 926,L71 916,5gg

Median Income $16,033 91.3,227

Household Income

Average Income fi40,736 949,059

Median Income fi21,379 fi45,904

According to the figures presented in Table 2 the level of "affordability"

for the average household, with income, within census tract 012 (based on the

formula that housing costs should not exceed 30% of one's gross income) is
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approximately $i018 per month. Likewise, the level of "affordability" for

singie males with income would be $510 and for females with income the

figure would be $653. However, the figures for median income levels reveal

that, for half of all downtown households with income, the "alfordability"

level would be $534 or less. For half of all the females with income, the

"affordability" level would be only $400 and for males this figure drops to

9269. These figures support the findings of the Housing Needs Research

Project, but it should also be noted that these caiculations are based on income

statistics recorded in the l-99L Census. while the figures for Rental Rates

(given in Table 3) are current.

The information provided in Table 3 and Table 4 supports the findings

of the Housing Needs Research Project's final report, in that it illustrates two

key points in the rental housing market picture in Prince George.s The first is

that rates for almost every type of rental accommodation in Prince George is

rising. The second is that the vacancy rates for almost every type of rental

accommodation in Prince George is extremely low, when compared to rates

over the past ten years. Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation

(C.M.H.C.) forecasts that severai factors will remain in place over the next

year which will sustain these conditions of low rental vacancy and rising

rental prices. These factors include a modest population growth;

5 It should also be noted that CMHC fisu¡es probablv onlv take into consideration private-market
apartments in the downtown area and do iot facìor n tfre sinfle resident occupancy hotefs (SROs). The
B-owl Area referred to in the CMHC statistics (Table 2 and 3) iinot sy'non1.rnou6 with the downtown core,



employment growth; increases

investment in the development

rate levels which might impede

forecasts that the Prince George

in the student popuiation;

of new rental housing units;

first time home-buyers. Il:t

rental market will remain
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low levels of

and mortgage

total, C.M.H.C.

undersupplied

through 1996 (CI|/'HC 7995,12).

and instead refers to that area of the city that is within about a 6 kn radius of downtown, or
approximately 60% of the city as a whole.



Table 3: Average Rental Rates by Zone - Prince George - April !994 to April
1995: Privately Owned Strucfures , Three Units and Over (source: Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation 1995, L3)
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Table 4: Vacancy Rates By Zone - Prince George -

Privately Owned Renta1 Structures, Three Units
Mortgage and Housing Corporation 1995,13)
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2.3.2. Availabilíty of Services

While downtown Prince George still serves as a commercial centre for

the city, particularly with respect to office-commercial, government

administration and financial activity, retail activity in Prince George has

slowly moved away from downtown, and concentrated around the suburban

shopping centres. Of the retail services that have departed from downtown, it

is grocery shopping that has had the most significant impact on the residents

of downtown and its neighbouring residential areas.

The following is a listing, by type, of the services available in the C.B.D.

which might serve to support downtown housing. The numbers preceding

each business or service correspond to the map: Fig. 3: Availability of

Services.

Groceries

1. Willy's Deli and Mørket - Limited selection; conaenience
shopping; deli counter with prepøred foods for eøt-in or
take-out.

2. Pat's News - Conuenience store, Iimited selection.

3. Peoples Drug Mørt - Limited selection of pøckøged foods.

4. K-Mørt - Limited selection of cønned and pøckøged foods.

5. Bløck Forest Deli - Wide selection of deli meats ønd
cheeses; limited selection of canned and pnckaged foods,
mostly imported European speciølty items; limited
selection of prepared foods for eøt-in or tøke-out.

6. Select Delicøtessen - Wide selection of deli meøts ønd
cheeses; limited selection of cønned and pøckøged foods,
mostly European speciøIty items.
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7. Pøstry Chef Bakery - Full rønge bakery.

Phørmøcies

3. Peoples Drug Mørt

8. Medicine Centre Phørmøcy

Hørdwøre ønd Household ltems

9. The Northern Hørdware and Furniture Co.

1-0. Mclnnis Lighting ønd Pøint

Bønking ønd Finønciøl Seraices

LL. Hong Kong Bønk of Cønøda (Bank of BC)

L2. Cønødø Trust

1-3, Canadian Imperiøl Bønk of Commerce

L4. Scotiøbank and Trust

1"5. Toronto-Dominion Bønk

16. Royøl Bank of Canødø

1-7. Prince George Søuings Credit Union

L8. Bank of Montreal

19. Royøl Bank of Canødø

Medicøl Cøre

20.Dr. l. Bosdet (Optometry), Dr. M. Dennis (Optometry), Dr.
l. Louie (Optometry)

2L. Dr. l. Frye (Psychiatry); Dr. R. Hobbs (Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery).

22. Dr. G. Deagle (Fømily Prøctice); Dr. R. Aoyømø (Dentistry)

23. Sportsmed North: Dr. I. Ames (Sports Medicine
Physiciøn), T. Bell (Physiotherapy), l. Føyer
(Physiotherapy), B. F arrance (Orthotics).
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24.Dr. P. Lo (Optometry) ønd Dr. D. Chota (Optometry)

25. Dr. F. Bosmøn (Family Prøctice), Dr. l.B. Burg (General

Practice), Dr. R, Geddes (Fømily Practice)

26. Dr. J.A. Killoh (Eye Physiciøn ønd Surgeon)

27. Centrøl Interior Nøtiae Health Centre

28. Ministry of Heølth: Adult Forensic Psychiøtric Outpatient
Clinic.

29.Dr. D. Kjoraen (Dentistry), Dr. A, Muirheød (Dentístry)

30. Dr. C. Rickørds (Dentistry)

31. Drs. D.A. Waller and D.E. Wøller (Dentistry)

32. Dr. I. Cochrøne (Orthodontistry)

Since the early 1980s there have been no major grocery stores situated

downtown.6 There are also no plans, in the foreseeable future, for the

development of any major grocery stores in the C.B.D. For downtown

residents, the closest major grocery store is either the Overwaitea Store at 77th

Ave. and Spruce St. (roughly 1..2 km from downtown) or the Overwaitea

Store at the Spruceland Mall (about 2.5 km or a 20 minute return bus trip)

from downtown.T

Also since the early l-980s, and with the advent of pharmacies in

grocery and department stores and the increased drawing power of national

Safeway, Overwaitea, Extra Foods, and the Real Canadian Superstore all have stores in Prince George,
but not-in the C.B.D.

Based on a trip from the Downtown (4th Ave. and Brunswick Street) transit terminus to the Spruceland
terminus. See: PrinceGeorgeTransitSystem 1995. Prince George Rider's Guide - October 1995 Prince
George: Prince George Transit System
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chain pharmacies (located in the shopping centres), downtown has slowly lost

a number of its small independent pharmacies. Prince George has been able

to maintain two full dispensing pharmacies in the C.B.D.8

While the C.B.D.may be under-served with respect to many types of

retail or commercial services, it is more than adequately served by banks and

financial institutions.

The downtown area is also quite well served by the medical

professions. The Prince George Regional Hospital and the Northern Interior

Health Unit are located on the immediate periphery of the C.B.D. at L5th Ave.

and Edmonton Street. The Victoria Medical Building (which offers the

services of almost every medical specialty, a dispensing pharmacy as well as

medical laboratories and radiology) is also on the periphery of downtown, at

l,7th Ave. and Victoria Street. And the Phoenix Medical Building (which also

offers the same range of medical services as the Victoria Medical Building) is

situated near the hospital at 10th Ave. and Alward Street.

School District No.57 offers public education from K-12 at King George

V Elementary School and Duchess Park Secondary School. Both schools are

situated just west of Winnipeg Street at 7th Ave. and both are within easy

walking distance of downtown. Students attending grades K-7 may choose to

attend Ron Brent Elementary School (also public) located at 17th Ave. and

8 As an addendum to this report, it should be noted that as of January sth, 1,996, one of the pharmacies (the
Medicine Centre) had gone out of business. As well, one of the genêral medical practitionerì had relocated
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Pine Street. School District No.57 also offers continuing education classes at

440 Brunswick St.

The Prince George Public Library is located downtown, at 8th Ave. and

Dominion Street, in a public amenities precinct which includes the library,

the Prince George Civic Centre, the Four Seasons Pool and the Prince George

Coliseum. Plans are underway for the construction of a new Art Gallery in

this same area.

There are several recreation facilities and parks located within a short

distance of downtown. King George V Elementary School and Ron Brent

Elementary School both offer children's playgrounds. The Connaught Youth

Centre (located next to Ron Brent Elementary) has a gymnasium, softball

diamond, a soccer pitch and a track as well as a variety of youth programs.

Duchess Park Secondary also has a large general purpose field. Connaught

Hill Park, situated immediately south of Patricia Boulevard and City Hall is a

one-of-a-kind recreation spot which offers a panoramic view of the city in

summer and tobogganing in the winter. Nearby Fort George Park offers a full

range of children's playground equipment, a concert bandstand for summer

events and picnicking areas. The Fraser Fort George Regional Museum is

located at Fort George Park, and the Prince George Folkfest is held in the park

every summer. Fort George Park is also the halfway point on the Heritage

Trails system. The Heritage Trail is an almost continuous set of trails,

from the C.B.D. to a site near the hospital
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maintained in a natural state, which follow the portion of the Nechako and

Fraser Rivers which pass through the city.

Downtown Prince George serves as a terminus for the Prince George

Transit System. Regularly scheduled buses travel in several directions from

the core, and service all of the major shopping centres, all three pulp mills,

the College of New Caledonia and the University of Northern British

Columbia. It typically takes L0 minutes by bus from downtown to the College

of New Caledonia, and a further L8 minutes to the University of Northern BC

(28 minutes in total, one way). Currently, there is not a direct bus route

between the University and downtown. Riders are able to make the transfer

to the University Bus at either the College, Spruceland Mall or the Pine

Centre Mall, each of which is served directly from downtown. The present

rate for an adult fare is fi1,.25, or $44.00 monthly. The present rate for a

student or senior fare is $1.00, or $32 monthly.
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3. INvnXTORY OF UNDERUTILIZED UPPEN STORNYS

3.L. Identification of Underutilized Spaces

In undertaking this survey of underutilized upper storey space in

Prince George, the term "underutilized" was considered as broadly as possible.

In addition, the details of all the single-resident occupancy hotels and

multiple unit apartment buildings in the downtown area have been included

in this survey to complete the picture of residential land use in the core area.

In total, thirty three buildings within the study boundary fit the

necessary requirements for inclusion in this survey. The locatíon of these

buildings may be found in the section to follow: Maps and Indices: Fig. 2:

Vacant or Underutilized. The detailed summary of findings, including a

picture of each building may be found in the section to follow: Downtown

Survey of Underutilized Spaces.

The Downtown Survey of Underutilized Spaces identified thirty-three

buildings within the study area which fit the criteria for the study - that they

represent buildings with vacant or underutilized upper-storey space, potential

residential capacity, andf or heritage characteristics. Of these thirty three

buildings, six were found to have better than average potential for conversion

from commercial to residential use (on the upper storey). These six buildings

include:

The Silaer Spruce Building (31-)

The Prudente Building (13)
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Topper's Cleøners Q8)
Zellers (9)

The Caine Building (5)

Zombie's Pizza (30)

Numbers in brøckets are reference numbers for
(Core Study) Appendix A: Fig.2: Vøcønt

Underutilized

It was the opinion of the local project researcher, the local project co-

ordinator and the Housing Committee that the Silver Spruce Building (see

Maps and Indices: Figure 2, Reference no.31) and the Prudente Block (see

Maps and Indices: Figure 2, Reference no.13) offered the greatest potential for

conversion, and therefore warranted a more detailed analysis.

The Silver Spruce Building was selected because its original use had

been residential, and because conversion back to residential would seem to

offer the fewest difficulties.

The Prudente Block was chosen because of its architectural character

and its open plan construction. Although the upper floor was recently leased

to a dance school, this space has been underutilized for many years. It may be

interesting to note that the current tenants have living quarters on the upper

storey in conjunction with their dance school. The Prudente Block offers a

good representation of what some of the typical problems associated with

conversion might be.

or
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3.2. Cost Estimate

Mr. Fergus Foley, P.Eng. was asked to prepare and submit a more

detailed examination of the Silver Spruce Building and the Prudente Block.

His findings may be found in the section to follow: Cost Estimate for the

Conversion of Buildings from Commercial to Residential Use.

The findings of Mr. Foley's report may be summarized as follows.

While the Silver Spruce Building would require a lower overall investment

in order to convert the building back to its original residential use, the

building would probably only allow for the creation of four 2-bedroom

apartments. The cost per unit in the Silver Spruce Building is estimated to be

$35,250, or $48.82 per square foot. For the Prudente Block, where the existing

structure would allow for the creation of 6 residential units (bachelor

apartments), the cost per unit for conversion is estimated to be $33,833 or

$75.18. The difference between these two estimates reflects the cost of the

additional fire separation required in the Prudente Block. It should also be

noted that conversion of the upper storey of the Prudente Block would create

a disturbance to the retail operations below. This would not be a concern

with the Silver Spruce Building as the building is completely vacant.
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4. IMPEDIMENTS AND OPPoRTUNITIES

4.1-. Impediments

Although this survey did find several buildings with a potential for

conversion, there are many factors which limit the overall convertibility of

most buildings from commercial to residential use in downtown Prince

George. Some of these impediments include:

Upgrading to meet Residential Building Codes

Almost ali of the buildings surveyed would not meet fire separation

codes for mixed residential and commercial use. Some of the buildings

surveyed would be nearly impossible to upgrade, and others would present

difficulties where the construction of fire separation between structures (to a

residential code) is concerned. Some buildings surveyed could be upgraded,

but the conversion process would seriously upset businesses on the ground

level during the period of renovation.

Commercial Rents v. Residential Rents

Although the vacancy rate for commercial space is generally higher, at

the moment, than the residential vacancy rate, most landiords are reluctant

to give up the commercial potential of their buildings. One of the main

reasons for this resistance would be that commercial tenants are seen as being

more stable, renting for a longer term, and requiring less maintenance.
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Despite the discrepancy between the demand for commercial and

residential units, the price for commercial rents in downtown Prince George

typicaily start at around $1- per square foot per month.9 A comparison with

the few residential apartments which are located in the downtown suggests

that commercial space, converted to residential use, would typically provide

landlords with 10-20% less revenue.

Lack of Heritage Character:

Although many of the buildings surveyed for this study have outlasted

their commercial viability, their original architectural design and

construction or social significance are not of a sufficiently high quality to

warrant preservation on the basis of heritage character alone. It would seem

that most landlords with these outmoded buildings are looking toward the

day when the property values for the land underneath their buildings will be

sufficiently high to warrant demolition and redevelopment.

Structural or Construction Limitations

Some of the buildings surveyed for this study, more specifically those

built after the mid-1950s, present a particular limitation to conversion. For

the most part these are buildings of a concrete block construction, which

typically have few or no windows on the upper storey, or conversely have

9 This sludy found commercial rents to be highly subiective, and could fluctuate accordinq to the terms of the
lease, thê duration of the lease,, and the rðquireménts of the tenant. Generally, howeüer, the asking price
was found to be $1 per square foot per morith.
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windows along all of one wall. A good example is the ].C. Funland building

(see Downtown Survey of Underutilízed Spaces).

4.2. Opportunities

The opportunities for the conversion of buildings from commercial to

residential use are much less apparent than the impediments in the

downtown core. For the foreseeable future, the opportunities for residential

construction or conversion will be tied to the high demand (low vacancy

rates) for rental market, special needs (accessible, or tailored to a specific user

group) and non-market (low-cost) housing. As already discussed,

construction aimed at meeting these demands will be tempered by economic

conditions, government involvement, and the overall ability of the

developer to create housing that is affordabie.
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5. POTENTIAL FINANCIAL MECTTEruTSVTS

There are a limited number of mechanisms available which could

assist in making downtown upper storey housing viable. In most cases, and

for political reasons, these mechanisms differ slightly between groups

wishing to develop non-market housing and private developers. Typically,

these mechanisms include:

Comprehensive Development Zoning

This type of zoning provides local government with the flexibility to

negotiate with developers and customize zoning regulations to suit specific

projects and achieve a greater degree of affordable housing and site amenities

in projects.

Housing Agreements

These agreements are entered into

government, are registered, and can serve

housing for specified residents.

Standards of Maintenance Bylaws

the developer and the local

secure a supply of affordable

by

to

condition of many buildings in the

the condition of rental market housing

Local government may choose to adopt standards of maintenance

bylaws to address the deteriorating

downtown area, and help to improve

downtown.
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Leasing/Selling Municipal Land Below Market Value

The City has the option to assemble and bank land, and then to turn

that land over to groups or individuais wishing to develop housing. This

mechanism for lowering land costs is one which is open to both private and

non-market developers, however to qualify, private developers would likely

have to demonstrate that their projects were affordable.

One of the recommendations of the Housing Needs Research Project

Final Report (1993) was that the cify initiate long term leases for land at

specific sites in the city at 75% of market value for the development of non-

market housing. At the present time, one group - Active Support Against

Poverty (ASAP) - is looking into developing one of the City's lots in the

downtown area for an emergency shelter. Over the long term, this sort of

land leasing arrangement for affordable housing will require the addition of

more land. It is uncertain whether the City is specifically interested in

seeking additional land for this purpose.

Waiving Municipal Land Development Fees

It has been the City's experience that many non-profit housing societies

and non-market housing groups do not have the money to pay for off-site

servicing costs, development fees, cost charges, permit fees, connection fees

etc. at the time of initial approval and construction of their projects. Often

these groups make a request to Council to have these development charges

waived. The City is aware of the potentiai for inequality if non-market
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housing societies or groups are treated differently than private developers in

providing non-market housing, and of the burden on taxpayers if

development expenses are waived. Therefore, Council is considering

amendments to its various bylaws which would allow the City to grant

deferments for development fees for non-market housing projects by either

non-profit societies and private developers. Cost deferments could be granted

for either a set period of time, or until the development reaches an agreed

upon rate of occupancy.
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6. CoMMUNTTY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

6.1,. Feasible Buildings for Conversion

After an exhaustive search for every building in the downtown core

which might fit the study criteria and offer possibilities for residential use in

vacant or underutilized upper storey space, 33 examples of such buildings

were found. Further investigation found about half a dozen buildings which

offered better than average conversion potential, and two buildings which

offer some real potential for conversion. These two buildings were used for

the cost estimate of conversion (see: Cost Estimate for the Conversion of

Buildings from Commercial to Residential Use).

In the final analysis, there are several aspects of the Prince George

market that would affect the feasibility of a residential conversion, and which

could offer difficulties to any residential conversion demonstration project.

Notwithstanding, these elements are for the most part overt and may be

remedied or mitigated with the right sort of redevelopment initiative and, as

always, the right degree of financial and political support.

For the most part, the difficulties of the Prince George market in this

respect comes down to a case of inertia. As already discussed, although there

is a discrepancy between both residential and commercial rents and the

demand for residential and commercial units, this discrepancy is perhaps not

significant enough (from the landowner's

conversion of a building from commercial to

perspective) to

residential use.

warrant the

This problem
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may be compounded by the fact that while demand for residential space is

higher, the supply of good commercial space is also limited and, at least in the

foreseeable future, landowners are faírIy optimistic about the opportunities

for finding commercial tenants. As well, landowners seem to hold the

opinion that buildings with commercial leases require less day to duy

management than those with residential leases.

Solutions to these problems are to be found through innovation. The

uncertainty of both the commercial and the residential markets in Prince

George requires that any proposals for residential conversion must be able to

demonstrate a thorough consideration and mitigation of the risks associated

with conversion. If a proposal is able to show that it has addressed and

reduced the risks and uncertainties associated with conversion, then a

landowner with a building suitable for conversion may soon emerge. One

possible solution to this problem might be the establishment of co-operation

agreements between landowners and non-profit housing societies. If these

societies could share in the costs of conversion, guarantee tenancy (an income

stream) for the landowner, and relieve the landowner of at least some of the

burden of management then the risks and uncertainties are greatly

diminished for the landowner.
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6.2. Possible Future Contacts:

The following is a list of some of the individuals, committees,

organizations or groups involved in the provision of non-market housing in

Prince George.

Actiae Support Against Poaerty (ASAP)
300, L268 - 7th Aae.
Prince George, BC
V2L 3L2

AimHi-Prince Georse
Association for Comimmity Lizting
201 - 1268 Sth Aae.
Prince George, BC
v2L 3L2

Alzheinter Society
Box 2864, Station B
Prince George, BC
v2L 477

Northern Assoc. of Injured Workers
490 Quebec St.
Prince George, BC
V2L 5N5

Para-Med Seraices
203 - 556 North Nechako Rd.
Prince George, BC
v2K 11.1

Phoenix Transition Society
L770 - 1-1-th Aae.
Prince George, BC
v2M 358

Prince George Actiaator Soc.
770 - 2nd Aae.
Prince George, BC
v2L 31'3

PG Aids Society
L371 -  th Aae.
Prince George, BC
v2L 316

PG Child Deoelooment Centre
Ibö/ Strafficona Aue.
Prince George, BC
v2L 487

PG Metis Housing Society
201 - 2414 Queenszuay St.
Prince George, BC
v2L 2R4

PG Regional Communìty Care Soc.
240 - 1-552 S. Lyon St.
Prince George, BC
v2N 172

Receiaing Home Society
1777 Yew St.
Prince George, BC
v2M 358

The Saluation Armu
835 - 3rd Aae.
Prince George, BC
v2t,3c7

Yottth Housing Registry
1306 - 7th Aae.
Prince George, BC
v2L 3P'l

BC Housing Management Corporation
1539 - 1lth Aae.
Prince George, BC
v2N 356

BC Paraplegic Assoc.
777 Kinsmen Place
Prince George, BC
v2M 6Y7

Brain Injured Group
Box 1775
Prince George, BC
v2L 4V7

Hart Pioneer Society
6986 Hart Highzoay
Prince George, BC
V2K 3AS

Ministru of Health
L444 Elmónton St.
Prince George, BC
v2M 6W5

Ministrv of Social Seraices
707 - 299 Victoria St.
Prince George, BC
v2L 588

Multiple Sclerosis Society
490 Quebec St.
Prince George, BC
v2L 5N5

Natizse Friendshíp Centre
1.44 George St.
Prince George, BC
v2L 1P9
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7. MAPS AND INDICES
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INDEX To FIG. 2: UNDENUTILIZED SPNCES

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
q

10.

11.

L2.
13.
't 4.

15.

16.

1,7.

18.

1.9.

20.
2L.
22.

23.

24.

25.
26.

27.

28.
29.

30.

31.

32.
JJ.

National Hotel
Winterland Ski
Bi-Rite Furniture
Prince George Bakery
Caine Building
Executive Business Centre
London Hotel
W.D. West
Zellers
Columbr¡sHotel
Royal Cleaners
Gundy's News
Prudente Block
Spruce City Resale

Mr. John's School of Hairdressing
SP Industries
Assman Block
Baycrest Apartments
Spruce Capital Hotel
Central Hotel
Premier Hotel
(Former) Cify Second Hand
Fichtner Footwear
Shasta Holdings /Nick's Place

Vahlas Holdings
Villa Roma

JC Funland
Topper's Cleaners
Mosquito Books
Zombie'sPizza
Silver Spruce Building
Crestwood Apartments
Croft Hotel
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Iunnxro Frc. 3: AvaITRBILITY or SnRvtcns

1.

2.
J.

4.
5.
6.
.7

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
'1.4.

15.
't6.

17.
18.
19.
20.

21..

22.

23.

Willy's Deli and Market
Pat's News
Peoples Drug Mart
K-Mart
Black Forest Deli
Select Delicatessen
Pastry Chef Bakery
Medicine Centre Pharmacy
The Northern Hardware and Furniture Co.
Mclruris Lighting and Paint
Hong Kong Bank of Canada (Bank of BC)
Canada Trust
Canadianlmperial Bank of Commerce
Scotiabank and Trust
Toronto-Dominion Bank
Royal Bank of Canada
Prince George Savings Credit Union
Bank of Montreal
Royal Bank of Canada
Dr. J. Bosdet (Optometry),
Dr. M. Den¡Lis (Optometry),
Dr. ]. Louie (Optometry)
Dr. ]. Frye (Psychiatry);
Dr. R. Hobbs
(Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery).
Dr. G. Deagle (Family Practice);
Dr. R. Aoyama (Dentistry)
Sportsmed North:
Dr. J. Ames (Sports Medicine Physician),
T. Bell (Physiotherapy),

]. Fayer (Physiotherapy),
B. Farrance (Orthotics).
Dr. P. Lo (Optometry),
Dr. D. Chow (Optometry)
Dr. F. Bosman (Family Practice),
Dr. J.B. Burg (General Practice),
Dr. R. Geddes (Family Practice)
Dr. ].4. Killoh (Eye Physician and Surgeon)
Central Interior Native Health Centre
Ministry of Health: Adult Forensic Psychiatric Outpatient Clinic.
Dr. D. Kjorven (Dentistry),

Dr. A. Muirhead (Dentistry)*
Dr. C. Rickards (Dentistry)
Dr. D.A. Waller, (Dentistry)
Dr. D.E. Waller (Dentistry)
Dr. J. Cochrane (Orthodontistry)

24.

25.

¿ô,

27.

28.
29.

30.

31.

32.

* 
Fo, ."uro.,, of. size, scale and clarity, Fig. 3: Availabitity of Services. does not include the part of the study

area south of 7th Ave. The offiées oT Drs. Kjorven and Muirhead (Ref. No. 29; loca-ted on 8th Ave.,
befween Victoria St. and Vancouver St.) are nof represented in Fig. 3.
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8. Cosr Esnvler¡ FoR THE ComvEnsroN oF BuILorNcs FROM Con¿wncIAL To
RusrprurlAr Usn
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Planning Department
City of Prince George
1100 Patricia Blvd.
Prince George, B.C.
V2L 3V9

Attention: Mathew Baldwin
Kent Sedgwick

Dear Sirs,

Jan. B, 1996

RE: DOWNTOWN PRINCE GEORGE, UPPER STOREY
HOUSING STUDY

As requested by you l, accompanied by Mathew Baldwin, visited two sites in the
downtown core of Prince George. These sites are two existing commercial
buildings that have potential for conversion of under utilized space on the upper
floor for residential use. Mathew had identified these after noting each multi-
storey building in the downtown core. He had further decided that the greatest
demand in the core is for bachelor or single bedroom units for single people or
couples. lt was felt that these converted units would probably not be family
orientated.

BUILDING SITE #1: PRUDENTE BLOCK
1205 Third Ave at Dominion St.

This building is a two storey over basement building. The upper storey contains a
dance studio and apartment. The main floor has a restaurant and a shoe repair
store. The basement has a dance studio, storage and mechanicalspace.
The building has a flat roof which was recenfly renewed. The walls are wood
framed with stucco siding. There are two stair wells. one goes to Third Ave. at
the front of the building and the second discharges onto Dominion street.

The major items to upgrade in the building would be the electrical service, the
ínstallation of a firewall on the property line and the installation of an extra layer
of gyproc on the lower floor ceiling and walls to increase the fire separation from
a I hour to a 2 hour fire ratíng, due to 'A'and 'E'occupancies on the main floor
and the proposed rC'occupancy on the top floor.

I would suggest that the upper floor could be converted to about 6 bachelor units
of approximately 450 square feet each.
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I would suggest the following prices for the conversion:
1) Mobilization

Upgrade top floor
Upgrade main floor
Upg rade electrical service
New firewall
Fire alarm
Professional services
Contingency

10,000
100,000
15,000
10,000
30, 000' 3,000
15,000
20. 000
$203,000

BUILDING SITE #2: 1448 Sixth Ave., Prince George, B.C.

The-original building was a z 112 storey wood frame building approximately
38'-0" x 3B'-0" (1444 sq. ft.). ln 1g7s the building was extenÁively renovated and
a 31'-0" x 14'-0" (434 sq. ft.) extension on the main floor was added. The building
was fitted with a mansard roof at this time, but this was later removed and the
exterior walls were then stuccoed. The buílding was originally a 6 unit apartment
which means that conversion back to apartments is feasible.

The easiest conversion would be back to two - two bedroom apartments on each
floor. However 4 bachelor units would probably be more appropriate for the
current market conditions. I am assuming both upper floors will be converted.
The main problems would be reintroducing more plumbing into the building and
rehabilitating both the interior stairway 

"nà 
tl.," exìerior stãiruuay at the rear. As

the building is not very sound proof I would suggest inserting a layer of gyproc
and soundbar on each floor.

I would suggest the following prices for the conversion:
2) Mobilization 10, 000

Upgrade upper floors 94, OO0
Upgrade electricalservice 10,000
Fire alarm 3, OO0
Professional services ,12, 

OOO
Contingency 12,000

$141,000

I trust the above is what you require. lf you have any further inquiries
questions please do not hesitate to call me.

Yours Truly,
ACCESS ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS LTD.
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9. DOWNTOWN SUNVEY OF UNDERUTILIZED SPRCES
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Moving Up -Phase L

Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡ Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 1

General Building Information

Other: This building was renovated and added on to in the mid-1970s and renovated again in the mid- late
1980s

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

National Hotel

1201 1st Ave.
Prince George, BC
vzL 2Y7

Lot 1-3; Block 21;
D/L:343; PI:i268

$ 913,500

Parcel ldentifier No. 009-332-529

Roll Number: 00-00413-000/3

Current Owner: A Thr¡n Holdings Ltd.
and Thunderstiûck Holdings

Owner Address: 1201 lst Ave.
Prince George, BC
vzL 2Y7

Buildins Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
c. 7922-L923
National Hotel

2

Main - Barbershop,
Restaurant, Pub, Ilotel Lobby
on
2nd - Rooms

Current Use: Hotel

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Ownen Willis W. Riley

Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates:

Access to Upper Intemal staircase
Levels:

Egress from Upper External fire escape
Lèvels:

Desiqnand Condition

Design: Simple block Structural Material: Wood frame

Cladding: Wood (upper) and brick Roof Type: Tar and gravel
veneer (löiver)

Est. Building aq.6 m (lst Ave); _

General Floor Rooms offof central Frontage: - 27.5 m (DominionSt.)

Layout: hallway 
Generar condition: Good

Est' Area Per 550 sq' m suitabilitv for conversion: 4Froon ii:'iääii'rtii ùiàìil"o
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Commr.rnit¡r Prince George BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 2

General Building Infonnation

Building Use

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Winterland Ski

1191 1st Ave.
Prince George BC
vzL 2y6

Lot L3-15; Block22;
DlL 343; P1.1268

$ 235,400

Parcel ldentifier No. 006-257-780

Roll Number: 00-0453-00/3

Current Owner: National Ski Experts

Owner Address: 1191 lst Ave.
Prince George, BC
vzL 2Y6

Zoning: C - 1 Current Use: Retail Commercial

orisinal l?å61c"^*"ra"r l"î#,S"*""' 1

and use: orisinal owner: Harold Hatch" Rush Transfer Ltd.
Heritage Status: None

Number of 1 (oartial 2nd)
btãi"vii -- - \r------ ---l Rental Rates: nla
Current Use Main - Retail
of Storeys 2nd - Store offices Access to Upper Intemal staircase from

Levels: DominionSt'

Egress from Upper see above
Levels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

EsL Area Per
Floon

Simple block

none

Openplan

250 sq. m

Structural Material: Masonry

Roof Type: Tar and gravel

Est. Building Bm
Frontage:

General Condition: Good

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 4
(1 = Poor;i0 = Excellent)

Othen
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communiþr

Person Surveying:

Date(s):

Reference No.

Prince George, BC

Matthew Baldwin

November 1995

3

General Building Information

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Bi-Rite Furniture

200-230 Victoria St.
Prince Georee. BC
vzL 214

Lot 7-2; Block 46;
D/L 343¡P1.1268

$ 616,000

Parcel Identifier

Roll Numben

Current Owner:

Owner Address:

No. 009-535-977

00-00944-00 /7

Powar Holdings

1497 Freeman St.
Prince Georse. BC
v2M 5T8 "'

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
1965
Eaton's Fumiture and Catalog
Store
Gov't of BC Land Registry
Office

2

Main - Retail Fumiture
Main - Land Survevor's
Office
2nd - Retail Fumiture
2nd - Storage

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Ownen

,)

T. Eaton Ltd. (?)

Current Use: Retail and Office Commercial

Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates: 
^/a

Access to Upper Internal staircase off Victoria
Levels: St.

Egress from Upper Fxtemal stai¡case onto parking
Levels: lot

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simple concrete block of no
parficular style.

Some stucco and metal
sheathing on upper portion.

Open plan with internal
partitions

540sq. m

Tar and Gravel

36.8 m (Victoria St.);18.4 m (2nd
Ave)

S tructu ral Materi al: Steel columrs; gluelam beams;
wood floors; lõad-bearing
masonry walls.

Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

General Condition: good

SuitabiliÇ for Conversion: 3
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡r Prince George BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 4

General Building Info¡nation

Building Use

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Prince George Bakery

1U1,-75 2nd Ave.
Prince George, BC
vzL 3B'4

Lot 4-7; Block 45; D /L 343;
P1.1268 &PclAof Lot5&6
(2n04M EEZ770SM)

$ 425,000

Parcel ldentifier No. 009-495-983

Roll Number:

Current Owner:

Owner Address:

00-00925-000/6

Prince George Bakery Ltd.

1375 2nd Ave.
Prince George, BC
vzL 3B'4

Zoning: C - 1 Current Use: Commercial (Vacant)

Original Pre 1942 * No. of Current 0Dat-e Retail Bakery Tenants:
and Use:

Number of I l/2; parttal2nd-StãËyrt - - -' -' r------ ---- Rental Rates: n/a
Current Use Vacant
of Storeys

Orieinal Owner: Wm.Allen" Prince George Bakery Ltd.

Heritage Status: None

Access to Upper Internal staircase
Levels:

Egress from Upper seeabove
Levels:

Desipgr and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

EsL Area Per
Floon

Amalmmated buildines and
additlons. Industrial"
PurPose.
Brick veneer (front); unclad
(rear)

Amaleamated rooms and
buildñgs

Structural Material: Concrete block; some brick; some
wood frame and masonry

Roof Type: Tar and gravel

EsL Building 36.8 m
Frontage:

General Condition: good

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 5
(1 = Poor;io = Excellent)

Othen * This building is an amalgamation of buildings, additions and renovatio¡rs developed over many
years to meet-the needs olone particular busiiess - a commercial/retail bakery.
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Moving Up -Phase 1
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 5

General Building Information

Building Use

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Caine Building

1313 2nd Ave.
Prince George, BC
v2L 1W3 -

Lot 10; Block 45;
DlL 343; P1.1268

$198,000

Parcel Identifier No. 009-483-390

Roll Number: 00-00933-000/8

Current Owner: Caine, Robt. G. et. al.

Owner Address: c/ o: 1l-245 Quebec St.
Prince George,BC
v2L iw3

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
1919 as Bank of Montreal*
1955 as Caine Buildins
3 Retail shoos on main"
14 Offices o'.t 2trd floot

2

Main - Beautv Salon
Main-Womeh's Resou¡ce
Centre
Main - Goldsmith, ]eweller
2nd.- Mortgage Financing
Þusrness

Current Use: Retail and Office Commercial

No. of Current 4
Tenants:
Orieinal Owner: Bank of Montreal / Caine Lumber" co. Ltd.
Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates:

Access to Upper Internal staircase off Quebec St.
Levels:

Egress from Upper Steel fire escape onto Quebec St.
Levels:

Design and Condition

Design:

Cladiling:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. A¡ea Per
Floon

l95Ossimplewood modem

Rough cast stucco

-14 separate offices off of
central halway on upper
storey.

260 sq. m

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

Tar and gravel

92 m (2nd Ave);33.6 m (Quebec
st.)

General Condition: Farr

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 6
(1 = Poor;i0 = Excellent)

Other: * The core of this buildins is the orieinal Bank of Montreal building (built 1919). The old bank
was sold, and moved l/Íblockno¡ih and substantially added to, and renovated in 1951.
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡r Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 6

General Building Infonnation

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Executive Business Center

7517-7527 3rd Ave.
Prince George BC
V2L 3G3

Lot 7; Block 130;
D/L 343¡ P1.1268

$ 283,300

Parcel ldentifier No. 013-015-575

Roll Numben 00-02879-000/3

Current Ownen Seven Holdinp Ltd.

Owner Address: 852 Sevmour St.
Vancoiver, BC
v6B 3L6

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
1958
F.W. Woolworth Building
Retail on main floor
Commercial Offices on 2nd

2

Main - Retail
2nd - Ofñce Commercial

Current Use: Retail and Office Commercial

No. of Current 8
Tenants:
Original Ownen F.W. Woolworth Co. Ltd.

Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates:

Access to Upper Internal stai¡case off 3rd Ave.
Levels:

Egress from Upper Internal staircase onto Victoria
Levels: St.

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simple block

Brick Veneer/Rough Cast
Stucco

Open plan with partitions

270 sq. m

Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

Structural Material: Steel frame, non-load bearing
masonry

Tar and Gravel

9.2 m (3rd Ave)/33.6 m (Victoria
st.)

General Condition: Good

Suitability for Conversion: 2
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communi$r Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 7

General Building Information
Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

London Hotel

1479 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
V2L 3G1

Lot 3; Block 131;
D/L 363; Plan 1268

$158,100

Parcel ldentifier No. 012-648-767

Roll Numben 00-2899-000/3

Current Ownen Gabrielle Warren E.
and Gabrielle, D'arry A.

Owner Address: L479 3rd Ave.
Prince George BC
VzL 3G1

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
c. 1915'
Hotel

2

V"i^: Retail; Hotel Lobby
2nd -Rooms

Current Use:

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Ownen

Heritage Status:

Rental Rates:

Access to Upper
Levels:

Residential Apartmenb

25 unib (full occupanry)

Charles Gabriele, Nick Gabriele

Potential

n/a

Internal staircase through
lobby

Egress from Upper Extemal wooden staircase
Levels:

Design a+4 Condition
Design:

Cladding:

Simplewood frame

Wood

unknown

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type: Tar and gravel

EsL Building 92 m
Frontage:

General Condition: poor

Suitability for Conversion: 3
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Other: *This building was moved from the townsite of Cenhal Fort George to its present location in about
1915. It was most likely constructed prior to 1915.
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Moving Up -Phase 1-

Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. I

General Building Information

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

WDWest

1.364 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
V2L 3E9

Lot 76; Block 45;
D/L2343; Pl: 1268

$ 113,700

Parcel ldentifier No. 009-480-498

Roll Numben 00-00939-000/2

Current Ownen 437670 BC Ltd.

Owner Address: 1386 Hen¡lock St.
Prince Georse. BC
v2c-1H6 "'

Building Use

Other: *This building was added to in 1958 and renovated and significantly improved within the last ten
years.

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of 
tl)

Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
7923
Pitman MusiC

No. of Current
Tenants:

Original Owner:

1

WnrJ. Pihnan

Current Use: Retail Commercial

':.. t,"t
Main- Photoqraohv shoo
2nd - Photogr"apfry äruaiö

HeritageStatus: Potential

Rental Rates: \/a

Access to Upper Internal staircase
Levels:

Egress from Upper Wooden fire escape to laneway
Levels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General FIoo¡
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simple wood frame, false
frorit

Wood

Openplan

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type: Patent ashpalt

Est. Building 92m
Frontage:

General Condition: Good

Suitability for Conversion: 1
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)
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Moving Up -Phase L
DowntownSuwey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡ Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1.995

Reference No. 9

General Building Information
Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Zellers

1303 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
V2L 3E8

Lot A; Block 132;
D/L 343; P1.7268

$ 3,000,000

Owner Address:

c,/o: Hudson's Bay Co. Ltd.

401 Bav St. Ste.600
Torontb, ONT
MsH 2Y4

Parcel Identifier No. 013-018-230

Roll Numben 00-02922-000 /9
Current Owner: Zellers Inc.

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
Stase 1: 1956
StaËe 2: 1959
SraËe 3: 1966
Huäson's Bav Retail Store
(Basement, Main and 2nd
Floors)
2 with full basement

Vacant

Current Use: Retail Commercial (Vacant)

No. of Current 0
Tenants:
Original Ownen Hudson's Bay Co. Ltd.

401 Bay Sr. Ste. 600
Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates: n/ a*

Access to Upper Internal staircases
Levels:

Egress from Upper Internal staircases
Levels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Claddlng:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

3 stases of buildinø
amalËamated to foftr one
simpleblock
Brick and Tile Veneer

Open plan

6680 sq. m / 72,000 sq. ft.

Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

Structural Material: Stage 1: Steel frame, wood floors
Staee 2: Steel and masonrv
Sta[e 3: Reinforced Concíete
Tar and Gravel

3f.,t","0 
Ave.);33.6 m (Quebec

General Condition: Good

Suitability for Conversion: 6
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other: :fLï þ_uitding has been for sale for the last year. Finding a buyer inrerested in ttr"rvhot"iffi!
seems to be a problem.
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Suwey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡ Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 10

General Building Information

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

ColumbusHotel

1250 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
v2L 387

Lot 15-16; Block 44;
D/L:343; Pl:1268

g n0,400

Parcel ldentifier No. 009-486-697

Roll Number: 00-00915-000/6

Current Owner: Columbus Hotel (1991) Ltd.

Owner Address: 1250 3rd Ave.
Prince Georee. BC
vzL 387

BuildingUse

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
1,922-27 Columbia */
Columbus Hotel

3

Main - Beer Parlour, Hotel
Lobbv -
2nd-hooms
3rd - Rooms

Current Use: Hotel

No. of Current 30 units
Tenants:
Original Ownen L¡uisZimmaro

Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates: 5475/mo.

Access to Upper Internal staircase through
Levels: lobby

Egress from Upper 3 Steel fire escapes (1 fronÇ 2
Levels: rear)

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simpleblock

Brick Veneer (front); part.
vinyl clad (rear)

lndividual rooms off central
hall

Structural Material: Masonry

Roof Type: Tar and Gravel

Est. Building 18.4 m
Frontage:

General Condition: Fair

Suitability for Conversion: 5
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other: * 1938 Fi¡e Underwriter's Map listed this building as the Columbia Hotel.
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Moving Up -Phase 1-

Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡ Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 11

General Building Information

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Royal Cleaners

1?r? 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
vzL 3Ê7

Lot 12; Block 44;
D/L 343¡ PI.1268

s 757,700

Parcel Identifier No. 009-48t-796

Roll Numben 00-00912-000/9

Current Owner: Wilchek, P.

Owner Address: 1??? 3rd Ave.
Prince Georse. BC
vzL 387

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
7934
Dry Cleaning Business

2

Mai'.', -.Dry Cleaner (plant
on-s¡te)
2nd - Proprietor's residence

Current Use: Retail Commercial,/Residential

No. of Current I
Tenants:
Original Owner: Kasmer Wilchek

Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates: n/ a

Access to Upper Internal staircase through
Levels: Dusrness

Egress from Upper seeabove
Levels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simpleblock

Brick veneer

Open plan

n/a

Structural Material: Wood frame and masonry

Roof Type: Tar and Gravel

Est. Building 92m
Frontage:

General Condition: Fair

Suitability for Conversion: 1
(t = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Strrvey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communii¡ Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1.995

Reference No. 12

General Building Information

Building Use

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Gundy's News

1210 3rd Ave.
Prince George BC
vzL 387

Lot 11; Block 44;
D/L:343; Pl: L268

g 296,700

Parcel Identifier No. 009-495-843

Roll Numben

Current Owner:

Owner Address:

00-00911-000/0

Sheckenbach, Harry and
Streckenbach, Dorié

1210 3rd Ave.
Prince Georse. BC
vzL 387

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
ore 1949 K.O Andeson
b.ril¿it n
Bank oflNova Scotia (Main
Law Offices and Medical
Clinic (2nd)

Current Use:

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Ownen

Heritage Status:

Rental Rates:

Retail Commercial

2

Karl Anderson

None

^/a
2

Main - Gundy's News,
Maeazines añd Books
2nd- Maximus Photo Studios

Access to Upper
Levels:

Egress from Upper
Levels:

lntemal staircase from 3rd Ave.

Internal staircase to Dominion
sr.

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simpleblock

Brick veneer and cormqated
steel siding

Open plan

270 sq. m

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

Tar and Gravel

92l¡.

General Condition: Good

Suitability for Conversion:
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 13

General Building Information

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Prudente Block

1205 3rd Ave.
Prince Georøe. BC
V2L 1T6

Lot 10; Block 133;
D/L:343; Pl: 1268

$ 186,700

Parcel Identifier No. 012-023-284

Roll Number: 00-02949-000/2

Current Owner: Patvm Holdincs
(Píul Tymtscliischin)

Owner Address: 335 Dominion St.
Prince George BC
vzL tT6

BuildingUse

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

c-1
1948-49
Office Commercial and retail
block

Current Use:

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Owner:

Heritage Status:

Rental Rates:

Retail Commercial

3

Giuseppe Prudente

Potential

(upper floor) $1500/mo for 3300 o
ft.

Number of 2
Storeys:
Cunent Use Main (front) -
of Storeys Cafelhestaûrant

Main (side) - Shoe repair shop
2nd - Dance Studio añd
Residential Suite

Access to Upper Internal Staircase from 3rd
Levels: Ave. and Dominion St.

Egress from Upper See above
LeveIs:

Design and Condition

.Design: Simple modemblock Structural Material: Steel and Wood foists

Cladding: Rough cast stucco Roof Type: Tar and gravel

Est. Building 9.2 m (3rd Ave.);
General Floor Open plan Frontage: 33.6 m (Dominion St.)
Layouh

General Condition: Good
Est. Area Per 306 sq._m / 3300 sq. fr. onFIõ;-- - -- iliã;n*. -s-uitability--for Conversion: 8

(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Suwey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communi[n Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s):

Reference No.

November 1.995

74

General Building Infonnation

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Spruce City Resale

124547 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
v2L 386

Lot 7; Block 733;D/L 343;
P1.1268

$ 103,700

Parcel ldentifier No. 015-974-517

Roll Numben 00-02946-000 /5

Current Owner: Lamourearx, R.

Owner Address: 4080 Prudente Rd.
Prince Georee BC
VlH 186

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
1924
The Shearer Buildinø
Retail on Main
Masonic lodge on 2nd

,

Main - Retail Second hand
2nd - storage

Current Use: Retail Commercial

No. of Current
Tenants:

Original Owner:

Heritage Status:

Rental Rates: n/a

Accese to Upper Internal staircase off 3rd Ave.
Levels:

Egress from Upper see above
Levels:

1

Fred |. Shearer
FJ. Shearer Ltd.
Potential

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

False front style

Wood Clapboard

Open plan

250sq. m

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

Patent asphalt

92m

General Condition: fair

SuitabiliW for Conversion:
(1 = Poor;iO = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community

Person Surveying:

Date(s):

Reference No.

Prince George !C

Matthew Baldwin

November 1.995

15

General Building Infonnation

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Mr. John's School of
Hairdressing

1190 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
v2L 3E5

Lot 1,4; Block 43;
D/L:343; Pl: 1268

$ 182,500

Parcel ldentifier No. 009-481-788

RolI Numben

Current Owner:

Owner Address:

00-00894-000/8

Mr. John's School of
Hairdressing

614- 1488 4th Ave.
Prince C,eorge, BC
vzL 4Y2

Building Use

Zoningz

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
c. 1915 or earlier
Home Fumishers Ha¡dware
Co. Retail Hardware and
Fumiture.
Commercial Offices (2nd)

2

Main - Hairdressine School
Main - Cafe
2nd - Christian Life
Cenhe/Church

Current Use:

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Owner:

Heritage Status:

Rental Rates:

Retail and Office Commercial

3

Unknown. Perhaps: Jake Leith,
Prop. Home Fumishers Hardware
Potential

^/a

Access to Upper Interla staircase from Dominion
Levels: St.

Egress from Upper see above
Levels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

EsL Area Per
Floon

Simpleblock

Rough cast stucco (front);
wood siding (rear and east
wall, upper-storey)

Partitioned

Structural MaterÍal: Wood frame

Roof Type:

EsL Building
Frontage:

Tar and gtavel

9.2 m (3rd Ave.);
33.6 m (DominionSt.)

General Condition: Fair - Upgraded 1994

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 4
(1 = Poor;i0 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 16

General Building Infonnation

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

SP Ûrdustries

1150-54 3rd Ave.
Prince Georee, BC
V2L 3E5

Lot 11; Block 43;
D/L:343; PI.1268

$ 209,100

Parcel Identifier No. 009-481-761,

Roll Number: 00-00891-000/1

Current Ownen Uppal, R et. al.

Owner Address: 3824 Grace Cres.
Prince George, BC
V2N 4N5 *

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
1976
Edelweis Ski Haus

Current Use:

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Owner:

Heritage Status:

Rental Rates:

Retail Commercial

3

Edelwies Ski Haus Ltd.

None

n/a
)

Main - Tailor Shop
Main - Retail Vacúum Sales
znd - SP industries

Access to Upper
Levels:

Egress from Upper
Levele:

Intemal staircase off 3rd Ave.

Interal staircase onto laneway

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

EsL Area Per
FIoon

Simpleblock Structural Material: Masonry, gluelam beams

}:,}it 
dad stucco (rront Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

Tar and Gravel

92m

General Condition: Good

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 5
(1 = Poor;i0 = Excellent)

300sq. m

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Commwrity Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1.995

Reference No. L7

General Building Information

Name of Building:

Street Addtess:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Assman Block

1130-34 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
v2L 3E5

Lot 9; Block 43;
D/L 343; PI.1268

fi 117,900

Parcel Identifier No. 004-645-243

Roll Number: 00-00889-000/3

Current Owner: Black Forest Food and Deli
Inc.

Owner Address: 1261 3rd. Ave.
Prince George, BC
v2L 3F'6

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
Pre 1920
Retail Market on Main
5 Commercial offices on 2nd

')

Main - Vacant
2nd - Under renovation

Current Use: Commercial

No. of Current None
Tenants:

Original Owner: ]ohn Assman Sr.

HeritageStatus: Potential

Rental Rates:

Access to Upper lntemal staircase off 3rd Ave.
Levels:

Egress from Upper seeabove
LeveIs:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

EsL Area Per
Floon

Simpleblock

Brick, metal sheathing

Openplan

L32sq.m/2500sq. ft.on
2nd ffoor

Structural Material: Masonry, brick and wood frame,
wood ffoors

Roof Type: Tar and Gravel

Est. Building 92m
Frontage:

General Condition: Good

Suitability for Conversion: 3
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other: This building was extensively renovated both intemally and externally in 1.995 because of fue
damage incuîed in 1991.
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. i 8

General Building Information

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Asseesments:

Baycrest Apartments

237-233 George St.
Prince George, BC
V2L lRl

Lot 3; Block 43;
D/L:343; Pl:1268

$ 234,900

Owner Address: General Deliverv
Coomb+ BC ¿

voR 1M0

Parcel ldentifier No. 009-483-781

Roll Numben 00-00883-000/9

Current Ownen Strocen Investors Ltd.

Buildins Use

Zoning: C - 1 Current Use: Single Resident Occupancy Hotel

Original pre 1.920 No. of Current 15 (fl¡ll occupancy)Datè Apartrnent Rooms* Tenants:
and Use:

Original Ownen Unknown. Perhaps: Louis- Ostanek

Heritage Status: None
Number of 2
Storeys: Rental Rates:

Current Use Main - Laundromat
of Storeys 2nd - Residential Apartments 

f:;:ï:,t 
Upper Internal staircase off George St.

Egress from Upper Steel fue escape onto laneway
Lèvels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simple Block

Wood siding on fron! rough
cast stucco on rear

14 Apartments on 2 floors

Unknown

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type: Tar and gravel

Est. Building 92m
Frontage:

General Condition: Fair

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 5
(1 = Poor;i0 = Excellent)

Other: *Local historians and residents confirm that the building has always been occupied as apartments.
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡ Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. Lg

General Building Infor¡nation

Name of Building: Spruce Capital Hotel

Street Address: 171 George St.
Prince Georqe, BC
VzL 1P8

Legal Description Lot 4-5; Block 23;
D/L: 343; P1.1268

Tax Assessments: $ 368,000

Parcel ldentifier No. 009-437-924

Roll Number:

Current Owner:

Owner Address:

I nt 4: OO9-4?7-941

00-00459-000 /7

Clemenb Holdinp Ltd.

177 Kine Drive
Prince dËorse. BC
v2l./. 4V7 "'

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
aqd Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1 Current Use:

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Ownen

Single Resident Occupanry Hotel

30 (tull occupancy)

Joshua N. Kellef

2

Main - Residential Hotel
2nd - Residential Hotel

Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates: Unavailable

Access to Upper Internal staircase
Levels:

Egress from Upper Internal staircase
Lèvels:

pre 1920
ketail and Office Commercial

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simpleblock

Rouch Cast Stucco

Rooms off central hallway

Structural Material: Masonry

Roof Type: Tar and Gravel

Est. Building 92m
Frontage:

General Condition: Good

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 4
(1 =Pooui0=Excellent)

Other: *The origins of this structu¡e date to the beginning of Prince George.
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡ Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 20

General Building Information
Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assesements:

Central Hotel

1009 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
vzl 3E3

Lot 15; Block 135;
D/Lt343; Pl: 1268

g 269,400

Parcel Identifier No. 072-950-467

Roll Number: 00-02994-000/7

Current Owner: Stiles, J.
Kajar¡ P

Owner Address: 2593 Abbott Cres.
Prince Georee. BC
vzL 2X6

Building Use

Zoning: C - 1 Current Use: Single Resident Occupancy Hotel

8:it"t""t gost 1951; pre 1955 No. of current 19 (tull occupancy)

ãñlu'"' irã"iþ s"ron å:ilrii; ownen Ners and Asnete sorenson

Number of 2 
Heritage status: None

Storeys: Rental Rates:
Current Use Main - Residential
of Storeys Apartmenb; Cafe Access to Upper Intemal staircasesàid-ResidentialAparrmenrs lìi;Ë,'- -"-'

.Egress from Upper Steel and wood ladder-type fireLevels¡ escape to laneway

Design and Condltion
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simple

Rough cast stucco

Apartments off central
ccirridor

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type: Tar and Gravel

EsL Building 92m
Frontage:

General Condition: fair

Suitability for Conversion: 4
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

ReferenceNo. 27

General Building Infonnation

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Premier Hotel Apartnents

1045 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
VzL 3E3

Lot 18; Block 135;
D/L:343; Pl:1268

g 269,900

Parcel Identifier No. 012-969-125

Roll Numben 00-02997-000/4

Current Ownen Pawluk, Stan and
Pawluk, Ray

Owner Address: 1045 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
V2L 3E3

Building Use

Zoning: C - 1 Current Use: Hotel/ Rooming House

Original 1955 No. of CurrentDatË Prernier Hotel Tenants:
and uee: original ownen Pawluck, Ray

' Heritage Status: None
Number of 2
Storeys: Rental Rates:

Current Use Main - Billiards Hall, Hotel
of Storeys lobþy.rooms Access to Upper Internal staircase2nd:Rooms Levels:

Egress from Upper External wooden ladder-type
Lévels: - fire escape to laneway

Design and Condition
Design: Simple block Structural Material: Masonary and frame

Cladding: Masonry and wood (front), Roof Type: Tar and Gravel
rough cast stucco (rear and
uPPeÐ Est. Building 18.4 m

General Floor Rooms off of central hall Frontage:
Layout:

General Condition: Fair
EsL Area Per ersion: 4Froon ¡t":'i""ÏlÏtôT¡'*?ltÏ",,tr

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase 1-

Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 22

General Building Inforrration
Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

(Former) Cify Second Hand

1057 3rd Ave.
Prince George, BC
V2L 3E3

Lot 19-20; Block 135;
D/L:343; Pl: L268

$ 136,700

Parcel ldentifier No. 007-783-957

Roll Numben 00-02998-000/3

Current Ownen Alkema, Harold L.

Owner Address: SS #3, Ste.9, Comp.124
PrinceGeoree, BC
v2N 2S7

Building Use

Zoning: C - 1 Current Use: Retail Commercial

Original 1955 No. of Current 0DatË Northwest Produce Co. Ltd. Tenants:andUse: 2BedroomAparEnentadded
Znd nooiiãáräiZ. Original Owner: EugeneGabriele

Heritage Status: None
Number of 1 (nartial2nd)
Storeys: \¡ ' Rental Rates: n/a
Current Use vacant
of Storeys Access to Upper Extemal wooden staircase

Levels:

Egt"gs from Upper See above (also see photo)
Levels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est Area Per
Floon

Amalmmated stuctures,
Simple wood construction.

Stucco on front, main.
Wood on rear,2nd.

Opennlanonmain.
Fóu¡ räom,2bed¡oom
apartrnent on 2nd.

Ground:289sq.m/3120
so. ft.
ZÄa,æsq.m / 710 sq. ft.

Structural Material: Wood frame, concrete floor.

Roof Type: Ta,r and gravel; patent asphalt
roll rootrnq

EsL Building 92m
Frontage:

General Condition: Poor

Suitability for Conversion: I
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡ Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 23

General Building Information

Name of. Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Fichtner Footwear

356-362 George St.
Prince George, BC
V2L 1R3

Lot 5; Block 135;
D/L:343; PI.1268

225,700

Parcel Identifier No. 008-355-100

Roll Number: 00-02984-000/7

Current Ownen Berthold Fichtner

Owner Address: 4147 Gellatlv Rd.
Westbank, Btv T 2K2

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
1973
Retail

2

Main - Retail Shoe Store* and
Retail Children's Store
2nd - Retail Shoe Store and
storage

Current Use: Retail Commercial

No. of Current 2
Tenants:
Original Owner: Berthold Fichrner

Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates: 
^/a

Access to Upper Intemal staircase
Levels:

Egress from Upper Internal staircase
LeveIs:

Design and Condition
Design: Simpleblock

Cladding: Aluminumsiding

General Floor Openplan
Layout:

EsL Area Per 275sq.m/3000sq.ft.
Floon

Structural Material: Masonry

Roof Type: Tar and Gravel

Est. Building 92m
Frontage:

General Condition: Good

Suitability for Conversion: 1
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other: *As of Dec. lst 1995, Fichtner Footwear Ltd. was advertising a "Moving Sale"
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Moving Up -Phase 1-

Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communif¡ Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1.995

Reference No. 24

General Building Infonnation

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Shasta Holdings/Nick's
Place

363 Georøe St.
Prince Gårge, BC
V2L 1R4

Lot 6;Block 134;
D/L 343¡ Pl.L268

$ 264,700

Parcel Identifier No. 006-885-641

Roll Number: 00-02965-000 / 6

Current Owner: Shasta Enterprises Ltd.

Owner Address: c/o: 1830 Ferndale Rd.
Victoria, BC
V8N 2Y1

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1

1956
Restaurant on Main
Offices (Vacant) on 2nd

2

Main - Restau¡ant
2nd - Vacant

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Owner:

Current Use: Commercial (Restaurant)

1

WavneChow
Shaita Cafe Ltd.

Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates: Lease@$5/sq. ft. orbuy@
$35/sq. ft.

Access to Upper Internal staircase off George St.
LeveIs:

lgress from Upper Ladder-typesteelfireescape
Levels: onto laneway

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladôing:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simple block

Wood sidins luooer
front);tile (lËwår^ f ront)

Openplan

275 sq. m

Structural Material: Masonry, wood truss

Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

Tar and Gravel

92m

General Condition: fair

Suitability for Conversion:
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Suwey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George, BC

PersonSuweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 25

General Building Information

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Vahlas Holdings

1102 4th Ave.
Prince George, BC
vzL 3J3

Lot 8; Block 134;
D/L 343; PI.i268

$ 289,000

Parcel ldentifier No. 012-996-408

Roll Number: 00-02967-000/4

Current Ownen Vahlas Holdings

Owner Address: 140 McDermid Dr.
Prince George BC
v2M 4T7 -

BuildingUse

Zoning: C - 1 Current Use: Medical Clinic / Office Commercial

Original 1975 _ .. No. of Current zDatË Cue Pit Billiards Tenants:
and use: original owner: Nick vahlas

Heritage Status: None
Number of 2
storeys: Rental Rates: $2500/mo for whole 2nd floor

Current Use Main - Native Health Centre
of Storeys 2nd - Vacant Access to Upper Intemal staircase from George

Basement - Gospel Mission Levels: St.

Egress from Upper see above
Levels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

EsL Area Per
Floon

Simple block

Rough cast stucco

Open plan (2nd)

275 sq. m / 3000 sq. ft.

Structural Material: Masonry

Roof Type: Tar and gravel

Est. Building 9.2 m (George St.);33.6 m (4th
Frontage: Ave)

General Condition: Good

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 2
(1 = Poor;i0 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase 1-

Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡ Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 26

General Building Information

BuildingUse
Zoning: C - 1 Current Use: Commercial (Restaurant)

Orisinal 1973 ^. No. of Current 1DatË North OlympiaPizzaon Tenants:
and Use: Main

Prince George Businessman'5 Original Ownen
Clubon2n{

Heritage Status: None
Number of 2
Storeys: Rental Rates:

Current Use Main - Restau¡ant
of Storeys 2nd - Vacant 

f".;:î:,r" 
Upper Intemal staircase off George St.

Egress from Upper Steel fire escape into lane
Levels:

Designand Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

EsL Area Per
Floon

Simple block

None

Open plan

220sq.m / 2400 sq. ft. on
2nd.

Structural Material: Masonry, concrete slab, steel
truss

Roof Type: Tar and Gravel

Est. Building 92m
Frontage:

Gene¡al Condition: Good

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 1

(1 = Poor;i0 = Excellent)

Other:

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Villa Roma

547 Georee St.
Prince Ge"orge, BC
vzl 1R8

Lot 4; Block 765;D/L343;
P1.1268

$ 190,000

Parcel Identifier No. 01.2-980-774

Roll Numben 00-0361i-000/3

Current Owner: Tower Painting Ltd.

Owner Address: 824 Heritage Cres.
Prince Geoige, BC
V2M 6X3
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communi$: Prince George, BC

Person Suweþg: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 27

General Building Information

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

JC Funland

1153 5th Ave.
Prince Georse. BC
vzL 3L7

Lot 79-20; Block 165;
D/L 343; P1.7268

$415.000

Parcel ldentifier No. 009-646-981,

Roll Number: 00-03626-000/8

Current Owner: Mok, Yu S.

Owner Address: 103-4509 Azure Ave.
Prince Georse. BC
v2M 6R2 "'

BuildineUse

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
7967
Ofñce and Retail Commercial

2

Main - Billiards and Video
Arcade
2nd-Vacant/Storage

Current Use: Commercial

No. of Current 1

Tenants:
Original Owner: Erv Parent Co. Ltd.

Retail Flooring and Carpets
Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates: 
^/a

Access to Upper Internal staircase from 5th Ave.
Levels:

Egress from Upper Internal staircase to laneway
Levels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor Open plan;66'x 80'
Layout:

EsL Area Per 400 sq. m / 5200 sq. ft.
Floon

Simplemoderrr

Wood shiplap (front); plain
concrete (sides and rear).

Structural Material: Masonry

Roof Type: Tarand gravel

EsL Building 20 m
Frontage:

General Condition: Good

Suitability for Conversion: 1
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other;
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communi$r Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s):

Reference No.

November 1995

28

General Building Infonnation

Other: -4.ity clenaing plant still exists on the Main floor of this building. The owner is not interested in
sellrng.

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Topper's Cleaners

1210 Sth Ave.
Prince George BC
v2L 312

Lot 11; Block 151;
D/L 343; P1.1268

$ 157,300

Parcel ldentifier No. 012-980-765

Roll Number: 00-03304-000/3

Current Ownen Topper's Cleaners (1991) Ltd.

Owner Address: PO Box 2685
Prince Georse. BC
V2N 4T5

BuildingUse

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1

-MacArthu¡ Medical Clinic
Medical Office with Rooms to
Rent upstairs.and in basement

2

Main- Vacanti
2 - Vacant

Current Use: Retail and Office Commercial
lVacant)

No. of Current 0
Tenants:

Original Ownen Dr. Iohn G. MacArthur" Prince George Clinic
Heritage Status: none

Rental Rates: Lease @ $1/sq. ft./mo.

Access to Upper Intemal staircase off 5th Ave.
Levels¡

Egress from Upper seeabove
Levels:

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Sinple wood construction

Rough Cast Stucco

Rooms off hallway on 2nd.

185 sq. m / 2000 sq. ft.

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

Tar and Gravel

92m

General Condition: good

Suitabilitv for Conversion:
(1 = Poor;iO = Excellent)
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Moving Up -Phase 1-

Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Commtrnit¡r Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1.995

ReferenceNo. 29

General Building Inforrration
Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Mosquito Books

533 Dominion St.
Prince Georee, BC
vzL 7T7

Lot 10; Biock 164;
D/L 343; Plan 1268

189,300

Parcel Identifier No. 004-132-947

Roll Numben 00-03597-000/8

Current Owner: Silver Birch Talisman Ltd.

Owner Address: 149 Moffat St. N.
Prince Georqe, BC
V2M 3G4 -

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
'1940
Commercial Retail on Main
Proprietor's residence on 2nd

2 (rear portion of building
oruyJ

Main - Retail bookstore
Main - Retail women's
clothine
Main -Retail used computers
2nd - Retail clothing and
accessories

Current Use:

No. of Current
Tenants:

Original Owner:

Heritage Status:

Rental Rates:

Retail Commercial

4

Walter Blaufuss
Northem Upholstry Ltd.
None

$1000/mo (upper floor)

Access to Upper Intemal staircase off Dominion
Levels: St.

Egress from Upper Fxtemal wooden fire escape to
Levels: lane

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simple

Rough caststucco

i,H1*^'ooenPlan 
(2nd

130sq. m / 7400 sq. ft. on
2nd ffoor.
(fmr.3br. apartment)

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type:

Est. Building
Frontage:

Tar and gravel

9.2 m (Sth Ave.)27.6 m (Dominion
sr.)

General Condition: Good

Suitabilitv for Conversion: 6
(1 = Poor;iO = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase L
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communigr Prince George BC

PersonSuweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 30

General Building Inforrration
Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

hmbie'sPizza

1215 Sth Ave.
Prince George, BC
v2L 3Ul

Lot 9; Block 764; D/L343;
Pt.1268

s 166,700

Parcel Identifier No. 012-963-330

Roll Number: 00-03596-000/9

Current Ownen 423046 BC Ltd.

Owner Address: 6460 Fraser St.
Vancouver, BC
vsw 3A4

BuildingUse

Zoning: C - 1 Current Use: Commercial (Restaurant)/

original c.1947 
Residential*

DatË Acrre Electric / Lunchbox l:;"tjr$"*""t 
3

and Use: Deli
Ápartments on 2nd Original Owner: Stan Latham (Acme Electric)

Heritage Status: None
Number of 2
Storeys: Rental Rates: Apartments: $550/mo (2br)

Current Use Main - Restaurant
of Storeys 2nd - Apartments Access to Upper Intemal staircase from 5th Ave

LeveIs:

Egress from Upper Extemal wooden fire escape to
Levels: lane

Design and Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simple wood conskuction

Rough Cast Stucco

2-2br Aoartments of aoorox.
60 sq. ni / 650 sq. ft. ^ ^

145 sq. m / 1600 sq. ft.

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type: Tar and Gravel

Est. Building 92m
Frontage:

General Condition: Fair

Suitability for Conversion: 6
(1 = Poor;iO = Excellent)

Other: + This building is currently up for sale. The asking price is $250,000.
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Moving Up -Phase 1-

Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George, BC'

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 31

General Building Information

Name of Building: Silver Spruce Building

Street Address: 1448 6th Ave.
Prince George, BC
V2L 3N2

Legal Description Lot 1415; Block162; D/L
343; P1.7268

Tax Assessments: $ 299,000

Parcel Identifier No. 010-547-207

Roll Number:

Current Owner:

Owner Address:

00-03561-000/4

Schultz, Max and
Schultz, Mary

RR Z Site. 14; Comp.6
Prince Georse. BC'
v2N 2ls

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
c. 1953
Grasser Aoartments
Earlv-mid' 1 960s - Converted
to cdrnmercial
1973 - renovation and
addition
3

Main - 5 offices (Vacant)
2nd-Zoffices (Vacant)
3rd-3offices(Vacant)

Current Use: Office Commercial (Vacant)

No. of Current 0
Tenants:

Original Owner: Herb Grasser

Heritage Status: None

Rental Rates: $l/sq. ft./mo.

Access to Upper Internal staircase
Levels:

Egress from Upper Wooden fire escape to lane
Levels:

Design and Condition

Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

EsL Area Per
Floon

Simple, modern stvle flat
roofed'apartment'with brick
veneereâ addition (797 3).

Upper floors - rough cast
stucco
Main - brick veneer

see above; Offices off of
central hallway.

80 sq.ryr / 900 sq. ft. on
upper tloors

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type: Tar and Gravel

Est. Building 18.4 m
Frontage:

General Condition: Good

Suitability for Conversion:
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase 1
Downtown Survey of
Underutilized Spaces

Communit¡ Prince George, BC

Person Surveying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1.995

Reference No. 32

General Building Infonnation

Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Cresfwood Apartmenb

1499 6th Ave.
Prince George, BC
VzL 3N3

Lotl-2; Block 173;
D/L:343; Pl:1268

$ 300,500

Parcel ldentifier No. 003-800-806

Roll Numben 00-0375t-000/2

Current Owner: 1499 6th Ave. Ltd.

Owner Address: 488 Mclean St.
Quesnel, BC
vzl 2P7

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeys

c-1
1955
Crestwood Apartments

3

Main - 3 Aoartments
2nd - 4 Aoårunents
3rd - 4 Afiartments

Current Use: Residential A¡artments

No. of Current 11 (full occupancy)
Tenants:

Original Owner:

Heritage Status: ' None

Rental Rates: n/a

Access to Upper Internal staircase
Levels:

Egress from Upper Steel fire escape on east and
Levels: west sides.

Designand Condition
Design:

Cladding:

General Floor
Layout:

Est. Area Per
Floon

Simple modem flat roofed

Rough cast stucco

Apartments off central
hállway

Structural Material: Wood frame

Roof Type: Tar and gravel

Est. Building 9.2 m (6th Ave.);
Frontage: 23 m (Victoria St.)

General Condition: Fair

Suitability for Conversion: 2
(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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Moving Up -Phase 1-

Downtown Suwey of
Underutilized Spaces

Community Prince George, BC

Person Suweying: Matthew Baldwin

Date(s): November 1995

Reference No. 33

General Building Inforrration
Name of Building:

Street Address:

Legal Description

Tax Assessments:

Croft Hotel

1168 4th Ave.
Prince GeoreeBC
v2L 313

Lot72; Block 134;
D/L:343¡ Pl: 1268

$ 320,700

Parcel Identifier No. 004-948-637

Roll Number: 00-02971'000/0

Current Owner: Aero Holdings Ltd.

Owner Address: PO Box 1881
Prince Georee. BC
V2L 583

Building Use

Zoning:

Original
Date
and Use:

Number of
Storeys:
Current Use
of Storeye

c1

c. 1920
ComingHotel

2

Main - Beer Parlour, Hotel
lobbv
2nd-'Rooms

Current Use:

No. of Current
Tenants:
Original Ownen

Heritage Status:

Rental Rates:

Hotel/ RoomingHorlse

0

Jack Corning

None

Access to Upper Intemal staircase from lobby
Levels:

Egress from Upper External wooden staircase
Lèvels: onto laneway (rear)

Design and Condition

Design: Simple block Structural Material: Wood frame

Cladding: Wood clad (fr.qnt); roygh . Roof Type: Tar and gravel
cast stucco (sides and rear).

Est Building 92m
General Floor Individual roorns on 2nd flr. Frontage:
Layout:

General Condition: fair
EsL Area Per
Floon S,uitability_ _for_Conversion: 6

(1 = Poor; 10 = Excellent)

Other:
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L0. LocAL PoLIcIEs
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SECTION t026. C-t (CENTRAL BUSTNESS DTSTRTCÐ

10.26.1 INTENT

The intent of the C-l District is to identify and delimit rhe cenrral business
disuict, an arql which is intended to accommodate the need and dema¡rd for ¡he
full range of cent¡al commercial activities, including major business, finance, real
estale, insurance, government, recreaÈion, entertainment, cultural, tourist and
convendon funcrions. All commercial uses, except highway-service and special. Íecreation uses ar¡d those activities specially provided for in regional, community
or neighbourhood shopping centres or local convenience shopping facilities, shall
be encouraged to locaæ or relocaæ u/ithin the central business discrict. Mixed
commercial and residential development shall also be provided for and
encouraged with a view to broadening and enriching the range of core a¡ea
activiry and ensuring the long-term viabiliry of the Ciry cenrre.

10.26.2 USES PERMITTED

Subject to all other provisions of this Bylaw, the following uses only shall be
permitted in rhe C-t District:

(1) Ca¡ Rental
(2) Club or Lodge
(3) Commercial Arcade
(4) Commercial Auction
(5) Commercial Exhibition
(6) Commercial Office
(7) Commercial Parking Lo¡ or Parkade
(8) Commercial Recreation
(9) Commercial Reail
(10) Commercial Service
(l l) Dwelling, Boarding or Rooming House
(12) Dwelling, Local Multiple-Family subject to sub-secrion 1G26.3(5)
(13) Dwelling, Mulriple-Family
(14) Fa¡mer's Ma¡ker
(15) Flea Ma¡ker
(16) Funeral Home
(17) Gasoline Service Staúon, subject to the provisions of Secrion 27 of this

BYlaw
( l8) l-aboratory
(19) Medical or Dental Office
(20) Nursery or Greenhouse
(21) Printing or Publishing
(22) Public Government
(23) Public Health and Welfa¡e
(24) Public Recreation 

--'(25) Public Utility

ct
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(25
(26
27
28

99

Res Eau rant,
School, Private
SchooI, Trade
Sidewalk Vendor
Studio, Radio or Television
Tourist Accommodation
Transportation Depot,

29t
30 )

31)

L0-26.3 REGUL.ATIONS.

All pernitted uses shall be subject to the
following regulations :

1) SITE REGULATIONS:

( a ) The ¡oininun SITE AREA shatl be 135 ¡n2
( 1, 453 square feet ) ;

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) above, the
ninimum SITE AREA for any t'tultiple FamiIy
owelling use shall be 1 400 rn- (15,070
sguare feet);

(c) The mininun SITE WIDTH shall be 4.50 m

(15 feet).
2I BUILDING REGULATIONS:

(a) The naxinun SITE COVERÀGE shall be 100t;

(b) No building shall exceed a HETGHT of 55.0
m (180 feet,).

YARD AND SETBACK REQUIREI'IENIS:

( a ) Principal bui ldings shall not requi re
FRONT, REÀR OT SIDE YARDS;

(b) Àccessory buildings shall have nininun
8RONT, ng¡n and SIDE YÀRDS of 1.20 st (4
feet,);

(c) NotwiÈhstanding subsections (a) and (b)
above, a nininun SETBACK of 3.00 n (10
feet,) shall be provided fron any site
line which abuts a site in a UR District

. without the intervention of a highway.

¡I ) OFF-STREET PÀRKING A¡¡D LOÀDING REQUIREHENTS:

Sect,ion 29 shall aPPly.

3)
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(5)

100

OTHER REGULATIONS:

(c)

(a)

(b)

Every use shall be enclosed entirely wirhin a building except for
a Farmers' Ma¡ket, Flea Market, Gasoline Service Station,
Nursery or Greenhouse, Resaurant Use, Sidewalk Vendor and off-
street parking and loading facilities;

A Farmers' Market or Resaurant use only shall be permiaed in a
motor vehicle registered pursuant to the Motor Vehicle Act subject
to the approval of the Medical Healrh Officer;

Atl principal uses shall, wherever possible, be oriented to
pedesuian needs and be so locared and designed as to encourage
pedestrian continuity and avoid vehicula¡ interference with
pedesuian movement;

The maximum SITE AREA of any tenancy or renral area within
a Fle¿ Market shall be 40 m2 (430 square feet);

No Commercial Arcade use shall be permitted wirhin 400 metres
(L,3LZ feeQ of any other Commercial Arcade use.

See Section 2L foi screening and la¡dscaping requirements.

A local multiple-family dwelling unit shall not be located on ùe
first storey uniess it is situated to the rea¡ of another permitted use

in the C-l district. No¡withsu¡ding this, an entrance to a local
multiple-family dwelling unir is permirted along the first storey
street ftonnge.

(d)

(e)

(Ð

(e)
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PART TWO - POLICIES
RESIDËYTIAL

7.0 RESIDENTIAL

Satisfactory shelter is a fundamental element of a healthy communiry. To meet this need,

the residents of Prince George require a variery of housing rypes at different price levels

in order for housing to be affordable at all income levels. This variety must include

special housing such as temporary shelters and long-term group homes.

It is important to conÈinue to provide more tha¡ conventionai single-family housing.

Prince George has approximately 8 % of its housing units in two-family dwellings and \Vo

in mobile homes, half on lots and half in park. Multiple-family dwelling units account

for 20% of housing. The variery of housing types must also address changes in housing

needs caused by social trends such as population aging, demographic shifts and family

evoludon.

The City is able to intluence the provision of suitable accommodation by being active in

land developmenr and subdivision design, and through the zoning and building bylaws.

It can also parricipare in housing programs offered by other levels of government and co-

operate with non-proFrt housing societies of various kinds.

It is also important to conserye neighbourhood cha¡acrer. Residents should feel secure

that changei ro their neighbourhood will be gradual and that the ambience of their

residence will be maintained.

7.t RESID ENTIA L DESIGNATIONS

RU Urserviced

RU designations indicare residential areas that are intended to remain permanently

unsewiced by City sanitary sewer. Depending upon lot size and location, suburban

service sråndard including paved road and Ciry water may become available. Minimum

lor size pursuanr, to the Zoning Bylaw is 0.2 ha, subject to sewage disposal approval by

the tvfedical Health Officer.

RL Low density

RL designations dehne residential development that will eventually receive City water

and sanitary sewer conneclions. Depending upon lot size, soils and the nature of the

neighbourhood, tult urba¡ service standa¡d including curb/gutter, underground wiring and

storm sewer drainage is required in most insunces.

25
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PART TWO - POLICIES
7.1 RESIDENTIAL

Included in the RL designation are single-family houses, both conventional site-built and

modula¡ manufacrured; single or double-wide manufactured housing (mobile homes) on

los or in mobile home parks; two-family dwellings (duplexes) a¡d communiry care
facilities (group homes). Many small parla (>0.2 ha) are also included.

RlVf Medi',m density

RM designations include triplex, quadruplex, apartment (walk-up and high-rise), garden

apatrment and townhouse t)?es of multiple-family strucrures to a maximum densiry of
80 units/ha. Full urba¡ service standa¡d is required.

RII High density

RH designations include multiple-family residential structures with a density greater than

80 units/ha. Full urban service standard is required.

7.2 GOAL

To encourage sufficient variety of housing types so that all residents of the city have
satistãctory affordable accommodation and a choice of residential life sryle.

7.3 OBJECTTVES

l. To indicate to residents and developers the kinds of residential land use changes

that would be acceptable in neighbourhoods.

2. To consider the cha¡acter ofexisting neighbourhoods and nearby residences to be

an important element in evaluating development proposals.

3. To encourage innovative housing design and subdivision layout for infill and new
development; including alternate means of access and rransport, at leâst within the

subdivision.

4. To increase density by multiple-family development in existing neighbourhoods
in transition near the downtown, by multiple-family development along arterials
accessing the downtown and by infill of exisring subdivisions.

5. To locate a variety of conventional and special needs housing in most
neighbourhoods of the city with due regard for the locational requirements of the

types of housing and consideration of the cha¡acter of existing residences.

26
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PART TWO . POLICIES
7.3 RESIDENTIAL

l.

2.

6.

7.4

J.

4.

To ensure that a mix of housing types occur in most neighbourhoods of the city
to encourage social mixing and to provide accommodation choices as the
population of a¡ area changes demognphically due to aging or other factors.

GL\ERAL POLICIES

The City will cooperate with public, private and non-profit agencies to encourage
provision of social housing for the economically disadvantaged. Such housing
will be located in accordance with regular Plan designations and zoning districs.

Special needs housing such as group homes and shelters (community residential
facilities-CRF) will generally be acceptable on a scattered basis in most
neighbourhoods, providing the character of the tãcility blends with the

surrounding residential cha¡acter. However, the principle of equal distribution
may be offset if the locational needs of the clients of the täcility, such as

proximity to health or recreation services and amenities, make one neighbourhood
more desirable for special needs housing than others.

Through the use of the development permit process, design variety and

compatibility with adjacent buildings will be encouraged tbr multiple-tämily
development. Design elements will include massing, rootlines. exterior tinish.
covered parking and landscaping.

The City will encourage innovative subdivision and site layout tbr single and

multiple-family development including such approaches as clustering, bare land
strata townhousing, apartments in mixed use developments and the CBD, common
greenspace and stepped multiple-tämity structures to nke advantage of
topography.

RESIDENTIAL DESIGNATION POLICIESt.5

RU Unserviced

l. Residens in RU designations have chosen a panicular residential life style which
has drawbacks as well as advantages. Residens should not anticipate that the
City will extend sanitary sewer service to RU areas or provide a level of service
approaching RL designation because of ¡he inordinate additional costs for public
utilities, protection services, road maintenance and waste disposal.
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2. Development of RU a¡eas should be in accordance with the phasing schedule.

Unril such time as significant inFrll has occurred in existing RU subdivisions,
extension of the road network for additional RU development should be curtailed.

Nevertheless, some additions could be supported where short road extensions
would access amenity sites for RU development adjacent to existing residentiai
areas.

3. The City will encourage innovative subdivision layouts for RU development on

sites with particular scenic or topographic character that create an amenity.

4. Although the City does not generally encourage the provision of community wateil
supply systems in RU subdivisions, it will set standards for those systems if they
are provided. However, it will not accept responsibility for the operation or
maintenance of those systems.

In some locations where RU development is at relatively high densiry or where
innovative subdivision layout is proposed, City water may be made available.
City water supply mav also be required for RU development where well water
may be unpotable due to particular soil or topography conditions that affect
subsurface drainage such as downslope from the Ciry's saniury landfill site.

5. In the layout of RU subdivisions, consideration must be given to the forest fire
hazard by adoption of fire protection measures such as the provision of fire
breata and access roads, exit roads, brush and debris maintenance, and special

building materials.

RL Low density

6. Neighbourhood Plans tbr new RL areas shall consider all those land uses tha¡

contribute to a functioning, identifiable neighbourhood such æ a centrally located

school site, sufficient CL localions, RM sites, two-family dwelling lots, lots for
community residential facilities, recreation and leisure sewices, mobile home

locations and park space.

7. RL development shall be in accordance with Schedule C of the Plan. New
development will pret'erably be contiguous with existing development to consuain
sprawl except where separated by permanent greenspace. Discontiguous RL
development may be acceptable if ma¡ket demand is established or a special
amenity would be associated with the development.
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8.

9.

Infill development will be supported on existing los. Subdivision by rezoning of
relatively large lots in an existing areâ will be considered if it does not unduly
impact on the cha¡acter of the neighbourhood.

Los for two-family dwellings (TFDs) should be provided in new subdivisions
unless the intent is to create a special character area based upon an amenity or
other speciñed characteristic.

Additional two-family dwellings should be considered in many existing
neighbourhoods, although they may not be acceptable in certain areas that have

a particularly homogeneous cha¡acter. Residential a¡e¿s with existing scattered

TFDs or areas in transition of use could be considered for conversion or new
TFD development.

Two-family dwellings should be located on a scatter-site basis, avoiding the

situation where many TFDs are located side-by-side. Pret'erred sites for two-
family dwellings are on the perimeter of homogeneous single-tãmily areas, corner
locations, collector or busier streets, relatively large lots and near greenspace.

Conversion TFDs should have sufficient space for additional parking.

Non-mirror image, semi-detached TFDs with design elements that blend with the

surrounding neighbourhood character are preferable. Ca¡eful use of colour and

exterior cladding can provide variety to mirror-image structures. Covena¡ts
governing form should be considered for TFD lots in City-developed
subdivisions.

In the preparation of Neighbourhood Plans, developers will generally be required
to provide zoned sites for community residential facilities on the basis of one site

in l@ lots. For subdivisions of 25-100 lots, a zoned CRF lot may be requested

depending upon the need for CRFs in the immediate areå.

[t should be recognized that zoning districts that permit CRFs also include other
permitted uses, including single-family dwelling, so lots zoned in advance tbr
CRF use will no¡ necessarily be used as such, although the option tbr future use

will remain.

Manutäctured housing on lots or in mobile home parks is a signiFrcan¡ component
of the city's housing stock. This choice in residential life styles should be

maintained in new subdivision development.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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14. Pursua¡t to the Building Regulations of Brirish Columbia:

Single or double-wide manufactured (mobile) homes
certified as conforming to CSA 2240 MH Series-86 will
only be allowed in zones with "mobile home" as a
permitted use pursuant to the Zoning Bylaw.

Modula¡ manufacrured housing certified æ conforming to
CSA A277 may be located in zones with "dwelling, one-
family" as a permitted use pursuant to the Zoning Bylaw.

Log homes are subject to the regulations of the B.C. Building
Code and may be located in zones with "dwelling, single-famiiy"
as a permitted use pursuant to the Zoning Bylaw.

The City will consider amending the Zoning Bylaw to add a zone that is
exclusively for mobüe manutäctured housing subdivisions because residenu have
expressed concern that there are incompatibilities between mobile homes and
conventional homes.

New mobile home subdivisions, where possible, should be located contiguous
with existing mobile home a¡eas (except for intervening permanent greenspace),
in clusters on the periphery of conventional house subdivisions, or where future
mobile home subdivisions a¡e indicated on Neighbourhood Plans.

New mobile home parks should be located in proximity to mobile home
subdivisions; employment areas; nea¡ services such as neighbourhood or local
shopping centres, schools, leisure services and parks; in isolated a¡e¡s with
particular scenic value or amenity; or on a¡terial roads in association with tourist
travel täcilities.

RM Medium density

18. The RM designarion will indicate where existing multiple-family dwetlings
(MFDs) a¡e located and where additional medium density MFD proposals will be
considered on a site-specifrc basis.

r5.

r6.

17.
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RM development is preferred near services such as schools, regional and
neighbourhood shopping centres, leisure, recreation a¡d health services; public
transit; or on the periphery of RL neighbourhoods, particularly at intersections
or along a¡terials. RM sites with amenity may be somewhat distant from the
generally required services.

19. The City will encourage high standa¡ds of design and layout for multiple-family
development through the development permit process. Development permit areas

for MFD development will be applied to highly visible sites, strips along
arterials, and selected infill sites where development may significantly impact
adjacent residents.

20. To accommodate site constraints for RM developments due to lot size,

topography, and existing development, and to provide variety, rezonings for new
single and two-tämily dwellings may be supported in RM designations without
OCP amendment, providing such development is not unduly impacted by the mass

and tbrm of the adjacent MFDs.

21. Churches and medium density MFD development is considered simila¡ in its
impact on adjacent properties. Therefore, PI church sites and RM multiple sites

are effectively interchangeable and may be rezoned without OCP amendment.

Any changes resulting from interchangeable rezoning will be úpdated by the City
on the Schedule B - Land Use maps on an annual basis.

RH High density

22. RH development will be designated within reasonable wa-lking dista¡ce of the
downtown, on a¡terial roads with public transit accessing the downtown or other
sites which are particularly suited to such use because of unique physical and
locational attributes.

23. RII development in the Vancouver Srreet-V/innipeg Street area should not be

continuous on a block-face but should be interspersed with med.ium density MFDs
or other rypes of residential development. Therefore, medium densiry
development will be accepable in the RH designation in this a¡ea without
requiring an OCP amendment.
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24.

25.

To accommodate site size constraints due to existing development for RM and RH
development and to add variety in the Vancouver St¡e¿t-winnipeg Street area,
proposals for conversion of houses for multiple residential or commercial
residential use will be considered. Such conversions are probably transitional in
narure and a¡ OCP amendment will not be required.

RH proposals should ensure building form, massing and design elemenrs are
compatible with adjacent structures. Covered parking is preferred; surface
parking should not front on a street. Selecred RH sites will be designared as
development permit areas.
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5.

8.4

t.

2.

3.

4.

To work with developers and businesses to cre¿te attractive buildings and

streetscapes in commercial a¡eas.

GENERAT POLICIES

To create centres of public activify, emphasis will be placed upon oppornrnities

for a mix of uses, both horizontally and vertically, in association with commercial
afeas.

As growth occurs in the North, Southwest and East sectors, a communiry centre

for each comprised of a mix of land uses focussing on a commercial area will be

emphasized.

There should be a hierarchy of commercial areas so that some shopping facilities
a¡e convenient to residens with minimum travel and others are readily accessible

to the regional ma¡ket.

Small-scale and incubator business oppornrnities will continue to be provided as

home occupations in residential areås, permitted and regulated by the Zoning
Bylaw. Care mus¡ be øken that such businesses have minimal impact on adjacent
properties. It is the intent that, as the business grows beyond a family operation,
it shall locate to a suitable commercial or industrial a¡ea.

As an interim use, conversion of residences for small business purposes will be

considered in the RH designation between Vancouver Street and \Minnipeg Street.

Increasing emphasis will be placed upon high standards of design tbr buildings,
landscaping and signage in commercial areas.

COMMERCIAL DESIGNATION POLICIES

CBD Central Business District

l. The City will continue to recognize the importance of the CBD to the ciry's
economic, social and cultural role by promoting administrative, financial.
specialty retail, entenainment and cultural land uses in the downtown.

2. Emphasis in the CBD will be on mulri-storey, mixed-use development both
vertically and horizontally. Prefened street-level functions are those which
encourage high volumes of pedestrian tratfic.

5.

6.

8.5
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5.

6.

3.

4.

7.

8.

The CBD is the preferred location for major commercial office development.
Notwithstanding that preference, small offices may be accommodated out of the

CBD in other commercial or commercial/industrial zones pursuant to the Zoning
Bylaw a¡d in residential conversions in the RH designation between Vancouver

Street-V/innipeg S treet.

The Ciry will support residential use in the CBD including vertical mixed-use

development. Zoning Bylaw amendments to encourage such use will be

supported. Multiple-family residential development will also be encouraged on

the periphery of the CBD within walking disunce.

Public cultural/leisure facilities in the CBD should contain a commercial
component to encourage frequent and more continuous use, particularly during
the day.

The City is committed to a phased program of downtown reviulization in
cooperation with federal and provincial agencies, property owners and major
developers. The City will take advantage of funding oppornrnities for
revitalization provided by senior governments.

ftsvitali2¿¡ien will include refurbishing Third Avenue and George Street, and will
use the courthouse plaza and the civic centre complex as nodes for the

revitalization program. Once revitalization is implemented, development permit
a¡eas for these streets will be designated to ensure revitalization is in accordance
wi¡h the format and guidelines.

In support of revitalization, high standards of building, landscaping and

streetscape design will be encouraged by designating the CBD as a development
permit area. Design guidelines to create a pleasant pedestrian environment should
recognize that Prince George is a "Vy'inter City", but also a summer city where
tree planting and greening of the sfeetscape is needed.

In cooperation with the Downtown Parking Commission, the City will develop
a strategy for parking in the CBD, including alternatives to parking such as public
transit. The Section 674 Specifrred Area for Parking will be reviewed in relation
to the CBD and C-l zoning dist¡ict.
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In support of a Healthy Community, planning and development of the CBD will
include social aspects as well as physical infrastructure. The City will include

government and non-governmental agencies in social planning.

Emphasis will be put upon access and safery for pedesrians, both entering the

CBD and within it. I:nes should be considered as potential pedestian routes and

emphasis should be placed upon making them more attractive.

Imaginative redevelopments including internal Passageways to lanes and reåf
parking areas will be supported.

CRC Regional Centre

Pine Centre and Pa¡lovood Mall are designated CRC with approximate ma:cimum

gross leasable a¡eas (GLA) of 47,000 m2 and 40,000 m2 respectively, the latter

including 5600 m2 of future commercial office development. Expansion may be

supported providing parking, traffic congestion and neighbourhood impact are

satisfactorily addressed.

Additional CRC designations shall have a design minimum of 30,000 m2 GLA.
Such designations shall require demonsration of market demand and a phased

development plan.

Future CRCs locations will need to carefully relate to the regional, cify and

neighbourhood street network plan to provide regional access without disrupting

the city road network.

All tuture locations of CRCs will be designated as development permit areas.

CN Neighbourhood

CNs a¡e intended to serve an area that includes several neighbourhoods, a major
part, or even a sector of the city. Uses could include commercial retail and

service uses, limited offices including medical, public health and welfare, and

public administration functions, restaurants and commercial recreation.

Existing shopping centres are designated CN on the Schedule B - Iånd Use maps

if they a¡e intended to serve more than as local convenience facilities for nearby

residents.

9.

10.

11.

12.

r3.

14.

15.

t6.
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17.7 CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA

Category: (e) Commercial

Area: Development Permit Area as shown on Schedule G7.

Justification: The central business district is undergoing a reviralization program which will
establish some design elements as well as stre€t improvements. The are¿ is
designated a development permit area to set some basic principles upon which
businesses can participate in the revitalization progrzrm a¡d follow the approaches
set out in the program.

Guidelines: Development permis for this a¡ea should apply the following guidelines.

1. Buildings should extend to the front and side property lines to create a continuous
streetscape except where a public space as an amenity is provided in rhe
development.

2. Multi-storey development with vertically mixed uses that create high pedesrrian
traffrc at street level is preferred.

3. Street level facades should emphasize glazed entr:Lnces and display windows to
provide a feeling of interaction berween the building and street.

4. When on-site parking is provided, it should be at the rear of rhe site. A
passageway designed as part of the building to connect reår parking to rhe srreer
fontage is encouraged. The design of parking areas should place emphasis upon
landscaping, lighting and security.
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